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1. INTRODUCTION 

GENERAL  

The Bench Canal Company (BCC) is located near Emblem, WY, and supplies water to agricultural 

users located on the Emblem Bench (See Figure 1.1).  The BCC diverts water from the Greybull 

River at a diversion shared with the Farmers Canal.  From there the water is conveyed in a joint 

canal for the first mile before splitting into two canals for each respective canal company.  The 

Bench Canal continues to the north and east for approximately 8 miles before ending at the Dry 

Creek drainage.  Along its length, the Bench Canal diverts water to a network of laterals that 

divide the Emblem Bench to the east.  In all, the Bench Canal Company operates and maintains 

approximately 60 miles of open channels and pipelines.  The majority of these 60 miles consist 

of open channel, with pipelines (for the most part located at road crossings) accounting for less 

than 2 percent of the total. 

PURPOSE 

The project tasks for the Bench Canal Company Master Plan, Level I Study were intended to 

fulfill the following goals: 

1. Complete an updated inventory and assessment of the canal system.  A Geographic 

Information System (GIS), whether refreshing the data from the existing or creation of a 

new one, was specified as the tool to accomplish this part of the task.   

2. Enhance the canal system GIS with mapping layers for water rights and closed drains. 

3. Note system deficiencies and prepare a rehabilitation plan and cost estimates for any 

proposed improvements. 

4. Prepare conceptual designs and cost estimates for implementation of the rehabilitation 

plan. 

5. Complete a financing plan to complete the projects. 

Below is a detailed discussion of the methodologies, conclusions, and recommendations used, 

drawn, and made as a result of this study.
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Figure 1.1  Bench Canal Company Overview Map 
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2. SCOPE OF SERVICE 

2.1.   Scoping and Project Meetings 

The initial project-scoping meeting was held in September of 2014 to discuss the project tasks, 

GIS mapping, and the other scope items.  Sage Civil Engineering (SCE) personnel attended 

various BCC board meetings throughout the course of the study to inform the Board of 

progress, ask questions, and discuss the prioritization.   

2.2.   Review of Existing Information, GIS 

2.2.1. Previous Studies 

Several previous studies of the BCC system have been completed.  Below is a summary of each 

with the recommendations made. 

Bench Canal Rehabilitation Project, Level II November 1991,   -Nelson Engineering  

The main purposes of this study were to: 

1. Identify necessary repairs and improvements. 

2. Prepare conceptual designs and cost estimates for a proposed rehabilitation project. 

The result of the study was the following list of improvement items proposed to comprise a 

rehabilitation project. 

South Lateral Divider Structure 

North Lateral Divider Structure 

Dry Creek – “42” Laterals Divider/Wasteway Structure 

South – Hi-Line Laterals Divider Structure 

Mayland Drop Structure, South Lateral 
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The conceptual designs were planned to carry the normal canal flow and 20% overload flow.  

Several have subsequently been replaced.  The Mayland Drop and Dry Creek/42 Lateral do not 

appear to have been replaced. 

Bench Canal Irrigation System Report, October 1986, - Soil Conservation Service  

The main purposes of this study were to: 

1. Inventory the delivery system. 

2. Make recommendations for improvements. 

In October of 1985, the SCS inventoried the Bench Canal delivery system.  The report 

documented the following: 

1. Deteriorating Structures 

2. Erosion in the Laterals 

3. Canal Seepage  

4. Sedimentation 

There were 197 structures inventoried.  Of that number, the SCS study recommended 92 be 

replaced or rehabilitated within the next 14 years.  They also recommend one section of canal 

lining and one section of bank stabilization for improvement.   

E. Coli Total Maximum Daily Loads for the Big Horn River Watershed, October 2013 – 

RESPEC Consulting & Services 

The main purposes of this study were to: 

1. Address E. coli impairments in the Big Horn River Watershed. 

2. Model bacteria concentrations to provide a framework for the Wyoming Department of 

Environmental Quality (WDEQ) and watershed managers to base management 

decisions. 

3. Identify sources of bacteria pollution and address best management practice (BMP) 

implementation to reduce nonpoint source loads. 
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4. Address BMP implementation to avoid future bacteria impairments. 

Based on findings within this study, the Big Horn River Watershed had multiple impaired 

watersheds.  Most of these are not affected by the Bench Canal system.  Dry Creek receives 

wastewater from the Bench system and is impaired from the confluence with the Big Horn 

River upstream 4.7 miles.  The modeling completed as part of the study indicates implementing 

an irrigation efficiency BMP (Best Management Practice) to convert the flood-irrigated lands to 

sprinkler irrigation could reduce the bacteria loadings by an estimated 34%. 

None of the BMPs are mandatory.  However, due to the findings of this study, other funding 

sources may be available for projects that reduce bacteria transport in the watershed.   

2.3.   System Assessment and GIS Update 

The first step in any rehabilitation plan is to determine what infrastructure currently exists and 

in what condition it is.  The perfect tool to accomplish this task is a GIS.  An update of the 

existing GIS was included in the tasks for this project.  APPENDIX A - GIS discusses in detail the 

GIS created as part of this project for those who might need this information.  The abbreviated 

discussion below discusses the process used to inventory, map, and ultimately create a GIS for 

the District.   

2.3.1. GIS Structure and Components 

During the planning stages of the project, the proposed GIS product was described in a 

technical memo.  Through this process, in conjunction with the Wyoming Water Development 

Office (WWDO) project manager and the BCC, the following database structure was developed.   

Several “coverages” were proposed.  Some are discussed in more detail in APPENDIX A - GIS 

and/or other sections.  Below is a list of the coverages included in the GIS. 
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1. Base Mapping 

2. Canal System 

3. Risk Area Mapping 

4. Water Rights Mapping (Discussed in a separate section) 

5. Easements (Discussed in a separate section) 

2.3.1.1. Base Mapping 

Base mapping generally consists of information obtained from outside sources.  It is of varying 

quality and is used for visual-reference purposes.  The following base mapping is included in the 

BCC GIS: 

1. NAIP (National Agriculture Inventory Program) 2012 mapping was obtained from the 

USDA. 

2. County Ownership – Property lines and ownership information was obtained from Park 

County and included in the GIS. 

3. USGS 7.5 Minute Quadrangle Maps. 

4. Creeks and Rivers 

5. Roads and Highways 

This information can be updated periodically as new information is produced.  For instance, 

Park County yearly updates their ownership maps to reflect subdivisions, changes in ownership, 

etc.  NAIP updates the aerial photos every 2 years and makes them available.   

2.3.1.2. Canal System Mapping 

The first step in assessing the system was to determine what was going to be mapped and what 

data about each feature was desired.  This forms the basic structure of the canal system 

database.  Once this information was determined, field mapping could begin.    

To complete the mapping of the system, SCE personnel visited every feature in the system.  The 

following features were mapped in the field: 

1. Control Structure 

2. Simple Turnout 
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3. Drain Inlet 

4. Measurement Location 

5. Open Ditch 

6. Pipeline 

7. Simple Node 

8. Undershot 

9. Vent 

10. Bridge 

As much information as possible was collected in the field.  For data not available in the field, 

the database was left blank.  This information was intended to be filled in at a later date, SCE or 

the BCC.  For instance, nearly every feature has a field called Construction_Date.  In some cases, 

the date of construction is cast into the concrete, and the date is known at the time it is 

mapped.  Where there was no date available, this field was left blank.  In all, approximately 

1,200 separate features and approximately 60 miles of canal and laterals were mapped, 

inventoried, and recorded. Figure 2.1 is an example of the canal system mapping showing the 

data tables and document links. 

As discussed previously, one of the most powerful features of the GIS is the ability to link 

information and the ability to access it through the map at any time.  This is accomplished 

through the use of data tables.  First, a directory was created as part of the GIS.  This directory 

contains all the photos and other documents linked to the canal system features.  The next step 

was to create a data table to match each document with the unique identifier of its 

corresponding feature. 
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Figure 2.1 Example of GIS Mapping 

 

Feature S-SL-0110 is 
selected 

S-H50-0020’s attributes are highlighted in the 

  

The Photos table is linked to the 
feature through its FeatureID.  
This table provides a link to the 
FilePath through this ID. 
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The two types of data tables included in the GIS are the Documents and Site Visit tables.  The 

documents tables contain links to photos, record drawings, etc.  The following tables are 

included: 

• Videos 

• Photos 

• Record Drawings  

• Easements 

Documents are linked to other feature classes through a unique identifier assigned during 

mapping and provide a hot link to a particular video, photo, or record drawing. 

The Site Visit table is provided for use by the District and can contain information on site visits 

to each entity.  After each visit, the following information can be entered and stored in this 

table:     

• Date of Visit 

• Duration 

• Visit Type 

• Notes 

Like the other tables, every entry is related to its mapping feature through the FeatureID.  Both 

of these tables will include a one-to-many relationship with the mapped feature classes.  For 

example, a Control Structure could have several site visits, photos, or record drawings 

associated with it. 

The purpose of the Site Visit table is to provide the District with a way to track notes/activities 

while they are in the field performing maintenance or improvements on a structure, pipeline, or 

ditch.  With this table, the user can select a structure and immediately see all the recorded 

visits, what took place, and any important notes or comments. 

System Assessment 

At the time each feature was mapped, an assessment of its condition was completed.  The 

rating process is discussed in more detail in APPENDIX A - GIS.  Condition of structures and open 
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laterals were rated based on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being the worst.  In addition to these 

ratings, the open channels were rated on scales of 1-3 for: 

1. Breach Risk 

2. Evidence of Seepage 

A visual inspection was also made to determine whether, in the opinion the evaluator, the 

channel was subject to excessive moss (aquatic vegetation) growth.  This MOSSING attribute 

was simply a “YES” or “NO” depending upon whether or not moss was present.  Whether or not 

the mapper thought mossing might be a problem or not is highly dependent upon the time of 

year.  A large amount of moss growth may occur in some locations, but it may not affect flow 

rates and is not a problem to operation other than the debris it causes.     

An additional attribute “OTHER_DAMAGE” was also included.  This attribute (also a “YES” or 

“NO” value) indicates whether the mapper felt there was damage that was not described with 

the other attributes.  The NOTES field or photos were then added to describe what that damage 

might be.     

These attributes can be used to flag problem areas.  For instance, the symbology used to 

display the various features in the GIS can be changed so that if the MOSSING value is “YES”, 

the open ditch displays as orange instead of blue (See Figure 2.2).  None of these attributes are 

meant to be static.  In other words, we expect the users to be changing and updating these 

values as they review the system and the conditions change or if they disagree with our 

assessment. 
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Figure 2.2 Screen Capture of System with Mossing Attribute Set to Display Orange 
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Figure 2.2 shows an attribute table at the bottom of the screen.  These tables are similar to an 

excel spreadsheet in that the data can be sorted, rearranged, and features selected.  It is a 

powerful way to review the features.  For instance, all the features in a feature class can be 

sorted by condition in descending order.  Completing this action will place all the features with 

the worst ratings for condition at the top of the table allowing them to be quickly reviewed and 

found on the map.  From that point, further investigation of the pictures, location, etc. can be 

completed.   

2.3.1.3. Risk Area Mapping 

This task is tailored to the individual system.  For instance, some systems may be extensively 

connected to the up-gradient drainages.  In those cases, it may be prudent to analyze these 

drainages to determine the effect they have on the system in a storm.  In other cases, they are 

disconnected from the drainages and relatively unaffected by storm water runoff.   

In the past, if the canal or ditch breaches due to storm water overwhelming its capacity, the 

canal washed out and it was fixed when the storm was over.  The damage was contained to the 

immediate area of the breach and fixed.  Some areas have seen a substantial increase in rural 

development and the farms are being replaced by small acreages.  When this development 

occurs, the new owners are often ignorant of irrigation practices and living with irrigation 

facilities.  In these cases, it is difficult for the district or canal company to keep track of 

improvements that are being constructed.  In many cases, the improvements are not 

constructed near a ditch at all, but are located 

near a drainage or swale that may not 

normally have water in it.  Suddenly, a 

relatively harmless breach in the canal that 

takes some dirt work to fix can have impacts 

to structures or other improvements.   

Most of the Bench Canal system is unaffected 

by drainages discharging into the canal.  The 

canal and distribution system is located on top Figure 2.3  Hi-Line Ditch Reach R-HD-0230 
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of the Emblem Bench making it higher than the surrounding area.  The exceptions are the South 

Lateral and Hi-Line Ditches.  Table Mountain lies south of these two laterals.  Its north side 

drains to these conveyances which intersect the runoff.  The drainage areas on a drainage-by-

drainage basis are fairly small and any single 

drainage does not affect the ditch very much.   

The Hi-Line and South Laterals have enough 

capacity handle these flows.  Storm water 

entering the South Lateral prior to the 

beginning of the HI-Line will have its peak flow 

attenuated when it reaches the bifurcation 

where the HI-Line and South Laterals 

separate.  Some flow will go to the South 

Lateral and some down the Hi-Line.  

Downstream of this point, the Hi-Line is above the South Lateral so it intercepts the storm 

water.  This water continues to the reservoir where the peaks are attenuated.  The Hi Line 

below the reservoir is isolated from the inflows upstream.  East of the reservoir, the water 

intercepted by the Hi-Line will continue to the spill at the end.  The Hi-Line in this area is very 

deep due to significant head cutting and more than capable of conveying any additional storm 

flows, as illustrated by Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4.  The South Lateral upstream of the split is the 

area most at risk of a breach due to storm water inflows.  This area has the least freeboard, 

especially at the check structures.   

As briefly discussed above, two criteria are normally evaluated to determine risk.  The first is 

the risk of a canal breach or overtopping.  Usually due to storm water, this can also occur due to 

a debris plug.  The second is the risk from subdivision of land into small acreages.  This results in 

structures and improvements constructed in areas where they may become inundated due to 

the breach.  The first resource to consult is the county development standards.  In the case of 

Big Horn County, these standards do not exist per se.  A development must go through a review 

process for approval, but zoning does not exist.  In the case of the Bench Canal system, there 

Figure 2.4  Hi-Line Ditch Reach R-HD-0270 
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are no restrictions on lot size, land use, etc. other than what may or may not be approved by 

the county review.  Consequently, we are left with our past experience to determine the 

likelihood, location, and character of land development in the area.  

In our experience, the majority of the small-acreage, rural developments tend to take place 

near larger communities.  The purchasers of these properties are not interested in commuting 

large distances for work, amenities, groceries, etc.  For this reason, the location of the Bench 

system makes it less susceptible to development.  In most places where development has taken 

place, some sort of community water system is also available.  This area does not have that 

feature either.  Finally, the past patterns of development can be reviewed and very little, if any, 

has occurred within the Bench system.  For these reasons, we do not expect risks of the type 

discussed above to be an issue for the foreseeable future.  We anticipate any development that 

may occur will consist of family exemptions.  

Big Horn County does require review by the ditch or association.  Below is the wording from the 

county regulations: 

“Section 2. Review by the Irrigation District or Association.  If the subdivision is located within an 

irrigation district or within lands served by a ditch or irrigation company or association, evidence 

shall be provided that the distribution plan has been approved by the district board, company, 

or association.  In the case where the subdivision is located within lands served by an 

unorganized ditch, the remaining appropriators will review the plan and submit their 

recommendations.  Review and approval shall be completed within 60 days.” 

We recommend the BCC review any subdivision applications for not only the irrigation 

distribution plan, but also for any aboveground/underground drains in the area and historic 

spill locations, etc.   

2.4.   Evaluate System Operations  

During the creation of any rehabilitation plan, it is important to understand the operations of 

the system.  This task is intended to provide the opportunity to do this.   
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2.4.1. General 

BCC delivers water to approximately 15,000 acres.  The Bench Canal Company is a private entity 

governed by a board of three members.  Currently, the company has one field manager/ditch 

rider, a full-time ditch rider, a part-time ditch rider, and a secretary to operate the system.  

The company is unique in that it lies within the boundaries of the Greybull Valley Irrigation 

District (GVID).  The BCC water users have direct flow rights from the Greybull River.  However, 

storage is available within the Upper Sunshine, Lower Sunshine, and Roach Gulch Reservoirs.  

All three reservoirs are off channel.  However, the Greybull River is used as the conveyance to 

transport stored water to the various ditches within the GVID, one of which is the BCC.  GVID 

has no responsibility for the BCC facilities.  BCC shares approximately 6,500 feet of the main 

canal with the Farmers Canal Company.  Operation and maintenance costs are shared between 

the two companies.  After the Farmers and Bench Canals split, the Bench Canal continues to the 

Emblem Bench and the majority of the BCC users.  Due to this configuration, the BCC is heavily 

interconnected to the GVID and Farmers Canal Company. 

As part of collecting information used to evaluate the systems and provide suggestions for 

operational improvements, reviews of other irrigation districts in the area were performed.  

The reviewed districts divert from the Shoshone River below Buffalo Bill Reservoir, with the 

exception of Cody Canal, which diverts above Buffalo Bill Reservoir from the South Fork of the 

Shoshone River.  It is a reasonable assumption that operations of the reviewed districts, other 

than Cody Canal, are less labor-intensive than the Bench Canal because they are protected from 

extensive and sudden flow variations by virtue of being below the reservoir.  Material and 

debris issues will also be significantly less.  In general, these districts have also been completing 

rehabilitation projects for some time.  Consequently, their infrastructure is in significantly 

better shape than the BCC’s.  The following is provided for informational purposes.  

Most of these districts have a full-time manager and office administrator.  They also have on 

average one ditch rider per 6,250 acres with the highest number of acres per ditch rider at 

7,500 and the lowest being 4,000.  With regard to staffing, the BCC is comparable to these 

districts.  The exception is the manager position.       
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These districts typically operate on a system requiring the user to have orders in a minimum of 

24 hours in advance of a water request.  Typically, this involves the use of cards placed in 

containers at various locations throughout the district.  The ditch rider then makes the changes 

necessary to satisfy the requests the next morning.  Two districts require 48-hour’s notice for 

turning water on and 24 hour’s notice to turn water off.  This notice begins at the time the ditch 

rider checks the card box, not when the card is placed in the box, and the box is checked once 

per day.  This allows the ditch riders to plan their adjustments ahead of time to ensure water is 

provided when requested.  One district operates using telephone communication.  Users call 

when they need water, and the ditch riders supply the water as soon as possible.  There are 

times when users’ requests are not satisfied until those who are already receiving water can 

finish their irrigation, which can be up to a few days.  The result is a rotation system.  

Orders are requested by phone for the Bench system by 7:30 each morning.  The BCC secretary 

then calls GVID to order the water and the delivery is made when the water is available.  No 

specific notice or order sheets/cards are used.  We are unaware of any conflicts arising from the 

BCC ordering system.  We do think the system would likely benefit from a written ordering 

system and set notice times to give the operators a more time to plan the deliveries.  If the 

system is improved, additional measurement will likely be part of those improvements.  As 

more measurement is added, the system can be operated more efficiently.  A system of written 

orders will reduce the potential for errors. 

One final conclusion about the system operations was made.  During work on the Life Cycle 

Cost Analysis portion of the project, the importance of good information was highlighted.  

When evaluating the benefits of a particular project, it would be helpful to attempt to quantify 

the excess costs being incurred by one situation or another.  A recommendation for future 

operations is to attempt to track the time spent on different tasks throughout the system.  Over 

time, patterns will begin to emerge to confirm or disprove the perceived problem locations.  

The GIS is one way to begin to track these.  Once a potential project is beginning to be 

discussed, data on the impacts of the project should begin to be collected.  This is done by ditch 
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personnel keeping records of the tasks they are responsible for and how long it is taking them.  

Keeping records of personnel will also aid in cross training of the ditch riders. 

Most of irrigation systems the size of the BCC are irrigation districts and not private companies.  

There are typically two organizational structures for these entities.  The first, and seemingly 

most popular, consists of a board of commissioners and a manager.  The manager’s 

responsibilities typically consist of: 

• Personnel 

• Maintenance Planning 

• Budgeting 

• Day-to-Day operations 

These responsibilities come with varying oversight and input from the board.  This allows the 

manager to focus on day-to-day budgeting, scheduling of maintenance and personnel, and 

other activities necessary to keep the system functioning.  The board provides oversight over 

the manager.  Since most of the boards are made up of full-time farmers, they generally do not 

have the time to be involved in the day-to-day operations.  Having a manager to handle these 

situations allows the board to focus on “big picture” issues.  

The second organizational structure, and the one BCC falls under, consists of a board made up 

of members who have direct control over most of the items listed above, and the personnel 

consist of ditch riders to make deliveries.   

There is wide variation between the two types in the amount of autonomy given to the 

manager or chief ditch rider.  This autonomy and authority is likely dependent on the 

confidence the users and board have in that individual.     

2.4.2. Training 

Training of personnel is important.  There are several resources available for this training.  The 

primary one is the Bureau of Reclamation.  Every other year they offer a technical workshop 

entitled “Modern Methods in Canal Operation and Control”.  This workshop is specifically 
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geared towards canal operators, water masters, managers, and engineers and is held in their 

hydraulics laboratory. 

2.4.3. Entity Issues 

This project is somewhat unique because of the organizational structure of the sponsor.  The 

Bench Canal is an organized canal company.  Although located within the Greybull Valley 

Irrigation District (GVID), GVID does not operate any distribution canals or laterals.  The sole 

purpose of GVID is to operate the Upper Sunshine, Lower Sunshine, and Roach Gulch Reservoirs 

and their associated supply canals and river diversions. 

Chapter III of the Operating Criteria of the Wyoming Water Development Commission states, 

“The project sponsor shall be a public entity that can legally receive state funds…”  Since the 

Bench Canal Company is not a public entity, they cannot receive WWDC funding.  This 

requirement is waived for the purpose of funding Level I studies.  Because they are located 

within an irrigation district, they cannot form their own irrigation district.  A previous study 

completed for the Farmers Canal looked at these issues in depth.  The findings from that 

analysis are included below as adapted to the Bench Canal Company. 

The BCC has two options: 1) form a new public entity or 2) allow GVID to be the sponsor for 

these projects.  Each path has its own pros and cons.  Forming an additional entity will result in 

administrative and other overhead costs the BCC does not currently have and BCC is limited in 

the type of entity they can form.  Since they are already located within an irrigation district, 

they cannot form another.  The benefit to forming separate entities is that the users of the 

water within each area can make the decisions.  For instance, Bench Canal Company users 

would elect representatives to make the decisions locally.  GVID would not be involved.   

Allowing GVID to be the sponsor will eliminate the duplication of administrative and overhead 

costs.  It does bring an additional entity (GVID) into the decision-making process, which could 

complicate matters.  As the sponsor, GVID would be required to own any new improvements.  

Operation and maintenance would then likely be contracted between BCC and GVID.  The 

benefit to GVID is increased service to their members.  Rehabilitation of their customer’s 

distribution systems improves their operations and adds stability to the water users.  This will 
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have the effect of making the entire system healthier and improving the ability of water users 

to continue to pay assessments.     

After researching the various options and reviewing the applicable requirements, a memo 

detailing the various options was prepared.  This information is included in the original memo 

included in the Farmers study in APPENDIX B – Hageman and Brighton Memo. 

2.4.4. Operation 

During the irrigation season, the water users call in their delivery requests in the morning by 

7:30 each morning.  These are collated, and the secretary then contacts GVID to notify them of 

the required reservoir release.  Once the water becomes available, the ditch riders then make 

the adjustments to complete the deliveries.      

Measurement 

Adequate measurement is a key characteristic of an irrigation system that is generally 

considered necessary for efficient and equitable delivery of water.  Only a few of the BCC 

turnouts have measurement, and, of those, only a few are functional.  Without good 

measurement, the ditch riders have a hard time determining how to adjust the flows to make 

deliveries.  It is also difficult to monitor the system.  

Seepage losses can be important, and BCC suspects a few problem areas.  These suspicions are 

confirmed by the presence of vegetation, saturated soils, and drain flow below the canals and 

laterals.  Quantifying or isolating these issues is difficult without good measurement.  In most 

cases, using rated dirt channels to compare inflows and outflows from a reach is not accurate 

enough to determine seepage over the relatively short distances.  Having measurement 

structures and developing long-term flow records at these locations will help to evaluate the 

efficiency of the system. 

Canal Access 

One issue encountered during the mapping was access.  In most cases, there is no canal road 

adjacent to the ditch.  Our mapping personnel spent a significant amount of time backtracking, 
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walking, or slowly traversing the ditch banks in a UTV.  This lack of good access roads affects not 

only our personnel, but also impacts the BCC during normal operations.  The ditch riders are 

generally more efficient if they can follow the canal to make their deliveries.  It also makes it 

less likely inspection of the system will occur regularly and makes the maintenance activities 

that do occur more time consuming.  Our recommendation is to begin reestablishing the canal 

right-of-way by building roads along all the canals.  In areas with poor soil that may need 

accessed during adverse weather conditions, road base or gravel should be brought in to 

ensure the entire distance can be traveled during all weather conditions. 

Easements   

Establishing the canal roads has another added benefit.  Establishing the canal roads and 

asserting the BCC’s right to access the system is important from a legal standpoint.  Legal 

council should be consulted regarding the specific rights the BCC has with regard to their rights- 

of-way.  However, it is our experience the right-of-way width historically used for maintenance 

becomes important when resolving disputes over rights-of-way.  Making sure access is 

maintained to both sides of the canals and ditches is one way to assert control.  Any 

encroachments on the right-of-way should be dealt with immediately. 

2.5.   Review of Water Rights 

SCE personnel reviewed and mapped the water rights for the Bench Canal system.  Table 2.1 

contains a summary of the permits and other information.  The records were searched and 

each permit mapped to the quarter-quarter level. 
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Table 2.1 Water Rights Summary 

PERMIT PROOF PRIORITY
CERTIFICATE 
OF RECORD 

(CR) No.
CR PAGE

ORDER 
No. 

ORDER 
PAGE

ACRES
PERMIT 
ACRES 

SUBTOTAL

6683E 39135 2/22/1977 84 290 225.4 225.4
6685E 37932 2/22/1977 82 88 79.2 79.2
6686E 36574 2/22/1977 80 172 47.3 47.3

69E 3675 4/9/1894 2 111 160
69E 3849 4/9/1894 2 197 160
995 39505 6/1/1895 86 2 75.74
995 39507 6/1/1895 86 4 21.76
596 9846 10/16/1893 30 34 4 314 80
596 9847 10/16/1893 30 35 4 314 80
596 4889 10/16/1893 3 383 320
596 3664 10/16/1893 2 107 160
596 3665 10/16/1893 2 107 160
596 3666 10/16/1893 2 108 160
596 3667 10/16/1893 2 108 155
596 5116 10/16/1893 4 7 3 210 160
233E 10429 12/19/1896 30 335 4 367 80
233E 11362 12/19/1896 33 30 4 523 160
233E 14973 12/19/1896 39 13 5 371 160
233E 14974 12/19/1896 39 14 5 371 80
233E 14975 12/19/1896 39 15 5 371 80
233E 15364 12/19/1896 39 427 5 435 160
233E 16078 12/19/1896 40 456 5 544 232
233E 16079 12/19/1896 40 457 5 544 160
233E 16080 12/19/1896 40 458 5 544 80
233E 16081 12/19/1896 40 459 5 544 1509.74
233E 16082 12/19/1896 40 460 5 544 323.45
233E 16083 12/19/1896 40 461 5 544 200
233E 16998 12/19/1896 42 154 5 776 80
233E 17164 12/19/1896 42 326 5 46 76.4
233E 17364 12/19/1896 42 536 5 107 160
233E 17365 12/19/1896 42 537 5 107 240
233E 17366 12/19/1896 42 538 5 107 120
233E 17367 12/19/1896 42 539 5 107 33.73
233E 17368 12/19/1896 42 540 5 107 105
233E 17884 12/19/1896 43 331 5 219 80
233E 17885 12/19/1896 43 335 6 219 160
233E 17886 12/19/1896 43 336 6 219 320

BENCH CANAL

320

97.5

1275
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PERMIT PROOF PRIORITY
CERTIFICATE 
OF RECORD 

(CR) No.
CR PAGE

ORDER 
No. 

ORDER 
PAGE

ACRES
PERMIT 
ACRES 

SUBTOTAL

233E 17887 12/19/1896 43 337 6 219 160
233E 17888 12/19/1896 43 338 6 219 160
233E 17889 12/19/1896 43 339 6 219 160
233E 17891 12/19/1896 43 341 6 219 80
233E 17892 12/19/1896 43 342 6 219 156
233E 17893 12/19/1896 43 343 6 219 152
233E 17894 12/19/1896 43 344 6 219 80
233E 17895 12/19/1896 43 345 6 219 152.41
233E 17896 12/19/1896 43 340 6 219 68.29
233E 18358 12/19/1896 44 101 6 384 80
233E 19550 12/19/1896 45 599 6 772 80
233E 19551 12/19/1896 45 600 6 772 80
233E 19552 12/19/1896 45 601 6 772 80
233E 19553 12/19/1896 45 602 6 773 160
233E 19554 12/19/1896 45 603 6 772 318
233E 19555 12/19/1896 45 604 6 772 80
233E 19556 12/19/1896 45 605 6 772 80
233E 19557 12/19/1896 45 606 6 772 65
233E 19558 12/19/1896 45 607 6 772 268
233E 19760 12/19/1896 46 195 7 88 53
233E 19761 12/19/1896 46 194 7 88 154
233E 19816 12/19/1896 46 276 7 162 22
233E 19817 12/19/1896 46 277 7 162 80
233E 19937 12/19/1896 46 387 7 201 80
233E 19938 12/19/1896 46 388 7 201 72
233E 19939 12/19/1896 46 389 7 201 320
233E 19940 12/19/1896 46 390 7 201 113
233E 19941 12/19/1896 46 391 7 201 80
233E 19942 12/19/1896 46 392 7 201 80
233E 19943 12/19/1896 46 393 7 205 160
233E 19944 12/19/1896 46 394 7 201 80
233E 19945 12/19/1896 46 395 7 201 72
233E 19978 12/19/1896 46 442 7 284 108.5
233E 19979 12/19/1896 46 443 7 284 160
233E 20176 12/19/1896 47 119 7 434 160
233E 20241 12/19/1896 47 187 7 483 54
233E 20242 12/19/1896 47 188 7 483 54.5
233E 20243 12/19/1896 47 189 7 483 55.5
233E 20244 12/19/1896 47 190 7 483 80

BENCH CANAL (Cont.)
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PERMIT PROOF PRIORITY
CERTIFICATE 
OF RECORD 

(CR) No.
CR PAGE

ORDER 
No. 

ORDER 
PAGE

ACRES
PERMIT 
ACRES 

SUBTOTAL

233E 21004 12/19/1896 49 294 9 32 112.32
233E 21159 12/19/1896 49 464 9 102 80
233E 21687 12/19/1896 52 432 9 476 160
233E 21688 12/19/1896 52 433 9 476 80
233E 21689 12/19/1896 52 434 9 476 160
233E 21690 12/19/1896 52 435 9 476 80
233E 21691 12/19/1896 52 436 9 476 160
233E 21692 12/19/1896 52 437 9 476 160
233E 22178 12/19/1896 57 496 10 279 89
233E 22436 12/19/1896 57 186 10 60 160
233E 22713 12/19/1896 57 491 10 279 100
233E 22714 12/19/1896 57 492 10 279 160
233E 22715 12/19/1896 57 493 10 279 120
233E 22716 12/19/1896 57 494 10 279 40
233E 22717 12/19/1896 57 495 10 279 148.84
233E 22718 12/19/1896 57 496 10 279 134
233E 22719 12/19/1896 57 497 10 279 120
233E 22720 12/19/1896 57 498 10 279 240
233E 22721 12/19/1896 57 499 10 279 80
233E 22843 12/19/1896 58 101 10 316 145
233E 22844 12/19/1896 58 102 10 317 495
233E 22845 12/19/1896 58 103 10 317 160
233E 22846 12/19/1896 58 104 10 317 146.7
233E 22847 12/19/1896 58 105 10 317 180
233E 22848 12/19/1896 58 106 10 317 156.2
233E 23049 12/19/1896 58 283 10 390 160
233E 23050 12/19/1896 58 284 10 390 150
233E 23051 12/19/1896 58 285 10 390 128
233E 23052 12/19/1896 58 285 10 390 150
233E 25107 12/19/1896 63 158 12 547 147.54
233E 25687 12/19/1896 64 182 13 322 20
233E 25886 12/19/1896 64 363 13 448 113
233E 39864 12/19/1896 87 152 1255.05 14889.17

BENCH CANAL (Cont.)

 

Figure 2.5 is a screen capture of the water rights mapping from ArcMap.  The various colors 

indicate the different permits.  The Table of Contents, visible at the left, shows the various 
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Figure 2.5 Screen Capture of Water Rights Mapping 

Selected Water Rights Polygon 
Hatched by permit number. 

Acres exist from only one permit.  If 
two permits had contained acres 
the others would be shown. 

Details for 233E Are Shown 

Here 
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colors and hatches chosen for display.  These can be easily modified to emphasize a certain 

permit, priority, etc.  Many quarter-quarters have water rights from multiple permits within 

them.  When mapped, multiple polygons are “stacked” on top of each other, one for each 

permit or separate entry on each permit.  This means the mapped polygons will match the 

records as close as possible.   

2.6.   Easements, Right-of- Way, and Permitting Review 

BCC does not have easements described by metes and bounds descriptions or delineation of a 

specified width.  This is typical for most of the irrigation systems in the area.  The result of this 

situation is that a right-of-way exists; the width and extents are determined by what is 

necessary to maintain the ditch.  Again, legal counsel should be consulted with regard to the 

rights-of-way.   

For the purposes of this report, we have provided feature classes for point and linear 

encroachments.  Most of these encroachments were fences, pumps, and stilling ponds.  The 

locations of these features can be seen on the map.  A feature class for a buffer to depict an 

easement was included in the GIS.  We have provided a documents table related to the 

easement feature classes.  If written easements are acquired for any reason, they can be 

scanned and related to the particular reach or reaches to which they apply.   

2.7.   Prioritization of Recommendations 

BCC has undertaken a large amount of rehabilitation work throughout the last 20-30 years.  

Some of this work has included improvements, replacement, or both.  However, the bulk 

appears to have been in the form of emergency repairs.  A few of the larger structures appear 

to have been replaced since the previous reports were completed.  However, the majority of 

the recommendations from the SCS report have not been undertaken.  The system has been 

kept running by pouring concrete over existing structures or using rock in an attempt to 

stabilize channels and drops.  SCE was tasked with reviewing the District’s infrastructure, 

prioritizing the rehabilitation needs, and creating a master plan for future rehabilitation.  

The three criteria shown below were considered for prioritization of rehabilitation needs.   
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1. Immediate needs for safety and continued operation:  Major structures whose failure 

could interrupt service to the majority of the BCC. 

2. Immediate needs for safety, repair, and improvement of operation:  Improvements 

which would help alleviate operational challenges and lower the risk of a canal breach, 

overtopping, or would otherwise improve safety. 

3. Operational improvement:  Projects that will improve efficiency, delivery, and reduce 

maintenance costs to the BCC. 

Any deficiencies identified during the system assessment were viewed from this perspective.    

2.7.1. Previously Scheduled Projects 

In addition to a fresh inventory and assessment of all infrastructure, SCE was also tasked with 

objectively looking at ongoing, previously planned projects.  As the BCC currently is not a public 

entity and is ineligible to receive state funds, the extent of ongoing improvement is minimal.  

The projects previously scheduled were:  

Table 2.2 Ongoing and/or Scheduled Projects 

 

All ongoing projects are intended to upgrade and expand the BCC’s measurement capabilities in 

order to improve system operations.  The system’s current measurement capabilities are 

deficient due to several important existing division locations having malfunctioning 

measurement devices or lacking them altogether.  Ongoing BCC projects are addressing some 

of these locations, as malfunctioning measurement devices will be replaced on the South 

Lateral directly downstream of the Hi-Line Lateral and at the head of the Story Lateral.  

Additionally, measurement capabilities will be added to the head end of the Minzel Lateral.  See 

the prioritization plan in the subsequent section for a full summary of the system’s existing 

measurement capabilities and locations identified for the installation of measurement devices. 

Ongoing and/or Scheduled Projects
Replacement of Montana Flume on South Lateral below Hi-Line Lateral
Replacement of Parshall Flume at head of Story Lateral
Replacement of Parshall Flume at head of 42 Lateral
Installation of Parshall Flume at head of Minzel Lateral
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2.7.2. Prioritization Plan   

After a review of the system and discussions with the Board and manager, the following 

prioritization plan was developed.  This plan prioritizes the projects in order of safety, deferred 

maintenance, and, finally, operation and maintenance improvements.  

Table 2.3 Project Prioritization 

Project Schedule
Bench Canal Lining Alternatives 2017-2018
North Lateral Structure S-NL-0050/Road 9 Crossing Reconstruction 2017-2018
Ramp Flume Modifications - Structure S-SL-0110 2017-2018
North Lateral Structure S-NL-0160 Reconstruction 2018-2019
South Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipe Conversion 2022-2028
Hi-Line Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipe Conversion Conversion 2038-2045

BCC Project Prioritization

 

Projects are discussed in more detail below. 

2.7.2.1. Bench Canal Lining Alternatives 

The greatest risk to the safety and continued operation of the system is the instability of the 

Bench Canal’s bank observed at select locations upstream of the South Lateral turnout.  In this 

area, the canal is located on a side hill with adjacent lands to the south and east being located 

at significantly lower elevations (up to 80 ft.) than the canal itself.  During the 2014 irrigation 

season, a section of the downhill canal bank became unstable due to hydraulic seepage/piping.  

Without the prompt shutdown of the system, it likely would have resulted in the complete 

failure of the canal bank.  Roughly 400 feet of canal bank reconstruction was required in order 

to put the system back into operation after being shut down for a few days. 

The reconstruction of the canal bank, even when coupled with shifting the canal’s centerline 

uphill (northwest) to establish a more substantial downhill canal bank, is viewed as a short-term 

fix.  The canal’s location will continue to promote hydraulic seepage piping and will require 

vigilant monitoring.  Midway during the 2015 irrigation season, BCC personnel noticed potential 
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Figure 2.6  Bench Canal Prioritization Plan 
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signs of instability.  SCE installed reference points to monitor the situation and determine the 

extent, if any, of the ongoing instability.  At the time of this writing, no movement was 

detected.  This area is likely to be a continuing problem.  A similar area was referenced in the 

1986 SCS study. 

While the 2014 incident did not result in a complete failure and only required a relatively short 

interruption in service, it did stress the potential risk.  This portion of the Bench Canal at times 

conveys over 200 cfs and is located approximately 6 miles downstream of the canal’s diversion 

from the Greybull River, the nearest point of control (location at which the flows in the canal 

could be shut off in the event of a failure).  Using an average canal cross-section along this 

upper reach of the canal, the total volume of water within the system upstream of the unstable 

 

 

reach at any given time could exceed 45 acre-feet (AF) or the minimum likely to breach the 

canal in the event of a failure in this general area.  Furthermore, velocities along the upper 

2014 Repair Area (Between Nodes) 

Proposed Lining Area 

South Lateral 

Figure 2.7  Bench Canal Lining Area 
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reach of the Bench Canal are estimated to be in the 3 ft/s range adding approximately 17 AF to 

the system every hour that passes from the time of breach to time the water is shut off.   

Any potential breach in this area will escape to the surrounding farmland located at significantly 

lower elevations and at high velocity, causing considerable erosion.  This would likely result in 

the system being shut down for considerably longer than it was in 2014, leaving over 90 

percent of the lands irrigated by the Bench Canal without service for an unspecified amount of 

time while the repairs to the canal are completed.  While there are no structures within the 

immediate proximity of this section of the canal, a breach could cause significant damage to 

irrigated farmlands in the area before making its way into the Farmers Canal system below, 

parts of which pass directly through the Town of Burlington some 2 miles to the south and east.  

For these reasons, a solution to this problem was selected as the highest priority.  The 1986 SCS 

study summarized this area as shown in this excerpt: 

“An area of seepage on the Bench Canal was identified which is of concern.  As the Bench Canal 

leaves the valley and traverses the steep valley wall, it is excavated in sections of fractured and 

porous sandstone.  The high seepage rates through sandy material have reduced canal bank 

stability and are contributing to a high water table area below the canal.  Sloughing or canal 

bank failure could reduce water delivery and at critical periods could result in reduced crop 

yields.”  

The specific location mentioned appears to be approximately 1.7 miles upstream of the 

problem area identified during this study.  However, they qualified the statement by suggesting 

local and historic knowledge of problem areas should be used to determine the final extents of 

the lining.  The problem area located in this study is approximately 3,000 ft. upstream of the 

South Lateral.   

2.7.2.2. North Lateral Structure - S-NL-0050/Road 9 Crossing 

The existing North Lateral infrastructure at Road 9 requires a narrowing of the roadway’s width 

from approximately 25 feet to 15 feet, with substantial drop offs into the lateral on either side.  

Additionally, the lateral crossing is located at the crest of a vertical curve along the roadway 

with limited sight distance.  The crossing’s configuration is unsafe and has been the site of 
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accidents in the past.  Lengthening and lowering of the irrigation infrastructure is proposed to 

increase roadway width and increase sight distance in order to improve safety.  Big Horn 

County should be consulted during the planning for this project to determine if/or how much 

they may be able to participate in the funding. 

2.7.2.3. Measurement Related Projects 

As mentioned previously, the BCC system’s current measurement capabilities are lacking due 

several existing division locations with malfunctioning measurement devices or lacking them 

altogether.  Table 2.4 summarizes the location, type, and status of existing measurement 

locations within the system. 

Table 2.4 Existing Measurement Locations 

Existing Measurement Locations Type Functioning
Head of Bench Canal Concrete Parshall x
Head of South Lateral Concrete Parshall x
Head of North Lateral Steel Parshall x
Head of 42 Lateral Steel Parshall
Head of Dry Creek Lateral Concrete Parshall x
South Lateral Below Hi-Line Steel Montana
Head of Hi-Line Ramp Flume
Head of Story Lateral Steel Parshall
Story Lateral North of Hwy Steel Parshall x  

Optimization of the management and operation of the BCC system relies on, at a minimum, the 

ability to measure flows at every major division, pickup, and retention location.  Table 2.5 

summarizes such locations that currently do not have measurement capabilities. 

Table 2.5 Proposed Measurement Locations 

Proposed Measurement Locations
Head of Minzel Lateral
A-Drains Confluence with North Lateral (S-NL-0160)
North Lateral at S-NL-0160
Outlet of Hi-Line Reservoir  

Ongoing and/or scheduled projects are addressing measurement issues at several locations.  

Replacement is slated for non-functioning measurement devices on the South Lateral 
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immediately below the Hi-Line Lateral, the head of the Story Lateral, the head of 42 Lateral, and 

the head of the Minzel Lateral; and the installation of a Parshall flume at the head of the Minzel 

Lateral.  Measurement at the outlet of the reservoir will be accomplished as part of the lateral 

open ditch-to-pipe conversion projects and would be specific to the selected alternative. 

The replacement and/or installation of measurement devices at the remaining identified 

locations are summarized below. 

2.7.2.4. South Lateral Structure - S-SL-0110 

This structure is located at the division of the Hi-Line Lateral from the South Lateral.  An 

existing, non-functioning Montana Flume located immediately downstream along the South 

Lateral is slated to be replaced during the 2015-16 off-season.  The structure itself was 

replaced within the last five years, which included the installation of a ramp flume to 

measure the flows diverted to the Hi-Line.  Unfortunately, this ramp flume has never 

functioned properly.  However, a conceptual analysis of the existing flume identified a few 

design flaws that can be fixed through modification to the existing structure to construct a 

functioning measuring device.  It should be noted that the proposed modifications will 

require the alteration of the operation of the existing structure.  Details of the proposed 

modifications are summarized in the conceptual designs section. 

2.7.2.5. North Lateral Structure - S-NL-0160 

The intent of this structure is to control how much water flows east down the North 

Lateral.  Over the years, the ability to fully control the water has been lost, and currently 

the existing structure is lacking functionality, as delivery water cannot be prevented from 

spilling to the north into the North Lateral Spill.  The North Lateral Spill is not a delivery 

lateral.  Having no field turnouts located along its length, its intended purpose is to collect 

return flows and convey them back to the North Lateral or to spill excess flows into Dry 

Creek when necessary (See Figure 2.8).  Upgrading the structure will eliminate the need to 

maintain the North Lateral Spill as a parallel delivery lateral, while reducing operation 

costs and seepage losses. 
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Figure 2.8 North Lateral - S-NL-0160 
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Measurement devices are needed in this location due to its extensive distance (six miles) 

downstream of the nearest measurement location at the Bench Canal and the substantial 

return flows picked up here from the A-Drain.  The inability to measure what flow remains 

in the North Lateral and what is being picked up from the A-Drain makes operating the 

system to supply a consistent flow to the lower end of the North Lateral extremely difficult.  

For example, discussions with system operators revealed that at certain times of the year 

the lower end of the North Lateral is almost solely supplied from return flows of the A-

Drain.  Proposed improvements will reconstruct this structure to restore its original 

function and to add measurement to the inlet and outlet of North Lateral.  Since the spill 

will not be used most of the year, these two measurement locations will provide the 

operator with the flow entering and leaving the structure.  The A-Drain will not be 

measured as its flow can be calculated by taking the difference between the flows at the 

two proposed measurement locations along the North Lateral.   

2.7.2.6. Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipe Conversion Projects 

Existing Conditions 

Currently, nearly 100 percent of the Bench Canal Company’s (BCC) nearly 60 miles of water 

delivery infrastructure is open ditch, approximately 45 miles of which are delivery laterals 

with potential to be converted to pipe.  Many benefits can be realized through the 

conversion of open ditch to pipe including reduced cleaning and maintenance costs, 

conservation of water, improved/simplified operations, and in some cases increased 

irrigation efficiency by harnessing the available head allowing for the potential conversion 

to sprinkle irrigation.  

Existing Costs 

Costs associated with maintaining the existing irrigation infrastructure include ditch 

cleaning/maintenance and structure maintenance/replacement. 

Ditch Cleaning/Maintenance Costs 

At the time of this report, the BCC contracts out earthwork activities.  However, for 

estimating purposes, it was assumed that ditch cleaning and maintenance will be 
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completed by BCC personnel operating rental equipment.  Rental rates will accurately 

represent all the expenses associated with owning a piece of equipment including 

replacement costs, repairs, depreciation, maintenance, etc. and are slightly conservative 

due to the presence of profit necessarily included in the hourly rate. 

Table 2.6 Lateral Cleaning Costs 

Item Cost ($/hr)
Excavator Rental $42.50

Fuel $24.00
Operator $30.00

Total $96.50

Lateral Cleaning Costs

 

The above costs assumed ditch cleaning will be completed using a Link Belt X2 Series 

Excavator.  Assuming that one-half-mile of average lateral ditch could be cleaned per day, 

ditch cleaning will cost $0.29/ft., or nearly $70,000 to clean all lateral ditches maintained 

by the BCC.  As can be seen, regardless of how much ditch cleaning is required on an annual 

basis, significant savings can be realized through the reduction of the length open ditch 

laterals. 

Table 2.7 Lateral Cleaning Cost Summary 

SOUTH LATERAL 71,106 30.2% $20,793
HI-LINE LATERAL 30,514 13.0% $8,923
NORTH LATERAL 56,932 24.2% $16,648

42 LATERAL 15,145 6.4% $4,429
DRY CREEK LATERAL 42,111 17.9% $12,314

STORY LATERAL 7,972 3.4% $2,331
MINZEL LATERAL 11,601 4.9% $3,392

TOTAL 235,380 100% $68,831

DELIVERY LATERAL 
LENGTH 

(FT) % CLEANING COST ($)

 

The above summary demonstrates the system-wide cost savings that could be realized 

through conversion of open ditch to pipe;  however, without cleaning costs specific to each 

lateral or reach of lateral, it does not emphasize those reaches or laterals that are the most 

expensive ($/ft.) to maintain.  Through discussions with system operators, the lower 
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reaches of Hi-Line and South Lateral where identified as the most expensive ($/ft.) to 

maintain. 

Structure Replacement Costs 

There are 137 control structures located along the delivery laterals served by the Bench 

Canal.  Of these 42 control structures (31%) do not have delivery turnouts associated with 

them and are solely used for grade control.  Conversion from an open ditch system to one 

that is piped, allows for the potential elimination of nearly one-third of the existing 

structures because grade-control structures are typically not required.  Elimination of the 

structures eliminates maintenance and other costs associated with them.  Of these 42 

structures, 30 are located along the South Lateral.  Table 2.8 summarizes the existing 

structures within the system. 

Table 2.8 Lateral Structure Summary 

SOUTH LATERAL 62 45.3%
HI-LINE LATERAL 14 10.2%
NORTH LATERAL 28 20.4%

42 LATERAL 5 3.6%
DRY CREEK LATERAL 20 14.6%

STORY LATERAL 4 2.9%
MINZEL LATERAL 4 2.9%

TOTAL 137 100%

# OF 
STRUCTURESDELIVERY LATERAL %

 

Four laterals (North, South, Hi-Line, and Dry Creek) account for over 85% of the delivery 

lateral length and 90% of the structures located along delivery laterals.  For that reason, 

further lateral piping beneficial analysis was concentrated on these four laterals. 

In order to estimate the costs associated with replacement of the existing drop structures, 

the shallowest, stable longitudinal ditch slope (0.5%) was obtained for the lateral 

exhibiting the poorest stability (Hi-Line); therefore likely containing the poorest (instable) 

soils.  This slope was then applied to the three remaining main laterals (assumed to be 

located in more stable soils) to determine the maximum potential elevation drop required 

along each lateral.  The maximum potential elevation drop along the extent of each lateral 
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was then divided by the existing number of drop structures located along that lateral to 

obtain the average maximum potential drop height at each structure along that lateral, 

summarized in Table 2.9. 

Table 2.9 Lateral Average Maximum Drop Height 

SOUTH 2.0
HI-LINE 8.0
NORTH 4.0

DRY CREEK 2.0

LATERAL
AVERAGE 

MAXIMUM  DROP 
HEIGHT (FT)

 

Generic drop structure designs (See APPENDIX C – Conceptual Designs) were prepared for 

each of the maximum average drop heights throughout the range of flows experienced 

along each lateral.  Much of the design information came from Design of Small Canal 

Structures published by the Bureau of Reclamation.  The cost to construct each drop 

structure was estimated to provide a total structure replacement cost per lateral, Table 

2.10. 

Table 2.10 Lateral Structure Replacement Cost Summary 

SOUTH $1,583,898 $117,614
HI-LINE $522,245 $90,367
NORTH $906,172 $84,041

DRY CREEK $488,311 $61,227

SOUTH (DS OF S-SL-0230) $784,599 $172,765

LATERAL REPLACEMENT 
COST TOTAL

REPLACEMENT 
COST ($/MI)

 

The South Lateral was determined to have significantly higher structure replacement costs 

($/mi) than the other three main laterals.  This is not surprising since nearly half of all the 

existing structures are located along its length.  The structure replacement costs become 

even more substantial along the South Lateral downstream of structure S-SL-0230 (east of 

Road 14) - a reach with by far the highest existing structure concentration within the 

system.  
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 The next most expensive was the Hi-Line Lateral, due more to it having the largest average 

maximum drop height rather than a large percentage of structures.  For this reason, lateral 

open ditch-to-pipe conversions should begin along the lower reaches of the South Lateral 

in order to maximize cost savings. 

Replacement costs for the Hi-Line Lateral are only slightly higher than the North Lateral.  

However, the presence of excessive erosion and operator experience suggesting higher 

ditch cleaning, weed control, and other maintenance costs further suggest that, after the 

lower reaches of the South Lateral, the most benefit can be realized from converting the Hi-

Line to pipe.  Furthermore, the lower reaches of the Hi-Line are fed from the reservoir, 

providing for potential additional benefits to be realized by the installation of a pressure 

system. 

Conceptual designs and cost estimates were prepared for converting to pipe the open 

laterals of the lower reaches of the South Lateral and the Hi-Line Lateral.  The two laterals 

were analyzed together because, like the Hi-Line, the lower reaches of the South Lateral can 

also be fed from the reservoir by a pressure system.  Comparative designs and cost 

estimates were prepared for both low-pressure “open” and pressure “closed” alternatives. 

2.7.2.7. 42 Lateral  

The 42 Lateral is located between the upper reaches of the North and Dry Creek Laterals 

(See Figure 2.9).  42 Lateral comes in close proximity to these laterals at three separate 

locations.  This configuration was further analyzed to determine if 42 Lateral’s field 

turnouts could be supplied from the other two laterals in order to eliminate the overall 

amount of delivery lateral length in the area.  Drain inlets along 42 Lateral will require the 

lateral to remain as a drain ditch. 
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Figure 2.9 42 Lateral Overview 
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It was determined that of 42 Lateral’s four delivery locations, three could be supplied from 

the adjacent laterals.  S-FT-0020 and S-FT-0040 could be supplied from the North Lateral 

with relatively short reaches of small-diameter pipe, and S-FT-0030 could be supplied from 

the Dry Creek Lateral with some alterations to existing irrigation operations at S-DC-0040. 

This would require little or no pipe because the two laterals nearly meet in this area.  S-FT-

0015 would continue to be supplied by 42 Lateral.  In addition to rerouting deliveries, the 

two delivery reaches (S-BC-0060 to S-FT-0015 and S-DC-0040 to S-FT-0030) of 42 Lateral 

could be converted to pipe, eliminating all existing delivery lateral length along 42 Lateral.  

Table 2.11 summarizes the comparison of the existing and proposed conditions along 42 

Lateral. 

Table 2.11 42 Lateral Summary 

LENGTH (FT) % LENGTH (FT) %
DELIVERY LATERAL 13268 86% 0 0%

DRAIN DITCH 2085 14% 10858 71%
OPEN LATERAL-TO-PIPE - 0% 4495 29%

 NEW DELIVERY PIPE - - 2540 -
TOTAL 15353 15353

EXISTING PROPOSED

 

The proposed changes to 42 Lateral would realize cost savings through the reduction in 

delivery lateral length, based on the assumption that delivery laterals are more expensive 

to operate and maintain than drain ditches.  Over time, these realized cost savings would 

pay for the proposed pipe and, thereafter, could be used for other improvements 

throughout the BCC. 

The proposed improvements were discussed with the BCC board.  The board felt because 

BCC operations in general, and specifically this lateral, rely heavily on the reuse of return 

flows, the cost savings realized through the reduction in delivery lateral length would be 

minimal.  As a result, conceptual designs and cost estimates were not prepared for the 

proposed 42 Lateral improvements. 
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2.8.   Conceptual Level Designs and Cost Estimates 

The logic regarding the prioritization of the various rehabilitation projects was discussed above.  

An overview of the methodology, design criteria, and reasoning behind the conceptual design 

of each project is contained below.  The main purpose of the designs in the Level I study is to 

provide a basis for preparing cost estimates accurate enough to use for planning and for 

support of funding applications.  Reference APPENDIX C – Conceptual Designs for more 

information.  Conceptual designs should not be used for construction of improvements. 

For all the improvements proposed, it was assumed the BCC would install their own structures 

and pipelines, taking advantage of materials-only grants.  It is anticipated that right-of-way 

acquisition, permitting, mitigation, and legal costs will be minimal.  We have included budget 

amounts for these items to be conservative and provide for them if something unanticipated 

arises.  Specifics of each project are discussed below. 

2.8.1. Bench Canal Lining Alternatives 

Several alternatives were reviewed for the Bench Canal lining project, including concrete and 

several types of membrane liners.  The proposed canal lining consists of approximately 1,700 ft. 

of canal.  As discussed above, a portion of this section had to be reconstructed because of a 

bank failure.  Reference points were installed in this location to monitor the area to determine 

if movement was continuing to occur.  These points were checked in November of 2015 and 

showed no movement and no flow was visible from the toe of the bank slope.  This area and 

similar areas should be monitored and the section lined to eliminate future problems.   

With all options, a certain amount of canal preparation is required.  The channel prism (See 

Figure 2.10) should be cleared of vegetation, and the prism should be reshaped to establish a 

consistent channel bottom and 2:1 side slopes.  All lining alternatives utilize prism with a depth 

of twice the high-water level and a 6-foot anchor trench either side of the prism in order to 

anchor the liners.  The alternative chosen from which to base the cost estimates is 40-mil Linear 

Low Density Polyethylene (LLDPE) with 6-12 inch rip rap.  This alterative is discussed in more 

detail below.   
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2.8.1.1. 40-mil LLDPE with 6-12 IN RIP RAP 

Of the various options reviewed, the 40-mil Linear Low Density Polyethylene (LLDPE) with 6-12 

inch rip rap was chosen as the preferred.  The desire was to choose a liner that was flexible and 

would move with the freeze/thaw conditions in the canal without deteriorating.  Concrete 

liners are particularly susceptible to this action making them one of the least preferred 

alternatives.  The preferred liner should also be protected from inadvertent puncturing by ditch 

cleaning and/or occasional rocks. 

This option uses a 40-mil LLDPE liner sandwiched between 10 oz. non-woven fabric.  This layer 

is then buried beneath 1 ft. of earth and armored with 6-12 inch rip rap. 

Figure 2.10  Bench Canal Prism 

 

 

ITEM COST/SQ FT (US $) 
40-MIL LLDPE $0.30 

US 250 NW FABRIC $0.12 
6-12" RIP RAP $0.65 
SEAM WELDER $0.03 

TOTAL $1.22 
 

The liner is a layered system.  The LLDPE forms the impermeable barrier of the liner.  The US 

250 non-woven fabric forms a protective barrier to protect the underlying LLDPE membrane 
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from puncture from the top.  Extremely tough, this upper layer of fabric can even protect from 

some excavator action.    

The liner can be seamed by the BCC, and some manufacturers will provide technical training on 

how to seam the liners.  The cost of renting a seamer is included in the cost estimates above. 

2.8.2. North Lateral Structure – S-NL-0050/Road 9 Crossing 

As mentioned in the project prioritization section, safety of road users is the main reason for 

the replacement of this structure.  The existing irrigation conduit ~15-20 feet long will be 

replaced with a 4 ft. high by 9 ft. wide reinforced concrete box culvert 60 feet in length, a 

distance which allows for the inlet and outlet structures to be located outside the county right-

of-way.  The proposed box culvert was chosen for its low-profile height and minimal cover 

requirements.  This, in combination with an increased depth of invert elevations at the 10-foot 

tall inlet and outlet structure, will allow improvement to the site distance along Road 9 and 

improve safety.  This configuration will submerge both ends of the box culvert and function as 

an inverted siphon.  The inlet structure will incorporate turnout cells, providing flow 

measurement for the two field turnouts located directly upstream of the road crossing.  

Upstream water surface elevations will be controlled by a stop log wall located within the inlet 

structure. 

The Big Horn County engineer was consulted regarding their potential participation in the 

proposed improvements.  The County typically participates in irrigation crossing projects, the 

extent of which is project specific.  In some cases, the county has completed these types of 

projects in their entirety.  It is too early to gauge the extent of the County’s participation at this 

point.  However, it is likely the County will be actively involved because this project proposes to 

significantly improve road-user safety. 

2.8.3. South Lateral Structure – S-SL-0010 

Modifications are proposed to the ramp flume that was previously installed to measure flows to 

the Hi-Line Lateral.  This ramp flume is not currently functioning properly.  The layout and 

operation of the existing ramp flume was analyzed to determine, on a conceptual level, if 
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modifications can be made to the existing structure in order to provide flow-measurement 

functionality.   

At the entrance to the ramp flume’s approach section is a stop log wall used to control flow 

distribution between the Hi-Line and South Laterals.  This stop log wall is 4 feet wide and 

narrower than the 6-foot-wide ramp flume approach section.  This necking down of the 

approach section causes acceleration and turbulence upstream of the ramp flume and 

compromises accurate head measurements upstream of the ramp flume.  The removal of this 

stop log will be required in order to obtain accurate measurements.  This will eliminate the 

unnecessary head loss it causes through the structure and free up additional freeboard, which 

becomes important because the existing upstream water surface elevation will need to be 

raised as part of the proposed ramp flume modifications (see discussion below).  The removal 

of this stop log will change the operation of this structure because all flow adjustments need to 

be made at the stop log wall on the South Lateral.  

Figure 2.11 Stop Log Wall - To be Removed 

 

In addition to the removal of the stop log, wall modifications of the existing ramp flume will be 

required.  To function properly, flumes require acceleration in flow that is accomplished by the 
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converging of sidewalls, raising of the bottom, or a combination of both.  All flumes require a 

minimum head loss to assure that free flow conditions exist for best operation.  Some 

submergence is allowable but typically requires an additional head measurement be taken 

downstream of the flume to determine the discharge rate.   

Although located above the structure floor in the approach section, the existing ramp flume’s 

crest is not high enough.  As a result, the existing ramp flume appears to remain completely 

submerged (zero head loss over the flume) throughout the range in flows, which it is intended 

to measure.  Proposed modifications include raising the floor in the flume section to create an 

unsubmerged, free-flow condition (See APPENDIX C – Conceptual Designs).  A new ramp flume 

will be constructed on this new floor.  The ramp flume’s crest will now create the desired 

convergence of flow.  This convergence will raise the existing upstream water-surface elevation  

to achieve the head loss required for accurate measurement.  Additional head loss will be 

obtained by the removal of the stop log wall.  A little over one foot of freeboard will be 

available at the structure after the improvements are completed, and the existing downstream 

high-water elevation will remain unchanged.  The proposed improvements should include the 

cleaning of the reach of Hi-Line Lateral downstream of the structure in order to lower the 

existing downstream water-surface elevation.  This reach of the Hi-Line Lateral is extremely flat 

with an existing slope of ~.08%. 

2.8.4. North Lateral Structure – S-NL-0160 

The proposed improvement will restore function to the structure, allowing operators to 

prevent water from spilling north.  Additionally, measurement devices will be added to the inlet 

and outlet on the North Lateral to improve operational capabilities.  The existing structure is 

located at the confluence of the A-Drain with the North Lateral, immediately downstream of 

the North Lateral’s crossing with Road 12B and the A-Drain’s crossing with Highway 14/16/20.  

Both road crossing are through 72-inch pipes that outlet in close proximity to each other.  Due 

to this close proximity, measurement of flows entering the structure cannot be incorporated 

into the proposed structure without replacement/relocation of one or both of the existing 72-

inch pipes.  As a result, measurement is proposed to be achieved through the installation of 
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separate concrete ramp flume structures located upstream and downstream along the North 

Lateral.  The outlets of the two existing 72-inch pipes will be embedded in the proposed 

structure’s walls.  Stop log walls and sluice gates will be located at the outlets to both the North 

Lateral and North Spill Lateral to control the flows down each.   

2.8.5. Open Lateral-To-Pipeline Conversion Overview 

There are many options to consider when converting an open channel to pipeline.  For the 

conceptual designs, we considered two options: 

• Pressure (P) – “closed” 

• Low Pressure (LP) – “open” 

These are discussed in more detail below. 

System Selection 

For the purposes of this study, a “closed” system is an on-demand system where the lower end 

is closed.  The result is the ability to conserve energy in areas with more elevation difference 

and use that energy to convey water through the flat sections.  Static pressures within some of 

the BCC laterals could exceed 100 psi.  The “open” system, as defined for this report, consists of 

a series of low-pressure pipelines (usually less than 5 psi) connected to a division or control box 

at either end.  These boxes are open to the atmosphere.  Flow is controlled through these 

structures by stop log, sluice gate, weir, or some combination of these.  Energy is not conserved 

with these systems.   

Each of these systems has its pros and cons.  The pressure system comes with the benefit of a 

potential reduction in pipe diameters.  Diameters for flat sections can be reduced by using the 

energy conserved in steep sections.  Open systems would require larger diameter pipe for the 

same reach because the maximum head available is limited by the ground elevation.  Pressure 

systems come with the added benefit of providing pressurized deliveries.  This pressurized 

delivery gives the landowner the possibility to use sprinkler systems without pumping or with 

reduced pumping.  The significant elevation change throughout the system makes this possible.  

The result is sufficient pressures for sprinkler operation in many areas.  Sprinkler irrigation 
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usually requires less water and benefits the entire system by keeping the water in the reservoir 

or providing the flexibility to make up shortfalls in other parts of the system. 

Pressure systems do have drawbacks.  In the event of a leak, higher pressures come with 

consequences that are more significant.  Excess pressure exists, eliminating excessive head loss 

as a concern.  In most cases, excess velocity was the limiting factor in sizing the pipelines.  

Pressure systems are not as easily accessible and require more protection from debris and 

objects entering the system.  Because it is a closed system, pipe diameters will gradually reduce 

in size without access points or ways to remove obstructions.  Deliveries are controlled by 

valves rather than stop logs and canal gates.  These valves must be designed for flow control.  A 

well-designed screen is essential at the entrance to the pipeline.  The benefit of this system is 

that maintenance is required at only one location, the entrance.  For conceptual design 

purposes, pipe was sized based on the smallest practical diameter necessary to provide the 

required delivery flow.  Installing larger diameters would reduce head loss thereby providing 

higher delivery pressures.  However, if this pressure is not needed, the extra cost for larger 

diameter pipe is not warranted.      

For conceptual design purposes, flow rates were determined by estimating the number of acres 

irrigated by each lateral or reach of lateral.  Flow was calculated using 2 cfs/70 acres.  This flow 

rate was chosen based on consultation with BCC personnel and represents the maximum 

delivery rate that may be made if water is available.  To be conservative, a minimum flow of 

three cfs was used for reaches when calculated flow rates were less than three cfs.  The 

purpose of this was to ensure the users had the flexibility to rotate irrigations if desired.  

Additionally, a minimum pipeline diameter of 15 inches was used.   

Turnout Configuration 

Many different configurations could be used for the delivery turnouts.  An open system would 

typically utilize turnout boxes consisting of a main cell (See Figure 2.12) and delivery cells.  

Water levels in the main cell are controlled by stop logs and/or a sluice gate.  Deliveries are 

made from this cell with sluice gates, and measurement is typically accomplished by weir.  
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Wastewater can typically be reintroduced to the system downstream of the stop log wall for 

use downstream.  These turnout boxes typically have anywhere from one to four turnouts. 

The basic pressurized system design uses a tee with two gate valves, one for flow control and 

one for on and off.  Areas of very high pressure discharging to open channels may require a 

different valve design to dissipate the additional energy available at the turnout.  These valves 

are followed by a magnetic flow meter, which is placed in a concrete manhole.  The pressurized 

system also allows the users to use a more efficient sprinkler system if they so choose.   

Figure 2.12 Division Box Layout 

 

Pipe Materials 

Two types of pipe material are proposed for the open lateral-to-pipe conversion projects.  Cost 

estimates reflect the unit prices for these materials obtained at the time of this report.  The 

low-pressure-system alternative utilizes PVC pipe.  PVC pipe generally is easier to work with and 

install than HDPE, but is not produced in larger diameters in the higher-pressure classes.  The 

pressure system alternative utilizes HDPE pipe.  HDPE pipe is produced in larger diameters at 

higher-pressure classes and has fused joints.  Modifications are typically more difficult, and 
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thrust restraint must be carefully considered.  However, this project is an acceptable 

application for HDPE pipe. 

2.8.6. South & Hi-Line Laterals 

The lower reaches of these two laterals were selected for conversion to pipe over other lateral 

reaches within the BCC because lateral cleaning and structure replacement costs identified 

them as the most expensive to maintain.  Additionally, the reaches are unique within the 

system because they are located downstream of the system’s only reservoir (See Figure 2.13), 

which makes them more suitable for conversion to a pressure system.  Since both low-pressure 

and pressure alternatives are applicable in this situation, conceptual designs and cost estimates 

were prepared for both alternatives to aide in the system selection process.   

Conceptual designs (See APPENDIX C – Conceptual Designs) cover the extent of the Hi-Line 

Lateral the South Lateral below the head of the Hi-Line.  The low-pressure alternative simply 

replaces the existing open laterals with low-pressure pipelines, maintaining the existing flow 

scheme.   

The pressure system alters the existing flow scheme by directing the majority of the delivery 

flows for the South Lateral along the upper reaches of the Hi-Line Lateral to the reservoir.  The 

proposed pressure pipeline would be fed by the reservoir.  Its alignment would follow the Hi-

Line Lateral downstream to its junction with the HL2 lateral (existing open lateral used to 

convey water from the Hi-Line to the South Lateral).  At this point, the pressure pipeline will 

split with one branch continuing down the Hi-Line and the other following the HL2 Lateral 

downstream to the South Lateral.  This branch of the pipeline then splits at the South Lateral, 

heading both east and west to supply the South Lateral from S-SL-0200 to S-SL-0590.  This 

alternative requires the upper reaches of the Hi-Line Lateral be enlarged to handle the increase 

in flow.  For direct comparison purposes with the low-pressure alternative, a second pressure 

pipeline was sized to supply the South Lateral from S-SL-0110 to S-SL-0190.  Table 2.12 below 

summarizes the available pressure as each field turnout along each of the two pressure 

pipelines. 
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Figure 2.13 Hi-Line/South Lateral Detail 
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Table 2.12 Field Turnout Pressure Summary 

 

Storm and wastewater flows are more readily reintroduced into the low-pressure system, only 

needing to be collected and conveyed to the nearest downstream division box.  In the pressure 

system, while it may be possible to collect and convey storm and wastewater to the nearest 

field turnout to supplement releases from the pressure system, it is not possible to reintroduce 

Field Turnout Q = 2 cfs/70 acres Q = 1 cfs/70 acres Q = 0 cfs
T-HD-0010 14.9 15 15.1
T-HD-0015 17.4 18.8 19.4
S-HD-0060 17.3 19.9 20.9
S-HD-0070 29.7 34.1 35.9
T-HD-0020 30 35 36.9
T-HD-0030 32.3 39.2 41.8
S-HD-0100 40.1 47.5 50.3
S-HD-0110 51.5 61.1 64.7
S-HD-0120 61 72.8 77.3
S-HD-0130 67.5 86.2 93.4
S-HD-0140 79 97.9 105.2
S-SL-0200 17.7 23.9 26.3
S-SL-0210 19.1 25.1 27.3
S-SL-0220 20.2 25.6 27.7
S-SL-0230 25.9 30 31.5
S-SL-0240 35.6 39.9 41.5
S-SL-0380 46.1 53.1 55.8
S-SL-0400 48.5 56.8 60
S-SL-0430 55.9 66.2 70.2
T-SL-0090 58.5 70.2 74.6
S-SL-0490 62 75.5 80.7
T-SL-0100 64.8 79.1 84.5
S-SL-0540 67.6 84.4 90.8
S-SL-0570 71.6 93.5 101.8
S-SL-0580 73.6 98.1 107.4
S-SL-0590 74.6 100.9 110.9
S-SL-0120 8 8.6 8.8

S-SL-0140/T-SL-0080 12.2 14 14.7
S-SL-0150 14.2 16.5 17.4
S-SL-0160 15.4 18.3 19.4
S-SL-0170 18.9 23.7 25.5
S-SL-0180 19.4 24.5 26.4
S-SL-0190 19.8 25 26.9

Pressure (psi) at Specified Flow Rate (Q)
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these flows to the system.  For this reason, the pressure-pipeline alternative would be installed 

parallel to the existing open laterals allowing them to collect and convey these waters.   

Reference APPENDIX D – Cost Estimates for cost comparisons between the alternatives.  Note 

that a substantial portion of the cost difference between the two alternatives lies within the 

large pipe sizes required to place the low-pressure alternative into pipe above and along the 

reach of the Hi-Line Lateral above the reservoir.  Higher flow rates and flatter grades along this 

reach of the Hi-Line do not necessary make it a feasible candidate for conversion to pipe, but it 

was included in order to provide a direct side-by-side comparison with the pressure alternative 

as it requires open lateral enlargement along this reach. 

2.8.7. Cost Estimates 

The cost estimates included in Appendix D are for competitively bid, contractor-constructed 

projects.  However, we have separated the installation and materials costs to allow for 

flexibility in planning.  If BCC goes forward with application for Level III funds, they will apply for 

a materials-only grant and must become a public entity to be eligible.  In this case the materials 

cost section can be used.  BCC will have to estimate their own costs for the installation based 

on their capabilities.  For Level I studies, the format for cost estimates is specified in detail.  The 

components are shown below: 

Pre-Construction Costs 

Preparation of Final Designs and Cost Estimates           

Permitting and Mitigation   

Legal Fees   

Acquisition of Access and Rights-of-Way   

Total Pre-Construction Costs (Subtotal #1)  

Construction Costs 

Cost of Project Components (Construction Costs of the 

Improvements) 

  

Total Project Component Cost (Subtotal #2)   

Construction Engineering Cost (Subtotal #2 X 10%)   
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Components and Engineering Costs (Subtotal #3)   

Contingency (Subtotal #3 X 15%)   

Construction Cost Total (Subtotal #4)   

Total Project Cost (Subtotal #1 + Subtotal #4)   

 

Several of these labeled as Subtotal #X are simply totals of other items.  These are self-

explanatory and will not be specifically discussed.  The others are discussed in more detail 

below. 

2.8.7.1. Preparation of Final Designs and Cost Estimates 

The Operating Criteria of the Wyoming Water Development Commission limits the funding 

eligible amount of engineering fees at 20% of the total construction component costs.  The 

following is listed in Subsection B of the Operating Criteria “ Ineligible Projects and Associated 

Costs”: 

“Engineering Fees – Engineering fees including design, inspection and construction 

contract administration costs in excess of twenty percent (20%) of WWDC approved 

construction costs.”   

As shown above in the cost estimate template, the construction engineering is specified at 10% 

thereby limiting the eligible design engineering costs to 10%.  Design engineering costs over 

10% must be funded entirely by the District.   

In many cases, engineering fees fall within 20% of the total construction cost.  However, for 

smaller construction projects it is not unusual and is, in fact, reasonable and necessary to 

expect engineering fees to exceed 20% of the construction costs.  Due to difficulties irrigation 

districts often have with funding their portions of projects, it is common for them to break their 

projects into small manageable portions instead of completing large projects all at once.  This 

works well to spread the construction costs over a few years.  However, it penalizes them when 

it comes to their engineering costs.   
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Regardless of project size/construction costs, certain tasks such as preparation of project 

manuals, correspondence with bidders, pre-bid walkthroughs, preconstruction meetings, and 

basic project administration activities are required.  These items are easily accomplished within 

budget if, for example, the maximum is 20% of a million dollars.  However, the engineering 

budget becomes much less accommodating if the arbitrary maximum is 20% of $50,000.  The 

tasks described above cost nearly the same for both projects.   

Even if for argument’s sake, the arbitrary percentage was fair and reasonable, another aspect of 

this new criterion is that engineering agreements are normally negotiated prior to the Level III 

design of the project; therefore, the maximum engineering fees the Commission will fund will 

likely be based on conceptual designs.  It is not unusual for a project scope to change 

significantly from those based on conceptual plans.  If this indeed becomes the case, the 

engineering costs included in the agreement will not be based on the actual project designed 

but some other iteration.  The final percentage of engineering in relation to the construction 

costs will not be known until after the bids have been received.  If the project cost is higher, a 

change order to increase fees may be warranted.  If lower, the design costs may have exceeded 

the assumed 10% for design thereby leaving less than 10% for construction observation.  

The point of this discussion is to make the sponsor aware that their engineering costs may 

increase due to the operating criteria change and that for some projects, especially small ones, 

engineering costs in excess of 20% of the construction estimate may be warranted.  The 

engineering costs used in the estimates in this report will generally conform to the new policy 

and have been estimated at 10% for design and 10% for construction engineering.  However, 

for some designs where the project budget has been considered small enough to require a 

higher percentage, the estimated engineering fees have been increased to be more consistent 

with the total actual costs anticipated by the engineer. 

2.8.7.2. Permitting and Mitigation 

Permitting and mitigation costs include the costs anticipated to obtain whatever permits may 

be necessary for a project and to pay for any mitigation required.  Engineering services to 

support permit acquisition associated with these activities are included under this item rather 
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than under the design phase.  Therefore, these fees would not be included in the percentage of 

construction maximum amount and is consistent with the Commission’s policy. 

2.8.7.3. Legal Fees 

Legal fees were estimated based on the number of landowners and access acquisition that may 

be required to construct and review the project.   

2.8.7.4. Acquisition of Access and Rights-of-Way 

This item includes the surveying, engineering support, and access acquisition costs for the 

project.  These can vary widely depending on the landowner and the extent of any changes to 

the existing infrastructure.  In some cases, acquisition of access has taken up to 6 years where, 

for example, multiple alignment changes were required to provide for a decision by a judge.  

Other situations have required a minimal amount of time to produce a legal description for 

inclusion in an easement document produced by an attorney.  The cost estimates include an 

amount for this task that is a general compromise between the two extremes. 

2.8.7.5. Cost of Project Components (Construction Costs of the Improvements) 

For the open lateral-to-pipeline conversion projects, cost estimates for both low- and high-

pressure systems were completed.  The low-pressure option was used for project financing 

purposes for two reasons.  The first is that it is the most expensive.  For planning purposes, this 

is the “worst-case scenario”.  The second is that the Bench system is highly dependent upon 

reuse of wastewater and more likely to choose this option.   

The low-pressure alternative is more expensive because the end result finds more of the open 

ditch placed in pipe.  Under the pressure alternative, a portion of the South Lateral is 

abandoned and the reach of the Hi-Line from the split with the South Lateral to the reservoir is 

planned to be enlarged, not piped.  Consequently, the overall construction estimate is less for 

the pressure option.   

A pressure system precludes the reuse of wastewater, whereas wastewater can be 

reintroduced to the low-pressure system.  A pressure system would work well because a 

significant amount of head is available, making the use of sprinklers feasible for a lot of the 
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area.  The existence of a reservoir from which to supply the pipeline improves the feasibility.  It 

eliminates some of the issues with trying to operate an on-demand system from a fluctuating 

canal supply.  The water is also generally much cleaner after passing through a reservoir.  In our 

opinion, selection of this option would require a commitment from the farmers in this area to 

convert to sprinkler irrigation and be less dependent on reuse of wastewater.    

Materials costs were estimated using research completed for this project and information 

obtained on past projects.  Engineering costs were estimated based on what the project would 

cost if bid to an outside contractor.     

2.8.7.6. Construction Engineering Cost (Subtotal #2 X 10%) and Contingency 

(Subtotal #3 X 15%) 

 The construction engineering costs were estimated as 10% of the total construction cost.  The 

construction engineering combined with the construction cost is multiplied by 15% for 

contingency in the event actual bids are higher than expected.   

2.9.   Project Financing 

For a system like the BCC’s, funding and financing of these projects are the limiting factors in 

how much work can be completed.  As the first step in reviewing the financing for the projects, 

SCE reviewed the budgets for 2012, 2013, and 2014.  Once that was complete, the potential 

funding sources were identified and information on each is provided below.  Since most of 

these are competitive and not certain, the WWDC funding option was evaluated as a worst-

case scenario.  The best case scenario is that BCC is able to fund the remainder of the project 

with funds from some of these other sources. Again, BCC needs to be a public entity to receive 

this funding.  Therefore, it was assumed if BCC desires to go forward, they would use one of the 

options listed in the Entity Issues section.     

2.9.1. Existing Budget 

BCC has been completing various projects on an as-needed, emergency basis.  It appears the 

assessments have been set to just meet the demands of the system with little or no surplus.  
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Cash on hand varied between ±$6,000 to $35,000 over these years.  When an issue arises, a 

construction loan is acquired to make up the difference for the year, and then it is paid off.   

Based on the past budget, we estimate BCC has been spending approximately $55,000 per year 

on maintenance and repairs.  Many of the repairs undertaken in the past appear to have been 

in response to emergency situations.  The expenses included one structure replacement, canal 

bank reconstruction, ditch cleaning, rock channel stabilization, and other miscellaneous repairs.     

2.9.2. Funding Sources 

Several funding options are available to the BCC.  The most definite funding source is the 

WWDC.  The funding options, other than WWDC, discussed below are uncertain and 

competitive.  Therefore, funding is not guaranteed.  In this section, each will be described 

briefly. 

2.9.2.1. Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) – WaterSMART 

The BOR WaterSMART grant program provides 50/50 cost share funding for irrigation districts 

and other entities.  Projects are selected competitively.  Projects considered for WaterSMART 

grants “should seek to conserve and use water more efficiently, increase the use of renewable 

energy and improve energy efficiency, protect endangered and threatened species, facilitate 

water markets, or carry out activities to address climate related impacts on water or prevent 

any water-related crisis or conflict.”  Proposed projects must have “performance measures” 

built into them.  The purpose is to provide a method for quantifying the actual benefits of the 

project.  Based on these requirements, a large number of projects could be eligible for this 

funding.  Most, if not all, of the proposed rehabilitation projects for BCC would meet these 

requirements. 

To more accurately track flows, the installation of additional measurement provides the 

information necessary to improve the management of the system.  Conversions of open 

channel laterals and canals to pipelines reduce water loss and, if the pressure system were 

chosen and installed, would allow sprinkler irrigation without requiring pumping.  All of these 

meet the goals listed above. 
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Projects with less than 50% of the funding coming from another source will not be awarded a 

grant.  The 50% cost share can be in the form of cash or in-kind contributions.  Costs incurred 

prior to the date of award may be submitted for consideration as an allowable reimbursable 

expense.  If awarded a grant, some of the costs necessary for preparing an application may be 

reimbursed. 

For 2015, the projects were awarded in two funding groups.  The announcement from early 

2015 is shown below: 

• “Funding Group I: Up to $300,000 will be available for smaller projects that may take up 

to two years to complete. 

• Funding Group II: Up to $1,000,000 will be available for larger, phased projects that will 

take up to three years to complete.  No more than $500,000 in federal funds will be 

provided within a given fiscal year to complete each phase.  This will provide an 

opportunity for larger, multiple-year projects to receive some funding in the first year 

without having to compete for funding in the second and third years.” 

BCC has projects that would likely fit into either of these two categories.  Applications for 2015 

funding were due January 14th and were awarded in the spring of 2015.  Additional information 

is available at http://www.usbr.gov/WaterSMART/weeg/.  

While planning for the future, it is difficult to definitively count on this source of funding for 

planning purposes.  The program and funding levels are dependent upon congressional action.  

In most years, the competition among projects means many go unfunded and the applicants 

have to reapply.  It is important to meet as many “goals” as possible.  The BOR funded 50 

projects in 2015. 

2.9.2.2. Clean Water Act Section 319 Funds  

Clean Water Act Section 319 funds were established to address nonpoint source pollution and 

are available to state and local agencies, nonprofit organizations, and private individuals on a 

competitive basis.  Based on recommendations within the TMDL report for the Big Horn River 

Watershed, improvement of irrigation efficiency has been determined as a best management 

http://www.usbr.gov/WaterSMART/weeg/
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practice to prevent the transport of sediment and nonpoint source pollutants.  Nonpoint source 

pollution control funds are available each year on a competitive basis.  They are awarded as 

reimbursement grants, meaning that funds can be issued to the recipient only after proof of 

expenditure on eligible costs identified in an approved project plan.  All proposals submitted for 

these funds must identify at least 40% non-federal cash or in-kind services to match.  Partnering 

with the local conservation district is recommended to obtain these funds. 

If after further consideration, BCC would like to use the pressure option for the lateral 

conversion; this may be an avenue to obtain funding for the on-farm improvements necessary 

to convert to sprinkler irrigation. 

2.9.2.3. 205(j) Water Quality Management Planning Grant 

The 205(j) Grant Program is a federally funded program administered in Wyoming by the 

Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality.  Limited competitive funding is available to 

individuals and is allotted by the state in accordance with section 205(j) of the federal Clean 

Water Act.  The act states that the grants are to be used for water quality management and 

planning, including but not limited to: 

(A) Identifying most cost-effective and locally-acceptable facility and nonpoint source measures 

to meet and maintain water quality standards. 

 (B) Determining the nature, extent, and cause of water quality problems in various areas of the 

state. 

Federal and state identified priorities are given in the request for proposals.  This is a 

competitive grant application process that usually occurs in or around June of each year.  No 

match is required but is preferred.  Partnering with the local conservation district is 

recommended to obtain these funds. 

2.9.2.4. Big Horn County 

The North Lateral/Road 9 Crossing project could receive funding from Big Horn County.  This 

crossing is currently a traffic safety hazard.  It is narrow, and sight distance is impacted.  A cost-

sharing scenario would benefit both the BCC and Big Horn County. 
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2.9.3. Financing 

Based on our conversations with the BCC board, an additional assessment of $1 -$2 per acre 

over the existing $13/acre would be a valid assumption for the funding scenarios.  Contributions 

of more or less just affect the timing of the projects.  This would provide approximately $33,000 

per year in additional funding while still maintaining the rest of the system at current levels.  To 

accomplish this, we recommend adding two additional accounts, and a third at a later date.  

These accounts will be: 

• Rehabilitation Account – Funded at $1.5 per acre 

• Emergency Account – Funded at $0.50 per acre 

• End-of- Useful-Life Replacement Account – Funding Level Varies 

These accounts are discussed in more detail below. 

2.9.3.1. Rehabilitation Account 

The intended use of the rehabilitation account is to fund the project costs incurred by BCC for 

completion of planned projects.  The assumptions for the funding scenarios are that BCC will 

complete most of the work with their own personnel during the off-season and use materials- 

only grants from the WWDC.  Therefore, the rehabilitation account must be sufficient to pay 

the engineering, permitting, right-of-way acquisition, and any legal costs associated with these 

projects.  Since this is a short-term account, no investment income is planned for this account. 

2.9.3.2. Emergency Account 

Whether or not BCC decides to implement the rehabilitation plan or not, we recommend 

creating an emergency fund to take care of unplanned events.  BCC has seen two such 

emergencies occur during the period of this study.  The first was the recent canal bank repairs 

necessary when the main canal required shut down.  The second was the total collapse of a 

drop structure on the South Lateral.  We have seen most systems in the area implement a fund 

for this purpose.  At a minimum, the goal should be to maintain a sufficient amount of money 

to replace the largest structure.  As the infrastructure is improved and replaced, the need for a 
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large emergency fund is reduced, and the funds will not be needed as often.  Once a 

comfortable stable balance is attained, this portion of the assessment can be dropped or 

applied to the Replacement Account. 

2.9.3.3. End-of-Useful-Life Replacement 

The irrigation infrastructure is similar to any other piece of equipment in that it has a useful life.  

Many of the structures in the BCC system are very old and at the end of their useful life.  As 

with most of these systems, no provisions were made for replacement.  Consequently, the 

burden of responsibility to replace and upgrade these facilities has fallen on the current users.   

In our opinion, it is important for operators of an irrigation system to be cognizant of making 

sure the system is viable indefinitely.  One way to do this is to set aside a certain portion of the 

yearly assessments into a sinking fund for replacement of structures at the end of their design 

life.  As the system is rehabilitated and the risk of major failures/emergencies diminishes, a 

portion of the reserve account could be dedicated to this purpose.  Until then, we recommend 

planning for replacement of each component as it is reconstructed.   

For example, assume a project with a cost of $100,000 was completed this year.  If we assume 

an inflation rate of 3% and that a conservative investment program could return 5%, BCC would 

have to begin depositing an additional $1096/year (an assessment of $0.065/acre) into the 

infrastructure replacement account.  In 80 years (assumed useful life for the concrete and 

plastic pipe components), the entire project could be replaced.  If this practice is instituted, 

over time BCC will become self-sustaining and able to fund its own rehabilitation projects.  It is 

insurance against lack of outside funding in the future.  In addition, all users over the 80-year 

life will contribute to the cost of replacement, rather than only the users at the time of 

replacement.  Current practice for many districts is to barely cover the costs of their operation 

and maintenance, which leaves them unprepared when replacement of major components is 

required. 

For replacement purposes, an average design life of 80 years was assumed.  Research into the 

design life of HDPE and PVC pipe indicates design lives in excess of 100 yrs may be reasonable if 
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properly installed and maintained.  Many of the concrete structures currently being replaced on 

other projects are nearing or are greater than 100 years old.  Although many older examples of 

steel gates and components exist, a conservative estimate of 20 yrs is reasonable for these 

materials.   

2.9.3.4. Financing Assumptions 

Our approach to the financing review was to attempt to determine how much work could be 

completed with the budget available.  After an analysis of the projects, the rehabilitation 

budget appears to be the limiting factor on how much work can be completed.  The 

assumptions below apply to the following analysis: 

• WWDC funding will be provided under a “Materials-Only” grant.  Installation and other 
project costs will be the responsibility of BCC. 

• Inflation Rate = 3% 

• The initial Rehabilitation Account contribution = $25,350.00.   

• Initial Emergency Fund Contribution = $8,450.00.   

• Rate of Return on Replacement Account = 5% (Inflation + 2%).  Rate of return on the 
other accounts is 0%. 

• For budgeting purposes, engineering costs for BCC-constructed projects will be less 
than for projects constructed by an outside contractor.   

• Assessments for the various accounts are adjusted yearly to keep pace with inflation. 

• WWDC funding is the only outside funding acquired. 

Every attempt has been made to be conservative - but not overly conservative - during cost 

estimation.  Our intent is to provide an elevated cost estimate for general budgeting purposes.  

Pipe prices in particular are subject to wide variations in price. 

The BCC is proposing to apply for a materials-only grant.  Under this scenario, they will be 

responsible for the legal, engineering, access, and installation costs.  The WWDC will purchase 

the materials.  The engineering services required for a materials-only project are less than the 
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services required for a contractor-constructed, competitively bid project and have been 

reduced by 30%-50% for use in the funding scenario.  

The prioritization determined above was used for the funding scenarios.  The scheduling is 

based on an estimate of the engineering costs coupled with a budget for permitting, mitigation, 

and access.  With the exception of the engineering costs, the work required for these items will 

be minimal.  The system is currently in place, and additional easements are not planned. 

Assessment increases in an amount necessary to pace the inflation rate were assumed.  Unless 

BCC institutes a policy of yearly assessment increases, these are more likely to take place 

periodically with a few years in between.  Over a long period of time, these sporadic increases 

will have the same effect as smaller yearly increases.  If they do not increase, the income will 

not keep pace with expenses, and BCC will find itself in a negative cash flow situation.   

The Replacement Account is considered a long-term account.  For analysis purposes, we have 

assumed these funds could be invested to achieve an overall rate of return 2% greater than the 

inflation rate.  Since the purpose of this account is to replace components 80 years into the 

future, it could be invested a little more aggressively than the funds in some of the other 

accounts.  Once the Emergency Fund is fully-funded, it too could be invested and the funds 

could be diverted to rehab or assessments reduced.     

Table 2.13 contains the funding schedule for the various projects.  It was assumed, if BCC 

decides to go forward, they would be able to apply for Level III funding in the fall of 2016 with 

the funds available in July of 2017.  Construction for the initial projects would then take place 

the winter of 2017-2018.  Projects are not planned every year to allow the required funds to 

build in the Rehabilitation Account in preparation for the next project.  It was assumed for the 

lateral-to-pipeline conversions, the majority of the design for the entire lateral would occur 

prior to the first portion of the project.  Design for the entire project would be completed at 

once.  Bidding for materials procurement and construction administration and testing would 

take place as each phase is constructed. 
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Table 2.13 Rehabilitation – Materials-Only Grant Scenario 

 

$139,681.81
$44,980.16
$62,565.83
$16,496.16

$1,659.25
$7,344.02

$17,909.58
$13,978.84

$740,379.45
$184,791.50

$203,906.89 $17,909.58 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $740,379.45 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
$68,820.34 $13,978.84 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $184,791.50 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

$833,303.60 $884,051.79 $937,890.54
$79,963.04 $84,832.79 $89,999.11

$833,303.60 $0.00 $884,051.79 $0.00 $937,890.54 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
$79,963.04 $0.00 $84,832.79 $0.00 $89,999.11 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

$1,489,060.34 $1,298,259.86 $1,377,323.88
$319,604.70 $134,888.10 $143,102.78

$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,489,060.34 $0.00 $0.00 $1,298,259.86 $0.00 $1,377,323.88
$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $319,604.70 $0.00 $0.00 $134,888.10 $0.00 $143,102.78

Bench Canal Rehabilitation Plan 2017-2025 (3% Inflation Assumed)  Materials-Only Scenario

2043

Bench Canal Rehabilitation Plan 2035-2043 (3% Inflation Assumed)

2042

2025

2034

Bench Canal Rehabilitation Plan 2026-2034 (3% Inflation Assumed)

2024

South Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipe Conversion - Materials

Hi-Line Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipe Conversion Conversion - Materials

2026

2020 2021 2022 2023

Bench Canal Lining Alternatives - Engineering, Legal, Permitting

Ramp Flume Modifications - Structure S-SL-0110 - Engineering, Legal, Permitting

Project 2019

North Lateral Structure S-NL-0050/Road 9 Crossing Reconstruction - Engineering, Legal, Permitting

2017 2018
Bench Canal Lining Alternatives - Materials

North Lateral Structure S-NL-0050/Road 9 Crossing Reconstruction - Materials

Ramp Flume Modifications - Structure S-SL-0110 - Materials

North Lateral Structure S-NL-0160 Reconstruction - Materials

South Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipe Conversion - Engineering, Legal, Permitting

North Lateral Structure S-NL-0160 Reconstruction - Engineering, Legal, Permitting

Bench Canal Company Costs - Engineering, Permitting, Legal 
WWDC Grant or Materials Estimate if Materials Only

Hi-Line Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipe Conversion Conversion - Engineering, Legal, Permitting

North Lateral Structure S-NL-0050/Road 9 Crossing Reconstruction - Materials
North Lateral Structure S-NL-0050/Road 9 Crossing Reconstruction - Engineering, Legal, Permitting

Bench Canal Lining Alternatives - Materials
Bench Canal Lining Alternatives - Engineering, Legal, Permitting

Project

WWDC Grant or Materials Estimate if Materials Only

2033

2035 2036 2037

North Lateral Structure S-NL-0160 Reconstruction - Engineering, Legal, Permitting
South Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipe Conversion - Materials
South Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipe Conversion - Engineering, Legal, Permitting

2030 203120292027 2028

Bench Canal Company Costs - Engineering, Permitting, Legal 

2040 2041

2032

Ramp Flume Modifications - Structure S-SL-0110 - Materials
Ramp Flume Modifications - Structure S-SL-0110 - Engineering, Legal, Permitting

Ramp Flume Modifications - Structure S-SL-0110 - Engineering, Legal, Permitting
North Lateral Structure S-NL-0160 Reconstruction - Materials

Hi-Line Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipe Conversion Conversion - Materials

2038 2039

Bench Canal Lining Alternatives - Materials
Bench Canal Lining Alternatives - Engineering, Legal, Permitting
North Lateral Structure S-NL-0050/Road 9 Crossing Reconstruction - Materials
North Lateral Structure S-NL-0050/Road 9 Crossing Reconstruction - Engineering, Legal, Permitting
Ramp Flume Modifications - Structure S-SL-0110 - Materials

Project

Hi-Line Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipe Conversion Conversion - Engineering, Legal, Permitting

Hi-Line Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipe Conversion Conversion - Engineering, Legal, Permitting
WWDC Grant or Materials Estimate if Materials Only

Bench Canal Company Costs - Engineering, Permitting, Legal 

North Lateral Structure S-NL-0160 Reconstruction - Materials
North Lateral Structure S-NL-0160 Reconstruction - Engineering, Legal, Permitting
South Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipe Conversion - Materials
South Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipe Conversion - Engineering, Legal, Permitting
Hi-Line Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipe Conversion Conversion - Materials
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A cash flow analysis was completed based on these assumptions for scheduling.  It is contained 

in Table 2.14.  The initial values are based on the budget information obtained from BCC.  The 

initial income shown is higher than what is currently received through assessments.  Included in 

this number are the various loans BCC has obtained over the last few years.  However, the loan 

payments are included in the expenses.  The income could have been adjusted to remove the 

loans; however, adjustments to the expenses to reduce them would be required.  The net 

effect would likely result in an income – expenses similar to that shown.  

No attempt was made to estimate equipment-replacement schedules, etc.  BCC has been 

operating for many years.  Our assumption is that the current income and expenses have been 

sufficient for the day-to-day operations and valid as a starting point. 

The Emergency Account balance builds slowly.  In reality the balance of this account will build, 

be depleted, and build again.  As structures are replaced, these needs will be reduced.  No 

attempt was made to predict the emergencies that may happen.  It is just assumed they will 

occur.  As discussed above, over the past three years the maintenance and repair budget has 

been an average of $55,000 per year.  As the overall condition of the system improves, these 

funds will become available to increase contributions to the Emergency Fund or to speed up the 

rehabilitation process. 

In a few years, the Rehabilitation Account will have a slightly negative balance.  Design will take 

place in the summer with bidding and construction occurring over the winter and into the next 

year.  We have made the assumption the timing of the income and expenses will be such the 

account will not actually become negative.  For planning purposes, we left the project timing as 

proposed. 

An example of the Replacement Account cash flow and balances is included in Table 2.15.  We 

have estimated the assessment increase necessary to replace each project at the end of its 

design life.  The result realized from a Replacement Account is to make the system self-

sufficient and to spread the rehabilitation costs to all the users that might benefit from the 

water over the next 80 years.  
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Table 2.14 Bench Canal Company Cash Flow Analysis 

Year of 
Construction

Operating 
Account Income Expenses

Emergency 
Account 
Balance

Emergency 
Account 

Assessment
Rehabiliation 

Account
Rehabilitation 
Assessment Project Description BCC Portion

2014 12,325.04$      252,427.69$       250,315.69$    
2015 14,806.79$      260,000.52$       257,825.16$    
2016 17,426.35$      267,800.53$       265,559.92$    8,450.00$        8,450.00$        25,350.00$          25,350.00$   

2017 20,189.75$      275,834.55$       273,526.71$    17,153.50$      8,703.50$        (17,359.84)$         26,110.50$   
Bench Canal Lining, N. Lateral/Road 9 Crossing, South/Hi 
Line Ramp Flume Modifications $68,820.34

2018 23,103.28$      284,109.59$       281,732.51$    26,118.11$      8,964.61$        (4,444.86)$           26,893.82$   North Lateral S-NL-0160 Replacement $13,978.84
2019 26,173.45$      292,632.87$       290,184.49$    35,351.65$      9,233.54$        23,255.77$          27,700.63$   $0.00
2020 29,407.04$      301,411.86$       298,890.02$    44,862.20$      9,510.55$        51,787.42$          28,531.65$   $0.00
2021 32,811.08$      310,454.21$       307,856.73$    54,658.06$      9,795.87$        81,175.02$          29,387.60$   $0.00
2022 36,392.90$      319,767.84$       317,092.43$    64,747.81$      10,089.74$      (73,347.26)$         30,269.23$   South Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipeline Conversion Phase 1 $184,791.50
2023 40,160.11$      329,360.88$       326,605.20$    75,140.24$      10,392.43$      (42,169.96)$         31,177.30$   $0.00
2024 44,120.58$      339,241.70$       336,403.36$    85,844.45$      10,704.21$      (10,057.34)$         32,112.62$   $0.00
2025 48,282.55$      349,418.95$       346,495.46$    96,869.78$      11,025.33$      23,018.66$          33,076.00$   $0.00
2026 52,654.52$      359,901.52$       356,890.32$    108,225.87$    11,356.09$      (22,876.10)$         34,068.28$   South Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipeline Conversion Phase 2 $79,963.04
2027 57,245.36$      370,698.57$       367,597.03$    119,922.65$    11,696.78$      12,214.23$          35,090.33$   $0.00
2028 62,064.26$      381,819.53$       378,624.94$    131,970.33$    12,047.68$      (36,475.52)$         36,143.04$   South Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipeline Conversion Phase 3 $84,832.79
2029 67,120.77$      393,274.11$       389,983.69$    144,379.44$    12,409.11$      751.80$               37,227.33$   $0.00
2030 72,424.81$      405,072.33$       401,683.20$    157,160.82$    12,781.38$      (50,903.15)$         38,344.15$   South Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipeline Conversion Phase 4 $89,999.11
2031 77,986.69$      417,224.50$       413,733.70$    170,325.65$    13,164.82$      (11,408.68)$         39,494.47$   $0.00
2032 83,817.10$      429,741.24$       426,145.71$    183,885.42$    13,559.77$      29,270.63$          40,679.31$   $0.00
2033 89,927.15$      442,633.48$       438,930.08$    197,851.98$    13,966.56$      71,170.32$          41,899.69$   $0.00
2034 96,328.36$      455,912.48$       452,097.98$    212,237.54$    14,385.56$      114,326.99$         43,156.68$   $0.00
2035 103,032.71$    469,589.86$       465,660.92$    227,054.66$    14,817.13$      158,778.37$         44,451.38$   $0.00
2036 110,052.63$    483,677.55$       479,630.75$    242,316.30$    15,261.64$      204,563.29$         45,784.92$   $0.00
2037 117,401.01$    498,187.88$       494,019.67$    258,035.79$    15,719.49$      251,721.76$         47,158.47$   $0.00
2038 125,091.25$    513,133.51$       508,840.26$    274,226.87$    16,191.07$      (19,309.72)$         48,573.22$   Hi-Line Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipeline Conversion 1 $319,604.70
2039 133,137.24$    528,527.52$       524,105.47$    290,903.67$    16,676.81$      30,720.70$          50,030.42$   $0.00
2040 141,553.41$    544,383.34$       539,828.63$    308,080.78$    17,177.11$      82,252.03$          51,531.33$   Hi-Line Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipeline Conversion 2 $0.00
2041 150,354.72$    560,714.85$       556,023.49$    325,773.21$    17,692.42$      441.20$               53,077.27$   $134,888.10
2042 159,556.72$    577,536.29$       572,704.20$    343,996.40$    18,223.20$      55,110.79$          54,669.59$   $0.00
2043 169,175.52$    594,862.38$       589,885.32$    362,766.30$    18,769.89$      (31,682.32)$         56,309.68$   Hi-Line Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipeline Conversion 3 $143,102.78
2044 179,227.84$    612,708.25$       607,581.88$    382,099.28$    19,332.99$      26,316.65$          57,998.97$   $0.00
2045 189,731.04$    631,089.50$       625,809.34$    402,012.26$    19,912.98$      (65,762.15)$         59,738.94$   Hi-Line Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipeline Conversion 4 $151,817.74

Projected Cashflow - WWDC Funding Only
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Table 2.15 Replacement Account 

Year of 
Construction

Replacement 
Account Balance

Replacement 
Assessment

Per Acre Project Description
2014 -$                    
2015 -$                    
2016 -$                    

2017 -$                    0.18$          
Bench Canal Lining, N. Lateral/Road 9 Crossing, South/Hi 
Line Ramp Flume Modifications

2018 2,988.03$            0.20$          North Lateral S-NL-0160 Replacement
2019 6,474.83$            0.20$          
2020 10,135.98$          0.20$          
2021 13,980.18$          0.20$          
2022 18,016.59$          0.80$          South Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipeline Conversion Phase 1
2023 32,391.10$          0.80$          
2024 47,484.33$          0.80$          
2025 63,332.23$          1.39$          South Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipeline Conversion Phase 2
2026 89,978.37$          1.39$          
2027 117,956.81$        1.39$          
2028 147,334.18$        2.02$          South Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipeline Conversion Phase 3
2029 188,795.63$        2.02$          
2030 232,330.15$        2.68$          South Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipeline Conversion Phase 4
2031 289,303.06$        2.68$          
2032 349,124.62$        2.68$          
2033 411,937.26$        2.68$          
2034 477,890.53$        2.68$          
2035 547,141.47$        2.68$          
2036 619,854.95$        2.68$          
2037 696,204.11$        2.68$          
2038 776,370.72$        3.86$          Hi-Line Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipeline Conversion 1
2039 880,361.60$        3.86$          
2040 989,552.02$        3.86$          
2041 1,104,201.97$      4.79$          Hi-Line Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipeline Conversion 2
2042 1,240,286.14$      4.79$          
2043 1,383,174.51$      5.77$          Hi-Line Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipeline Conversion 3
2044 1,549,865.27$      5.77$          
2045 1,724,890.57$      6.82$          Hi-Line Lateral Open Ditch-to-Pipeline Conversion 4

Projected Replacment Account Cashflow - WWDC Funding Only
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2.10. WWDC Discretionary Task 

This task was not used. 

3. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The “deliverables” for this project consist of this report and a comprehensive Geographic 

Information System (GIS) consisting of the following databases and information: 

1. Base Mapping 

2. Canal System 

3. Easements 

4. Water Rights Mapping 

This information is provided on the memory sticks provided with the report. 

As a result of this study, several conclusions were drawn and recommendations made.  A brief 

discussion of these is contained below. 

Conclusions: 

1. The BCC infrastructure is, in almost all cases, in need of replacement or rehabilitation. 

2. While some measurement structures exist, the majority of the deliveries do not have 

measurement.   

3. The portion of the Bench Canal recommended for lining should be monitored and lined 

if problems occur. 

4. The South and Hi-Line Laterals are in the most need of rehabilitation.  

5. The South and Hi-Line Laterals contain the majority of the structures within the system.  

A rehabilitation focus on these areas of the system will benefit the entire system by 

reducing maintenance and repair costs. 

6. Many structures could be improved to provide more control or otherwise improve 

operation. 
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7. The GIS can help with overall operation and management decisions.  The BCC should 

make an effort to maintain and use this tool. 

Recommendations: 

1. The BCC should improve access within their rights-of-way to save time during operation, 

inspection, and repair.   

2. The BCC should implement a long-term plan to replace and update its infrastructure. 

3. To simplify operation, measurement should be incorporated into the rehabilitation of 

the system. 

4. The BCC should pursue additional funding sources to aid with the non-grant portion of 

the WWDC funding.   

5. BCC should create an emergency account and an associated assessment to fund it. 

6. As structures are replaced, the BCC should dedicate a portion of assessments to a 

sinking fund for replacement at the end of their useful life.  This will assure the 

sustainability of the system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A Geographic Information System (GIS) is a powerful management tool many utilities are using 

for planning, operation, and maintenance.  A GIS is essentially a digital filing system not only 

organized alphabetically by type of feature or system component but by location.  For example:  

The sponsor operates and maintains many structures and laterals.  Current personnel may 

know immediately where a certain structure or lateral is located and would know that any 

records pertaining to the structures on this lateral are located in a hard file where all the 

information is organized by lateral name, station, or some other system.  In order to access the 

file on a particular structure, the manager must know the station and how the files are 

organized.  In order to find the station, maps must be consulted with all of the structures and 

their corresponding station shown.  This works fine, albeit with some extra effort to access the 

old maps to determine the station, until there is a personnel change.  In other cases, a lateral 

may commonly be referred to by the principal irrigator’s name, in which case the common 

reference may be different from the name the information is filed under.   

A GIS allows the user to access all of this data right from the map, including water rights 

information, structure photos, site visit information, record drawings, etc.  When new 

information is obtained, the manager can scan it and link it to its appropriate facility.  A GIS 

provides this functionality. 

In addition to providing an easy-to-use system for storing and retrieving data, a GIS provides all 

the capability of a database.  This means the information can be queried.  For instance, not only 

can all structures on a particular lateral be selected on a map using the computer mouse, they 

can be selected simply by building a query.  In this example, the query could be depicted as the 

phrase “select all structures within the XYZ Lateral”.      

A GIS has another function that is extremely useful.  It can easily be used to create and print 

maps for use by personnel or water users. 
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2. GIS COMPONENTS 

The most important consideration in the creation of a GIS is the potential use of the system.  

The main uses of the GIS include: 

o Creating Hard Copy Maps 

o Creating an Interactive Digital Map 

o Maintaining Records 

o Maintenance Planning 

o Replacement Planning 

 

With these uses in mind, the types of data and mapping to be included in the GIS were 

determined.  The GIS is comprised of several components.  We separated the main components 

into separate databases, which are shown in Table 2.1.  Each of these is discussed in more detail 

in the next section. 

Table 2.1 GIS Components 

For all the different map layers to align correctly in a GIS, they must all be on the same 

horizontal datum or projected to the datum that is currently being used in the map.  In most 

cases, any downloaded files will contain the datum information as part of the file.  If the datum 

is associated with a particular layer, ArcMap will automatically change the mapping to the 

current datum being used by the map.  For this project, the NAD 1983 UTM Zone 12N projected 

coordinate system was  used for all geodatabases, with the exception of some of the data in 

Component  
No. 

Component Generated By 

1 Base Mapping Others 

2 Bench Canal Company System Sage Civil Engineering (SCE) 

3 Easements SCE 

4 Water Rights SCE 
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base mapping which was acquired from other sources.  ArcMap will automatically project data 

in a different coordinate system if it does not match.  This means data downloaded from other 

sources can be used without changing the coordinate system.   

2.1.   BASE MAPPING (BY OTHERS) 

A primary use of the GIS, common to all components, is to quickly create maps for use by the 

sponsor’s personnel.  To clarify and make the maps more useful, certain “base” data is helpful.   

In most cases, the data used for base mapping came from sources other than Sage Civil 

Engineering’s (SCE’s) field surveys and digitization.  This data can be used as a base map to be 

laid beneath the system mapping completed by SCE.  The following were included as base 

mapping: 

o Aerial Photography  

o 7.5 Minute USGS Quadrangle Maps  

o County Parcel Data 

o Streams 

o Roads 

o Drainages 

o Map Grid 

2.1.1. Aerial Photography 

Aerial photography is necessary for several reasons.  It provides a useful reference of a 

feature’s location in relation to various landmarks.  The aerial photography is also useful in 

quickly identifying land use.   

The aerial photo provided with the GIS was obtained from the National Agricultural Inventory 

Program (NAIP) and is the most recent available.  Aerial photography from other years and 

produced by different entities and photogrammetry methods is available for evaluating historic 

land use and other purposes.  Color Infrared (CIR) Photography provides an excellent way to 

evaluate different levels of vegetation.  Infrared light is reflected more heavily by vegetation 

and is depicted in red in this photography.  Once geo-referenced (typically by the clearinghouse 

it is obtained from), it can be easily downloaded and displayed in the mapping.  
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2.1.2. 7.5 Minute USGS Quadrangle Maps 

The 7.5 Minute USGS Quadrangle Maps (Quads) are also useful as a base layer for creating 

maps.  As with the aerial photography, the quad maps provide a reference for determining the 

location of existing facilities on the ground.  The quad maps also provide information not 

included on aerial photos and, when overlaid, can add more information to aerial photos.  For 

instance, the Quads have the towns, important features, and most importantly the contours 

shown.  Overlaid on top of the aerial, the general slope of the land can be determined at a 

glance. 

2.1.3. County Parcel Data 

County Parcel Data was obtained from the Big Horn County Assessor’s office.  We anticipate the 

County Parcel Data will primarily be used by the District when reviewing land ownerships.  They 

are also useful for general information about property line locations, etc.  This data does not 

take the place of title research or a professional land surveyor, and should be used for 

informational purposes only. 

2.1.4. Streams, Roads, Drainages and Map Grid 

The Streams and Roads layers were obtained from the WyGISC Data Server.  They are 

shapefiles that represent all roads and named streams in the project area. 

The Map Grid layer is a SCE-generated matrix of polygons representing a grid used in making a 

map book of the entire system using the ArcMap data driven pages function. 

Below is a summary of some of the sources for GIS data that are readily available.  Other 

sources exist, but we have found the listed sources to be the most applicable to irrigation 

system mapping.
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Table 2.2 GIS Information Sources for Base Mapping 

2.2.  GIS LAYERS GENERATED AS PART OF THIS REPORT  

Each of the databases that make up the GIS will be discussed in detail in its own section.  Before 

discussing the specifics of each database, it will be helpful to discuss a few general items 

included in all the databases.  Below is a discussion of the following items: 

• Data Dictionary 

• Attribute Definition (Feature Data) 

• Unique Identifier (Feature Name) 

• Data Tables 

2.2.1. General 
When creating a GIS, the first step is to determine what the framework of the GIS will look like 

and how the data and mapping will be organized.  SCE-generated components are shown in 

Table 2.1 and illustrated by Figure 2.1.  Each database contains a collection of different types of 

features.  Each feature class represents one type of feature.  The feature class contains all 

features of that type included in the system.  For instance, the individual sections of pipelines 

are included in the Pipeline feature class.  All of the individual features that make up the 

feature class have position data associated with them.  In other words, they have a location 

associated with them.  The final pieces of the GIS (not shown in Figure 2.1) are the attributes.  

Each feature class is made up of many features, and each feature is made up of many attributes 

that describe it.  For instance, the Pipeline feature class can contain several different attributes 

Common Sources of  GIS Information 

Wyoming Spatial Data Clearinghouse 

 

http://wygl.wygisc.org/wygeolib/catalog/main/home.page 

Big Horn County Contact Big Horn County Assessor 

USDA-NRCS Geospatial Data Gateway http://datagateway.nrcs.usda.gov/ 

Wyoming Water Resources Data System 

 
http://www.wrds.uwyo.edu/ 
 WyGISC Data Server http://wygl.wygisc.org/DataServer/ 

WyGISC Imagery Server http://wygl.wygisc.org/ImageryServer/ 

http://wygl.wygisc.org/wygeolib/catalog/main/home.page
http://www.wrds.uwyo.edu/
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with data such as pipe size, material, flow rate, etc.  It was important for all these to be 

organized in a logical, easy-to-understand manner.  In summary, when creating the GIS, the 

major databases to be included were determined first, then the feature classes.  Finally, the 

pertinent data associated with each feature was determined.     

 

Figure 2.1  Standard GIS Framework 

In some cases, we associated other information to the feature classes.  For some types of data, 

it was best to do this with separate data tables and then link the data to the features through 

      
CANAL_SYSTEM 

 

• BRIDGE 
• CONTROL_STRUCTURE 
• DRAININLET 
• DRAINS_LINE 
• DRAINS_POINT 
• MEASUREMENT_LOCATION 
• OPENDITCH 
• PIPELINE 
• SIMPLENODE 
• SIMPLETURNOUT 
• UNDERSHOT 
• VENT 

 

 

 

 

GIS Database 

 

 

Data Tables 

 

 

PHOTOS 

SITEVISIT 

Feature Class 

 

 
      BASE_LAYERS 

 

• MAP_GRID 
• Roads_clip 
• RIVER 
• CREEKS 
• COUNTY_PARCELS 

 

 

 

 EASEMENTS 

 

• Canal_Easement 
• LINEAR_ENCROACHMENTS 
• POINT_ENCROACHMENTS 

 

 

 

RISK_AREAS      

 

• DRAINAGE 
• FEMA_FLOOD_PLANE 

 

 

 
WATER_RIGHTS 

 
• GLO 
• GLO_SUB 
• IRRIGATED_LANDS 
• SECTIONS 
• TR_LINES 
• WATER_RIGHT 

 

 

 

VIDEO 

Easement_Documents 

RECORD_DRAWINGSS 
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their unique identifiers.  In the case of this GIS, we did this for site-visit information and for the 

various document tables (photos, videos, easement documents, etc.).  These will be discussed 

in more detail later.  First, we will outline in detail how the attributes are organized and 

documented. 

Data Dictionary 
Feature classes are determined based on the entities that make up the layer being mapped.  

Classes are either linear, point, or shape (polygon) features, depending upon which represents 

the mapped feature best.  The Canal System portion of this GIS is made up of a network of line 

and point features.  Linear features can be thought of as the conduits that carry water.  Point 

features are either points where linear features (open ditches, pipelines) are connected if they 

are part of the distribution network, or objects that are not part of the distribution network, 

such as vents, bridges, and undershots.  These objects are important features within the 

system, but are not part of the flow network.  The point features that act as junctions are 

control structures, simple turnouts, measurement locations, simple nodes, and drain inlets.  

Most of the attributes of these features are self-explanatory and are explained in detail in the 

data dictionary included in APPENDIX GM-A.  Shape features are used for mapping that is 

depicted by land area.  An example of this is the water rights feature class.  Some of the 

information in the county ownership mapping is also comprised of polygon feature classes. 

The features within each feature class have certain attributes associated with them.  For 

instance, all SimpleTurnout features have the same list of attributes, as do all of the water 

rights polygon features.  Each feature class has a different collection of attributes depending on 

the information required to adequately describe the features within each class.  To document 

the various features, one must make sure the mapping is consistent and must organize the 

attributes created in the Data Dictionary.  This process is discussed in the following pages.  

Figure 2.2 shows an example of the Data Dictionary page for the SimpleTurnout feature.  This 

Data Dictionary page contains an example of many of the different types of data and attributes 

used throughout the Canal System portion of the GIS.  Pages for the other feature classes look 

similar but contain different attributes. 
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Figure 2.2 Data Dictionary Page 

The information about the feature class and the data recorded is contained here.  The top row 

of the sheet contains the name of the feature class, in this case SIMPLETURNOUT.  ArcMap 

identifies each feature based on the feature class name.  Immediately below the name is the 

“Alias” for the feature class.  The “Alias” provides an optional, more user-friendly name for 

display in the mapping.  Aliases allow the use of spaces and other characters that are not used 

in the feature class name.  Below the description, each attribute is listed on the left.  OBJECTID 

is a field that ArcMap requires for every feature.  The SHAPE attribute is also required for each 

feature.  This indicates the feature is associated with a geometric element included in the map.   

The remaining attributes needed for each feature class were chosen based on our experience 

and the determinations made by the Sponsor and WWDC.  Important characteristics about the 

data types of each attribute are entered in the table under the appropriate columns.  The 

“Alias” is similar to the “Feature Class Alias” discussed above.  The “Description” column is self-

explanatory.  The “Key” column is used to indicate which attribute contains the unique 

SIMPLETURNOUT
Alias: SIMPLE TURNOUT

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    

SIMPLETURNOUT   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

STRUCID STRUCTURE ID
Unique identifier, contain some 
knowledge of the system built in PK Text 25 No

<null>

CANALID CANAL ID
Identifier of the canal or lateral that this 
turnout pulls water from FK Text 25 No

<null>

CONSTDATE DATE OF CONSTRUCTION Date turnout was constructed Date n/a Yes <null>

TURNOUTTYP TURNOUT TYPE Type of Turnout Text d_TURNOUTTYPE 50 No <null>

CAP_CFS CAPACITY CFS Rated capacity of turnout (cfs) Float n/a Yes <null>

MEASTYPE MEASUREMENT TYPE Type of measurement device in turnout Text d_MEASCONTTYPE 50 Yes <null>

CONDITION CONDITION Rating of condition of structure Short Integer d_1_5RATING n/a Yes <null>

REACHID REACH ID
Name of the reach receiving water from 
this outlet Text 50 No

<null>

GATEW_IN GATE WIDTH IN Width of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes 0
GATEHT_IN GATE HEIGHT IN Height of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes 0

WIDTH_FT WIDTH FT
Width of the measurement structure 
(feet) Float n/a Yes

<null>

LENGTH_FT LENGTH FT
Length of the measurement structure 
(feet) Float n/a Yes

<null>

MATERIAL MATERIAL Type of material for the turnout Text d_STRUCMATERIAL 50 Yes Unknown
SCREEN SCREEN Is there a screen in place Text d_Y_N 50 No <null>

NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>

Z_EL Z EL Elevation field Float n/a Yes <null>

ACRES ACRES Total Acres as Measured from Irrigated 
Lands Double

n/a Yes <null>

This point feature class represents the location where flow is diverted from an open channel or pressure pipeline
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identifier by which the feature will be described.  In the example in Figure 2.2, it is the STRUCID 

attribute indicated by the Primary Key (PK) value in the key column.  FK in the key column 

indicates the Foreign Key.  FK indicates that this field is used to store the unique identifier of 

another feature.  In the case of this sample turnout, it is the unique identifier of the pipeline or 

open channel from which the turnout receives water.  At least one attribute for each feature 

has to contain a number or name that is unique to that feature.  It is by this attribute each 

feature is identified.  Its importance is discussed further below.  The “Field Type” tells the user 

what type of data it contains and is determined based on the end use of the data.  The entries 

used in this column for this project are listed in Table 2.3 Attribute Types. 

Table 2.3 Attribute Types 

Value Description 
Integer Data is an integer number 
Text Data is some sort of text 

 

Date Date value 
Float Single precision decimal number 
Double Double precision decimal number 

 

The next column is the “Domain” name.  If the attribute is defined by a domain, the domain 

name is listed here and refers to a particular domain table in the Data Dictionary.  Each domain 

table is prefaced with the “d_” indication in the name.  If the attribute is not defined by a 

domain, this column is left blank.  A domain is simply a list of possible values.  For instance, in 

the case of this sample feature, the domain d_TURNOUTTYPE is used to define the attribute 

TURNOUT_TYPE.  This allows the use of drop down lists when field mapping and when entering 

data in ArcView.  As referenced in the d_TURNOUTTYPE domain table, the only values possible 

for defining this attribute are: 

o Open 

o Pressure 

o Pump 

o Unknown 
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Domains allow faster data entry by forcing the user to point and click the correct entry, which 

assures only appropriate entries are used.  This maintains consistency of entries throughout the 

database and prevents spelling discrepancies.  The domains are included in the data dictionary.   

Size indicates the number of characters allowed for entry.  All the STRUCTURE_ID’s are less than 

25 characters in length, so a size of 25 characters is used to limit the size of the attribute entry.  

Twenty-five characters is the “default value” arbitrarily determined by SCE.  The NOTES 

attribute length is set at 255 characters to allow longer notes to be entered.  The “Null” column 

indicates whether data is required for that attribute or not.  “NO” indicates data must be 

entered into that attribute.  “YES” indicates the user can leave that particular attribute blank if 

desired.  The final column, “Default”, is used to indicate whether an initial default value will be 

used and what that value will be.  In the case of this sample feature, we did not define any 

default values. 

These sheets were created for every feature class within the irrigation system and are included 

in APPENDIX GM-A.  They are useful tools for planning the GIS and organizing the data to be 

collected.  In most cases, the user will not be concerned with the data within these sheets; 

however, we have included them in this report.  They may be useful for reference when 

modifications to the GIS are desired.  The different features and the data comprising each 

component will be discussed in more detail below.   

Attribute Definition 
To include as much data as is practical, many different attributes for each feature class are 

included in the GIS (Illustrated by Figure 2.2).  One of the most important of these for the canal 

system database is the unique identifier (name).  One reason for this is other data can be linked 

to a specific structure through this name.  The other is to reduce potential confusion by having 

two features named the same thing.  The photos and documents are linked to their 

corresponding features through this ID.  This was not necessary for many of the other 

databases.  The unique identifier will be discussed in more detail in the detail section for each 

database.  
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Unique Identifier (Feature Name) 
One of the first steps prior to collecting data and mapping is to develop a naming system with a 

unique identifier (ID) for each feature class.  A unique identifier is simply the attribute where 

the name of a particular feature is recorded.  For a simple turnout, this name might be T-XXX-

0010, where the name indicates a turnout on Lateral XXX and the integer 0010 indicates its 

position on the lateral.  For the water rights and land classification feature classes, the identifier 

may consist of a WR1768 or LD1768, indicating the feature is a water right or land classification 

feature.  The integer number has no purpose other than to make it unique.   

The unique identifier is most important for the features of the canal system database because 

information from other tables is linked to each feature by this name.  Other features may not 

even have a unique identifier.   

Data Tables   
As discussed previously, one of the most powerful features of the GIS is the ability to link 

information and the ability to access it through the map at any time.  This is accomplished 

through the use of data tables.  Several tables were created, one for the various types of 

information that were created.  In the case of this GIS, these tables consist of a photos, videos, 

record drawings, easements, and site visits tables.  All but the site visits table link digital format 

documents to the features.  

To link the documents, a directory entitled “documents” was created as part of the GIS.  This 

directory contains subdirectories for the document types listed above.  The next step was to 

actually create the data tables to match each document with the unique identifier of its 

corresponding feature.  The screen capture in Figure 2.3 illustrates some of the information 

contained in these tables. 

Documents are linked to other feature classes through the “FeatureID” field.  The 

“DocumentType” field is for informational purposes only.  The “FilePath” field contains a hot 

link to the file.  In Figure 2.3, the documents are all photos of the Sponsor’s features.  The 

database is provided primarily with links to photos and videos but other types of files such as 

movies, Adobe PDFs, or Word documents could also be linked.   
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Figure 2.3 Documents Data Table 

Site Visit Table 
The Site Visit table is provided for use by the District and can contain information on site visits 

to each entity.  After each visit, the following information can be entered and stored in this 

table:     

• Date of Visit 

• Duration 

• Visit Type 

• Notes 

Like the other tables, every entry is related to its mapping feature through the FeatureID.  Both 

of these tables will include a one-to-many relationship with the mapped feature classes.  For 
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example, a Control Structure could have several site visits, photos, or record drawings 

associated with it.  Figure 2.5 more clearly illustrates the relationship of the data tables with the 

mapped features and how to access the data in the map. 

The purpose of the Site Visit table is to provide the District with a way to track notes/activities 

while they are in the field performing maintenance or improvements on a structure, pipeline, or 

ditch.  With this table, the user can select a structure and immediately see all the recorded 

visits, what took place, and any important notes or comments. 

2.2.2. Canal System 
After the base mapping requirements were identified and the basic framework for the 

remainder of the GIS was determined, the actual mapping was completed.  The framework was 

dependent upon the types of features that make up each component and the amount of data 

the Sponsor(s) needed on each feature to effectively meet its needs.   

Mapping data for the canal system generated by SCE is stored in the Canal System database.  

This database contains both point features acquired during GPS field mapping and line features 

that were digitized based on point features and aerial photography. 

The Canal System database, which comprises the majority of the usable portion of the GIS, is 

the primary source for any mapping or geographic information and is comprised of Feature 

Classes and Data Tables. 

For example, in Figure 2.5, Control Structure S-SL-0024 is highlighted in the map and Control 

Structure attribute table.  This sample structure has five documents associated with it, which 

are highlighted in the Documents data table.  In this way, the documents for each structure can 

be related to the structure in the mapping.  The other data tables used in this GIS all have 

similar relationships to their feature classes.  This relationship is also evident when the identify 

tool is used to look at attributes.  At that point, the documents are available for viewing.   

The goal for the GIS was to provide enough detail to fulfill the Sponsor’s needs now and in the 

future, but not be too cumbersome.  It was important to consider how each entity was to be 
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mapped, what data was required, and the format of the data.  The feature classes used for the 

storage and delivery component are: 

o Control Structure 

o Simple Turnout 

o Drain Inlet 

o Measurement Location 

o Open Ditch 

o Pipeline 

o Simple Node 

o Undershot 

o Vent 

o Bridge 

o Card Box 

Unique Identifier – Canal System   
The numbering system we used has the format shown in Figure 2.4. 

The example shown is for Control Structure S-SL-0024.  “S” indicates a structure of some sort.  

“SL” indicates South Lateral.  As with the control structure example above, “0024” indicates the 

position along the lateral.  Features were named skipping 10 between each structure.  In most 

cases, “0020” will indicate that this particular structure is the second from the head end.  The 

purpose for skipping numbers is to allow additional features to be constructed between two 

existing structures.  If a structure was missed, open numbers exist to preserve the ascending 

order.  It is helpful to be able to look at the number and get an idea where on the lateral it 

might be.  The Canal System database has thirteen feature classes.  The Feature Class 

Designators are shown in Table 2.4.  For most of the feature classes within the Canal System 

database, the ID consists of a one-letter identifier to indicate the feature class.  For example, 

control structures are delineated with an “S”, bridges a “B”, etc. 
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Table 2.4 Canal System Feature Class Designators 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Naming Convention Example 

Feature Class Code
Bridge B
Control Structure S
DrainInlet D
Measurement_Structure M
OpenDitch R
Pipeline P
SimpleNode N
SimpleTurnout T
Undershot U
Vent V
Drains_Line CDL
Drains_Point CDP

S-SL-0024 

S-Feature Class Designator SL – Canal Designator 0024 – Control Structure 
Number 
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Condition Rating 
One of the goals for this study was to evaluate the system and catalogue deficient structures.  

To accomplish this goal, the various features within the District were evaluated and rated.  This 

required a rating system that could be used when the feature was visited and mapped.  The 

rating system meets three criteria:    

1. Results in ratings that are simple and easy to understand   

2. Results in ratings that are as objective as possible 

3. Allows ratings to be determined quickly and efficiently when being mapped 

The rating numbers needed to be intuitive, so at a glance the sponsor has an immediate idea of 

the condition of the structure.   

A totally objective rating was difficult; however, it was important to include as many 

quantitative measurements as possible to try to make the ratings objective.  The more 

objective the rating system, the more valid it will be as a tool for comparison of structure 

condition ratings regardless of the individual rating them.  It is worth pointing out that several 

thousand features were mapped and evaluated by the end of the study.  Obviously, in order to 

visit and map this many structures, a large amount of time cannot be spent at each location.  

Major structures are visited multiple times, many of the smaller structures are not.  It is also a 

visual rating.  Many structures may have a good rating visually, but problems with the operation 

may still exist.  It is important for the canal company, if they are going to use the GIS as a 

management tool, to update the structure ratings periodically.   

A fast and efficient rating system as defined here meant the structures could be rated very 

quickly.  The simplest way to accomplish this was to set up a rating system of 1-5, as shown in 

Table 2.5.  Reaches are generally constructed of natural channel, pipe, or concrete.  Different 

descriptions are used for the reach rating number as shown in Table 2.6.   
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Table 2.5 Structure Evaluation Rating Scale 

Structure Evaluation Rating Scale 

# Description 

1 

Structure classified as NEW or LIKE-NEW condition.  Concrete is in like-new 

condition with no broken corners or degradation.  Gates are in like-new 

condition.  There is no evidence of leakage or erosion at the inlet or outlet.  

Operation is as intended. 

2 

Structure classified as GOOD condition.  Concrete is in good condition, with 

possible damage to corners, has no degradation in floors or walls, and is free of 

cracks.  Gates are in working order and not in need of replacement.  There is 

little to no evidence of leakage or erosion at the inlet and outlet.  If a steel 

structure, portions of steel or steel members could be slightly deformed.  

Operation is as intended. 

3 

Structure classified as FAIR condition.  Concrete has minor degradation in floors 

and walls with no cracks or exposed rebar.  Gates may be nearing replacement.  

Some evidence of leakage or erosion at inlet and outlet.  If a steel structure, 

considerable deformation of the steel members is evident.  Operation is as 

intended, but may be affected by recent modification, accumulation of debris, or 

overtopping. 

4 

Structure classified as POOR condition.  Concrete is broken and cracked 

throughout with exposed rebar.  Gates are in need of replacement.  Significant 

evidence of leakage or erosion at inlet and outlet.  If a steel structure, steel is 

mangled and/or members have large bends that deform walls.  Structure 

performance is affected and operation is no longer as intended. 
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5 

Structure classified as VERY POOR condition.  Structure is in need of 

immediate removal or replacement.  Often, structure is abandoned or 

unnecessary for system operations.  If a steel structure, steel is severely 

mangled with severe bends.  Structure performance is questionable and 

operation is no longer possible in current condition.   

 

Table 2.6 Pipeline/Open Ditch Evaluation Rating Scale 

 

Pipeline/Open Ditch Evaluation Rating Scale 

# Description 

1 

The condition of this channel is NEW or LIKE-NEW condition.  Natural 

channel – channel has recently been constructed and contains no damage 

or obstructions.  Concrete channel – channel has recently been constructed 

and is free of cracks. 

2 

The condition of this channel is GOOD.  Natural channel – channel has little 

to no undercutting of banks or other degradation and is free of obstructions.  

Channel width is consistent throughout the reach.  Concrete channel – 

channel may have small cracks, but no evidence of leakage or upheaval. 

3 

The condition of this channel is FAIR.  Natural channel – channel contains 

some undercut banks and small obstructions, not significantly affecting flow.  

Some cleaning and maintenance is necessary for continued operation.  

Channel width may vary slightly along the length of the reach.  Concrete 

channel – channel contains many cracks, portions may be breaking up, but 

concrete channel remains in its original form.   

4 

The condition of this channel is POOR.  Natural channel – channel is 

severely undercut in the banks or contains large obstructions caused by 

erosion or inconsistent flow conditions.  Channel width may vary widely 

along the length of the reach.  Channel is unstable and in need of 

rehabilitation or additional control structures to improve flow characteristics.  
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Gradual continued deterioration is likely.  Concrete channel – concrete has 

severe breaking and small sections of concrete channel missing leaving 

ground exposed.   

5 

The condition of this channel is VERY POOR.  Natural channel – channel no 

longer effectively conveys flows due to severe damage to banks or channel 

bottom.  Channel width varies along length of reach, with possible breaks or 

intrusions in banks.  Channel is unstable and in need of rehabilitation or 

additional control structures to reduce flow velocities.  Further immediate 

damage is imminent.  Concrete channel – concrete has severe breaking and 

large sections (entire channel cross section) of concrete channel missing, 

leaving ground exposed.   

In addition to a general condition rating, the open ditch reaches were also visually rated for risk 

of canal breach and seepage.  The rating scales for those factors are shown in Table 2.7 and 

Table 2.8. 

Table 2.7 Open Ditch Breach Risk Evaluation Rating Scale 

Breach Risk Evaluation Rating Scale 

# Description 

1 No evidence of deficient channel stability is present. 

2 Channel stability may be a concern in the future.  If channel is constructed on a 

side hill, slope may have small areas of cracking, sliding, or sloughing.   

3 
Channel stability is questionable.  If channel is constructed on a side hill, slope 

shows substantial areas of cracking, sliding, or sloughing.  This will also include 

areas of identified historic soil instability. 
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Table 2.8 Open Ditch Seepage Evaluation Rating Scale 

Seepage Evaluation Rating Scale 

# Description 

1 No evidence of channel seepage is present. 

2 
Some evidence of channel seepage is present.  Usually indicated by presence 

of large trees/brush or other riparian vegetation downhill from channel.  Also 

indicated by areas with highly alkaline soils on the surface. 

3 Evidence of channel seepage is present.  In addition to the aforementioned 

vegetation, surface water is present and visible outside the channel. 

Accessing Feature Data 
The methods illustrated in this section apply to all the features in the GIS.  The main purpose of 

this manual is to describe the specifics of the provided GIS, not to provide a comprehensive 

user manual for ArcMap.  Consequently, some of the instructions may seem to stop short of 

providing a complete step-by-step process for use.  The main example is the discussion of the 

“Editor” tool.  The intent is to point the reader in the general direction of some of the useful 

tools, hopefully providing a starting point for further research into the operation.   

The Canal System database is the most complicated and, therefore, provides the best examples 

of GIS operation.  In Figure 2.5, Structure S-SL-0024 was selected using one of the selection 

tools.  These tools can be found by selecting the selection icon .  There are many ways to 

select features, and this is just one way to do it from the map.  If the table is open, features can 

be selected and sorted based on the any of the attributes.  As the user gets more familiar with 

the software, more of these methods will likely be used.   
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Figure 2.5 Relationship Between Features - Attributes Data Table and Photos Data Table 

Feature S-SL-0024 is selected 

S-SL-0024’s attributes are highlighted in the Attribute 
 

The Documents table is linked to the 
feature through its FeatureID.  This 
table provides a link to the FilePath 
through this ID. 
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More experienced users may want to select features through the use of a query.  In ArcMap, 

one way to do this is the “select by attributes” tool, which can be accessed from the Selection 

Menu along the top bar.  For instance, if the user wants to select all the open ditches where 

mossing was classified as “Yes”, a query such as the one in Figure 2.6 could be used. 

Figure 2.6 Select by Attributes 

   
 

The same selection could be made, although with more steps, if the mossing column in the 

table is sorted.  Similar to a spreadsheet, all the “Yes” values will be placed together.  These 

rows could then be selected with the mouse. 

Another common way to access data for individual features is to use the “Identify”   tool.  In 

the example below, we have used the “Identify” tool to obtain information about S-SL-0024.  

Figure 2.7 shows what these results look like.   

Selects all open ditch 
reaches where the 

mossing attribute is 
“Yes”  
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Figure 2.7 Identify Tool Results 

  

Editing Feature Data 
Editing is accomplished using the “Editor” tool located in the editor toolbar.  Select “Editor” and 

choose “Start Editing”.  This opens an editor session.  There are ways to edit without being in an 

editor session; however, actions cannot be undone using these methods.  To protect against 

unwanted changes, always use the editor.  

Figure 2.8 Editor Toolbar 

 

Once opened, a dialog will appear listing all the feature classes in the map, click OK.  The next 

window will contain warnings “spatial reference does not match data frame.”  This is normal 

due to the variation of different data sources included in the map.  Click “continue”.  Editing can 

be accomplished using all the editor tools or directly in the tables.  Using the selection methods 

above corrections can be made, additional documents added, or new features added.   

Structure Data  

Photos, Videos, Record 
Drawings and Site Visits are 
shown in the upper window.  

Editor Tool  
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Feature Class Example:  Control Structures – Point Feature, Network Junction 
The Control Structure feature class is described in more detail below to illustrate the types of 

data collected for each feature.  The attributes for the other feature classes are described in the 

APPENDIX GM-A. 

The Control Structure feature class was created for mapping the majority of the structures in 

the system.  These features can be located in pipelines or open channels and are used as 

junctions within the irrigation system network.  Control structures can have as many as four 

turnouts distributing water from one structure and up to two drain inlets bringing water into 

the system.   

This feature class is the most data intensive of all the parts making up the irrigation system.  

The data collected on each structure allows the GIS to provide the Sponsor with several types of 

information such as the following: 

1. Basic design of the structure. 

2. Number and size of measurement structures and turnout size. 

3. Overall dimensions to classify the structure’s relative size compared to other            
structures as a basis of importance. 

4. Condition of the structure. 

The attributes of all the attached turnouts are included in the attributes of the control 

structure.  This adds additional attributes to those already recorded for a control structure but 

significantly reduces the amount of mapping and the complexity of the GIS.   

Two other alternatives have been considered in the past for recording the data for control 

structures.  The first was to map the center of the control structure, then map each turnout 

separately, entering data for each.  For example, a structure with four turnouts is mapped as 

one point feature under the scenario chosen.  Under the alternative scenario, it would be 

mapped as five features, one control structure and four simple turnouts.  Additionally, some 

sort of linear feature would be required to connect all these point features, resulting in four 

additional linear features.   
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Figure 2.9 Control Structure Data Attributes Schematic 

 

The second alternative considered was to add a data table and store the turnout data within 

this table, similar to the way the documents and site visits are stored.  The turnout would then 

be related to the control structure by its ID number.  Neither alternative scenario was used due 

to the complexity they would add to the GIS. 

Since this feature class is used for all of the control structures in the system, the format had to 

be flexible and able to accommodate multiple turnouts (from one to four).  It is also able to 

accommodate multiple drain inlets.  Drain inlets are used to indicate a location where a surface 

wasteway or underground drain enters a lateral, many times at a control structure.  To 

accommodate this situation, the ability to describe up to two drain inlets had been included in 

the attributes.  Figure 2.9 summarizes the Control Structure feature and its data.  Each 

attribute is described in more detail in the Data Dictionary in APPENDIX GM-A. 

Turnout 1 

• CAP1_CFS 
• MEASTYPE1 
• REACHID1 
• GATEW1_FT 
• GATEHT1_FT 
• WIDTH1_FT 
• LENGTH1_FT 
 

Control Structure Attributes 

• ObjectID 
• Shape 
• STRUCID 
• REACHID 
• CONSTDATE 
• TURNOUTTYP 
• MATERIAL 
• STRUCCAP_CFS 
• INLETW_FT 
• INLETHT_FT 
• OUTLETW_FT 
• OUTLETHT_FT 
• CONDITION 
• STRUCW_FT 
• STRUCHT_FT 
• NUMOFTRNOT 
• SCREEN 
• NOTES 
• Z_EL 
• ACRES 

Turnout 3 

• CAP3_CFS 
• MEASTYPE3 
• REACHID3 
• GATEW3_FT 
• GATEHT3_FT 
• WIDTH3_FT 
• LENGTH3_FT 

 

Turnout 2 

• CAP2_CFS 
• MEASTYPE2 
• REACHID2 
• GATEW2_FT 
• GATEHT2_FT 
• WIDTH2_FT 
• LENGTH2_FT 

 

Turnout 4 

• CAP4_CFS 
• MEASTYPE4 
• REACHID4 
• GATEW4_FT 
• GATEHT4_FT 
• WIDTH4_FT 
• LENGTH4_FT 
 

Drain Inlet 2 

• DRAINNAME2 
• PIPESZ2_IN 
 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 

Drain Inlet 1 

• DRAINNAME1 
• PIPESZ1_IN 
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Mapping 
It is important for the user to have a background on the methods used to map the various 

features in the GIS.  This knowledge will help to understand the final result and its limitations.  

The mapping can be split into two categories: field mapping and digitizing.  The field mapping 

was used where it was felt an actual field location of a feature was required.  These features 

include the various structures and point features in the irrigation systems.  The linear features, 

such as pipelines and open ditches, were digitized based on the aerial photos.  Each is described 

in more detail below.   

Field Mapping 
The field work was completed using a Trimble ProXH GPS receiver and Ranger data collector.  

The data dictionary discussed previously was entered into the data collector in order to prompt 

the field personnel to enter the correct data.  This method provided the capability of mapping 

quickly and efficiently while providing sub-meter accuracy.   

Regardless of the features being mapped, the field data was collected in the same manner.  The 

position of the structure was taken by placing the GPS receiver on the center of the structure.  

While the GPS acquired the position data, the technician made measurements and entered 

other data about the feature.  Once all this data was stored, photos were taken for inclusion in 

the documents table.   

After returning from the field, the data was processed by applying differential correction 

routines.  A base station maintained by the National Geodetic Survey was used to improve the 

accuracy of the position data.  Following this post-processing, the mapping data was added to 

the database.   
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Figure 2.10 Field Mapping 

The system was mapped from upstream to downstream, starting with the diversion structure 

and ending at the end of the canal.  The unique identifiers of each feature increase with their 

position from the diversion.  It is important to maintain this order for use in selecting structures 

and consistency of the database.  The individual laterals were also mapped from upstream to 

downstream, beginning at each of their turnouts at the canal.  Extra care was taken on all 

structures and facilities directly used for delivery of water.  Ancillary features such as bridges, 

drain inlets, etc. were mapped but less data (as shown in the Data Dictionary) was recorded.  

They are not considered part of the delivery network; however, they can affect operation and 

most are maintained by the District, so were included in the GIS. 

In the field, reaches were initially mapped as a point feature when data was collected.  Once in 

the office, the corresponding linear feature was created and its attribute table populated with 

the data collected in the field.     
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Digitized Mapping 
Concurrent with the field mapping, SCE digitized certain features within the project.  This 

process involved using a combination of existing maps and aerial photos.  The digitized features 

of the irrigation system are primarily the open ditches and pipelines.  This process involved 

different data sources and methods. 

The open channel portions of the project were relatively easy to digitize because they are 

visible on the aerial photos.  The canals were traced from the aerial photos to map their 

alignment.  After they were drawn graphically, the data fields were populated using the field 

data collected as described in above.  This provided an efficient method of mapping these 

features.   

The locations of changes in canal shape or lining material were mapped in the field as simple 

nodes.  Each pipeline or open channel reach is bounded by a point feature, such as a control or 

measurement structure or a simple node.  These point features provide an accurate location to 

verify digitized mapping at various points along the length of the canal or lateral, resulting in 

more accurate channel and pipeline mapping. 

2.2.3. Easements 
The Easements database is included in the GIS primarily to allow the Sponsor to map easements 

they may acquire in order to construct future projects.  Any available easement documentation 

was incorporated into the GIS.  Where defined easement widths did not exist, we mapped a 

suitable buffer to depict the right-of-way.  As new easements and rights-of-way are negotiated, 

they can be entered into this table and hyperlinks provided so they can be accessed through 

the OpenDitch and Pipeline feature classes in the map. 

The Easement database contains other feature classes that are populated.  They are: 

o Easements 

o Linear Encroachments 

o Point Encroachments 
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The encroachments were mapped in order to assess locations where non-District facilities may 

be located on District easements or rights-of-way, whether recorded or not.  Features such as 

fences, gates, and outbuildings located within 50 feet of the canal bank were mapped by SCE 

personnel in the field for inclusion in the Easements database.  A predetermined buffer width 

to match the easement width was determined. 

2.2.4. Water Rights 
The Water Rights database contains all of the water rights within the system and the resurvey 

information required to show those water rights.  The feature classes contained in the Water 

Rights database are: 

o TR Lines (Township-Range Lines) 

o Sections 

o GLO (General Land Office) 

o GLO Subdivisions (Divisions of GLO tracts) 

o Water Right 

o Irrigated Lands 

TR Lines, Sections, GLO Feature Classes 
The remaining feature classes in the Water Rights database are line features representing 

Public Land Survey (PLS) lines and boundaries.  State Engineer’s Office (SEO) water rights 

records are listed and recorded according to their legal description.  In order to map the water 

rights, the Public Land Survey sections and resurvey tracts had to be established.  This was 

accomplished by using resurvey maps obtained from the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 

website.  These maps were originally drawn by the General Land Office (GLO), the precursor to 

the BLM.  The sections and tracts were then drawn into the GIS using the bearings and 

distances of record on the GLO maps and the corners marked on the USGS quadrangle maps. 

The TR Lines feature class contains polygon features that represent PLS township and range 

lines.  The Sections feature class is a polygon feature that represents the boundaries of the 

resurvey sections.  The GLO feature class is a polygon feature that represents resurvey tracts.  

The GLO SUBDIVISION feature class breaks these sections and resurvey tracts down into 

quarter-quarters or lots.   
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It is important to note that the data contained in the Water Rights database was not obtained 

by means of a physical land survey and, therefore, may not be used as legal documentation or 

recording. 

Water Rights Feature Class 
The Water Rights feature class (a component of the Water Rights Database) contains polygons 

depicting the recorded water rights within the canal company.  The Water Right features 

contain attributes that match the information contained in Wyoming State Engineer’s Office 

(SEO) records for the appropriate permits.  The polygons are categorized by permit number for 

display purposes in the GIS as shown in Figure 2.11 Water Rights Mapping.  Unique identifiers such 

as 233E-29 were created for each polygon.  The permit number is contained to the left of the 

hyphen.  To the right of the hyphen is a consecutive number for the individual polygon.   
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Figure 2.11 Water Rights Mapping 

Selected Water Rights Polygon 

Details for 233E are Shown 
Here 
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Irrigated Lands Feature Class 
An additional feature class was added to the Water Rights database.  This was the 

Irrigated_Lands.  This work was completed as part of the discretionary task.  The irrigated lands 

layer will be useful for other tasks.   

The irrigated lands were mapped using the aerial photos.  Interpretation of these photos is 

somewhat subjective because the mapper must determine whether or not to include the land 

based on the amount of vegetation in the area.  This layer is a snapshot of what lands were 

being watered at the time the photo was taken.  Once the polygons were created, the number 

of acres for each was calculated.   

Figure 2.12 Irrigated Lands Displayed in Green 

 

2.3. PROVIDED MAP 

The map files can be thought of as windows to the underlying data.  The different layers can be 

added or subtracted from view, depending upon the preferences of the user.  Their display 

symbology can be controlled based on user preference or the intent of the map.  The data is 
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not stored as part of the map, which keeps the file sizes small.  Two maps have been provided 

with the database and supporting files.  These are: 

1. BENCH_CANAL.mxd 

2. BENCH_INDEXGRID.mxd 

The GIS has been set up to use data-driven pages, and the BENCH_INDEXGRID.mxd contains the 

grid set up to display the entire district.  This grid determines the extent of the individual pages.  

Using these settings, a map book can be created for the whole district.  The overview or index 

of the maps is contained in this map (Figure 2.13).  The yellow lines form map areas that are 

numbered, delineating the map that corresponds to the area.  Again, we recommend keeping 

an original un-modified copy of this map.  Any of the maps shown on this grid can be printed 

from the BENCH_CANAL.mxd using the Data Driven Pages Toolbar.
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Figure 2.13 BENCH_INDEXGRID.mxd Map 

 

The BENCH_CANAL.mxd map is the basic working map for general use.  All the feature classes 

are already included in this map, and the symbology has been set to display as shown in the 

examples in this report.  Our recommendation is to open this map and then use “Save As” to 

save individual copies for each user.  This will ensure a copy of the original map is retained 

with its settings intact.  
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Figure 2.14 Layout View of Sheet C3 

 

 
Data View 

Layout View 

Data Driven Pages 

Toolbar 
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Most GIS activities will be completed in Data View.  The small icons shown in Figure 2.14 allow 

the user to toggle between the Data and Layout Views.  The Layout View is intended to show a 

final copy of what the printed map will look like.  Legends, scales, north arrows, etc. can be 

added to this view to make it more presentable.   

This figure shows the Data Driven Pages Toolbar.  The index map contains a labeled overview of 

all the maps in the BCC system.  This toolbar allows the user to immediately go to any map (in 

the case of Figure 2.14, map C3), adjust the features displayed, and print the map shown on the 

index as C3. 

3. SUMMARY 

The GIS can be a powerful tool for tracking information about the system and making maps.  If 

the data is kept up to date, it can be a very useful tool for conveying the status of the delivery 

system to the Board.  It is not intended to remain a static system.  When SCE began completing 

GIS mapping nearly a decade ago, the main goal was to be able to produce good system maps.  

That purpose has changed over the years, and now one of the biggest uses is tracking water 

rights and land classification changes.  For these purposes, the GIS is the best tool available and 

has become invaluable to the districts for which it has been completed.



 

 
 

APPENDIX GM-A 
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d_DrainNodeType d_MeasMaterial d_DocumentType d_TurnoutType
Manhole Concrete Photograph Open

Outlet Natural Channel Record Drawing Pressure

Unknown Steel Movie Pump

Unknown Other Unknown

d_DRAINNODEMATERIAL
Concrete d_MeasContType d_VisitType Y_N

Wood Cipoletti Weir Inspection Y

Clay Montana Flume Clean N

Unknown None Patch

Other Repair d_DITCH
d_INLETTYPE Parshall Flume Replace Dry Creek Lateral

Drain Ramp Flume Other South Lateral 

Stormwater Rated Channel North Lateral

Unknown Rectangular Weir d_NodeType Highline Ditch

Trapezoidal Weir Reducer Bench Canal

d_InletConfiguration Flow Meter Material Change Farmers/Bench Canal

Ditch Unknown Lining Change 42 Lateral 

Concrete Apron Other
Pipe d_LiningMaterial Conveyance Type Change

Unknown Concrete Unknown d_encroP

Other CONDITION CHANGE PUMP STATION

d_UndershotType Membrane STOCK WATERING SITE

Box Natural Channel
d_1_3Rating

OTHER

Circular Unknown 1

Elliptical 2 d_1_5Rating

Other d_PipeMaterial 3 1

Unknown Concrete 2

Other 3

d_UndershotMaterial PVC 4

Concrete Steel 5

PVC Polyethylene

Unknown Unknown Feature Class Code

BRIDGE B

d_DOCUMENTTYPE d_STRUCMATERIAL CONTROL STRUCTURE Sd_DOCUMENTTYPE d_STRUCMATERIAL CONTROL_STRUCTURE S

PHOTOGRAPH METAL DRAININLET D

RECORD_DRAWING CONCRETE MEASUREMENT_LOCATION M

MOVIE STONE OPENDITCH R

OTHER WOOD PIPELINE P

OTHER SIMPLENODE N

d_encroL Unknown SIMPLETURNOUT T

BUILDING STEEL UNDERSHOT U

IMPROVED ROADS VENT V

FENCES DRAINS_LINE CDL

IRRIGATION PIPE/CHANNEL DRAINS_POINT CDP

LANDSCAPING

OTHER

Lateral/Canal Code

Dry Creek Lateral DC

South Lateral  SL

North Lateral NL

Highline Ditch HD

Bench Canal BC

Farmers/Bench Canal FBC

42 Lateral  FT

A Drain AD

Story Lateral STL

Minzel Lateral ML

Minzel Lateral Spill ML‐SP

North Lateral Spill NL‐SP

Bench Canal ‐ Spill BC‐SP

Highline Ditch Alternate HDA



Feature Class Code
Bridge B
Control Structure S
DrainInlet D
Measurement_Structure M
OpenDitch R
Pipeline P
SimpleNode N
SimpleTurnout T
Undershot U
Vent V
Drains_Line CDL
Drains_Point CDP

Lateral/Canal Code
Dry Creek Lateral DC
South Lateral SL
North Lateral NL
Highline Ditch HD
Bench Canal BC
Farmers/Bench Canal FBC
42 Lateral FT
A Drain AD
Story Lateral STL
Minzel Lateral ML
Minzel Lateral Spill ML-SP
North Lateral Spill NL-SP
Bench Canal - Spill BC-SP
Highline Ditch Alternate HDA



BRIDGE
Alias: BRIDGE

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    

BRIDGE   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

STRUCID STRUCTURE ID Unique identifier, contain some knowledge of 
the system built in

PK Text 25 No <null>

REACHID REACH ID Identifier of the canal or lateral that this 
bridge crosses

FK Text 25 Yes <null>

ROADNAME ROAD NAME Name of road passing over bridge Text 50 Yes <null>

OWNER OWNER Owner of the bridge Text 50 Yes COUNTY

SPAN_FT SPAN FT Span of bridge in feet Float n/a Yes <null>

CONDITION CONDITION Rating of condition of bridge Short Integer d_1_5RATING n/a Yes <null>

NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>

Z_EL Z EL Elevation field Float n/a Yes <null>

UNDERSHOT
Alias: UNDERSHOT

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    

UNDERSHOT   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

STRUCID STRUCTURE ID Unique identifier PK Text 25 No <null>

REACHID REACH ID
Identifier of the canal or lateral that this 
undershot crosses

FK
Text 25 No

<null>

DRAINNAME DRAIN NAME Name of drain or drainage Text 25 Yes <null>

CONDUITTYPE CONDUIT TYPE Type of Conduit Text d_UNDERSHOTTYPE 25 No <null>

HEIGHT_FT HEIGHT FT Height dimension of the conduit (feet) Float n/a No <null>

WIDTH_FT WIDTH FT Width dimension of the conduit (feet) Float n/a No <null>

LENGTH_FT LENGTH FT Length of the conduit (feet) Float n/a No <null>

MATERIAL MATERIAL Construction material Text d_UNDERSHOTMATERIAL 50 Yes <null>

CONDITION CONDITION Rating of condition of undershot Short Integer d_1_5RATING n/a Yes <null>

NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>

Z_EL Z EL Elevation field Float n/a Yes <null>

DRAININLET
Alias: DRAIN INLET

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    

DRAININLET   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

STRUCID STRUCTURE ID
Unique identifier, contain some knowledge of 
the system built in

PK
Text 25 No

<null>

REACHID REACH ID
Identifier of the canal or lateral that is 
upstream of this inlet

FK
Text 25 No

<null>

INLETTYPE INLET TYPE Type of Inlet Text d_INLETTYPE 25 No <null>

CONFIG CONFIGURATION Configuration of the inflow Text d_INLETCONFIGURATION 25 Yes <null>

SIZE_FT SIZE FT
Width of channel, diameter of conduit, feet

Float n/a Yes
<null>

NAME NAME Common name Text 50 Yes <null>

CONDITION CONDITION Rating of condition of inlet Short Integer d_1_5RATING n/a Yes <null>

NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>

Z_EL Z EL Elevation field Float n/a Yes <null>

CANAL_SYSTEM

This point feature class represents locations where natural drainage passes under the irrigation network

This point feature class represents the location of a bridge that spans a canal or lateral

This point feature class represents locations where stormwater or field runoff enters a canal or lateral



MEASUREMENT_LOCATION
Alias: MEASUREMENT STRUCTURE

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    

MEASUREMENT_LOCATION   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

STRUCID STRUCTURE ID
Unique identifier, contain some knowledge of 
the system built in

PK
Text 25 No

<null>

REACHID REACH ID
Identifier of the canal or lateral that is 
upstream of this inlet

FK
Text 25 No

<null>

MATERIAL MATERIAL Material of measurement structure Text d_MEASMATERIAL 50 No <null>

MEASTYPE MEASUREMENT TYPE Type of measuring device Text d_MEASCONTTYPE 25 Yes <null>

CONSTDATE DATE OF CONSTRUCTION Date of Construction Date n/a Yes <null>

LENGTH_FT LENGTH FT Length of measurement structure (feet) Float n/a Yes <null>

WIDTH_FT WIDTH FT Width of measurement structure (feet) Float n/a Yes <null>

HEIGHT_FT HEIGHT FT Height of measurement structure (feet) Float n/a Yes <null>

CONDITION CONDITION Rating of condition of structure Short Integer d_1_5RATING n/a Yes 0
NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>

Z_EL Z EL Elevation field Float n/a Yes <null>

SIMPLETURNOUT
Alias: SIMPLE TURNOUT

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    

SIMPLETURNOUT   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

STRUCID STRUCTURE ID
Unique identifier, contain some knowledge of 
the system built in PK Text 25 No

<null>

CANALID CANAL ID
Identifier of the canal or lateral that this 
turnout pulls water from FK Text 25 No

<null>

CONSTDATE DATE OF CONSTRUCTION Date turnout was constructed Date n/a Yes <null>

TURNOUTTYP TURNOUT TYPE Type of Turnout Text d_TURNOUTTYPE 50 No <null>

CAP_CFS CAPACITY CFS Rated capacity of turnout (cfs) Float n/a Yes <null>

MEASTYPE MEASUREMENT TYPE Type of measurement device in turnout Text d_MEASCONTTYPE 50 Yes <null>

CONDITION CONDITION Rating of condition of structure Short Integer d_1_5RATING n/a Yes <null>

REACHID REACH ID
Name of the reach receiving water from this 
outlet Text 50 No

<null>

GATEW_IN GATE WIDTH IN Width of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes 0
GATEHT_IN GATE HEIGHT IN Height of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes 0

WIDTH_FT WIDTH FT
Width of the measurement structure (feet)

Float n/a Yes
<null>

LENGTH_FT LENGTH FT
Length of the measurement structure (feet)

Float n/a Yes
<null>

MATERIAL MATERIAL Type of material for the turnout Text d_STRUCMATERIAL 50 Yes Unknown
SCREEN SCREEN Is there a screen in place Text d_Y_N 50 No <null>

NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>

Z_EL Z EL Elevation field Float n/a Yes <null>
ACRES ACRES Total Acres as Measured from Irrigated 

Lands Double
n/a Yes <null>

This point feature class represents the location where a flow measurement is taken as a single purpose (i.e., not at a turnout)

This point feature class represents the location where flow is diverted from an open channel or pressure pipeline



Control_Structure
Alias: Control Structure

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    

Control_Structure   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a
SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes

STRUCID STRUCTURE ID
Unique identifier, contain some knowledge of 
the system built in

PK
Text 25 No

<null>

REACHID REACH ID
Identifier of the canal or lateral that this 
turnout pulls water from

FK
Text 25 No

<null>

CONSTDATE CONSTRUCTION DATE Date turnout was constructed Date Yes <null>

TURNOUTTYP TURNOUT TYPE Type of Turnout Text d_TURNOUTTYPE 50 No <null>

MATERIAL MATERIAL Type of material for the structure Text d_STRUCMATERIAL 50 No CONCRETE
STRUCCAP_CFS STRUCTURE CAPACITY CFS Capacity of the structure (cfs) Long Integer n/a Yes <null>

INLETW_FT INLET WIDTH FT Width of the structure inlet (feet) Float n/a Yes 0
INLETHT_FT INLET HEIGHT FT Height of the structure inlet (feet) Float n/a Yes 0
OUTLETW_FT OUTLET WIDTH FT Width of the structure outlet (feet) Float n/a Yes 0
OUTLETHT_FT OUTLET HEIGHT FT Height of the structure outlet (feet) Float n/a Yes 0
CONDITION CONDITION Rating of condition of structure Short Integer d_1_5RATING n/a Yes <null>

STRUCW_FT STRUCTURE WIDTH FT
Width of structure (feet) perpendicular to 
main channel Float n/a Yes 0

STRUCL_FT STRUCTURE LENGTH FT
Length of structure (feet) along main channel

Float n/a Yes 0
STRUCHT_FT STRUCTURE HEIGHT FT Height of structure (feet) Float n/a Yes 0
NUMOFTRNOT NUMBER OF TURNOUTS Number of turnouts in this structure Short Integer n/a No 0
SCREEN SCREEN Is there a screen in place Text d_Y_N 50 No <null>

CAP1_CFS CAPACITY 1 CFS Rated capacity of turnout (cfs) Float n/a Yes <null>

MEASTYPE1 MEASUREMENT TYPE 1 Type of measurement device in turnout Text d_MEASCONTTYPE 50 Yes <null>

REACHID1 REACH ID 1
Name of the reach receiving water from this 
outlet Text 50 Yes

<null>

GATEW1_IN GATE WIDTH 1 IN Width of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes <null>

GATEHT1_IN GATE HEIGHT 1 IN Height of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes <null>

WIDTH1_FT WIDTH 1 FT
Width of the measurement structure (feet)

Float n/a Yes
<null>

LENGTH1_FT LENGTH 1 FT
Length of the measurement structure (feet)

Float n/a Yes
<null>

CAP2_CFS CAPACITY 2 CFS Rated capacity of turnout (cfs) Float n/a Yes <null>

MEASTYPE2 MEASUREMENT TYPE 2 Type of measurement device in turnout Text d_MEASCONTTYPE 50 Yes <null>

REACHID2 REACH ID 2
Name of the reach receiving water from this 
outlet Text 50 Yes

<null>

GATEW2_IN GATE WIDTH 2 IN Width of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes <null>

GATEHT2_IN GATE HEIGHT 2 IN Height of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes <null>

WIDTH2_FT WIDTH 2 FT
Width of the measurement structure (feet)

Float n/a Yes
<null>

LENGTH2_FT LENGTH 2 FT
Length of the measurement structure (feet)

Float n/a Yes
<null>

CAP3_CFS CAPACITY 3 CFS Rated capacity of turnout (cfs) Float n/a Yes <null>

MEASTYPE3 MEASUREMENT TYPE 3 Type of measurement device in turnout Text d_MEASCONTTYPE 50 Yes <null>

REACHID3 REACH ID 3
Name of the reach receiving water from this 
outlet Text 50 Yes

<null>

GATEW3_IN GATE WIDTH 3 IN Width of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes <null>

GATEHT3_IN GATE HEIGHT 3 IN Height of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes <null>

WIDTH3_FT WIDTH 3 FT
Width of the measurement structure (feet)

Float n/a Yes
<null>

LENGTH3_FT LENGTH 3 FT
Length of the measurement structure (feet)

Float n/a Yes
<null>

CAP4_CFS CAPACITY 4 CFS Rated capacity of turnout (cfs) Float n/a Yes <null>

MEASTYPE4 MEASUREMENT TYPE 4 Type of measurement device in turnout Text d_MEASCONTTYPE 50 Yes <null>

REACHID4 REACH ID 4
Name of the reach receiving water from this 
outlet Text 50 Yes

<null>

GATEW4_IN GATE WIDTH 4 IN Width of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes <null>

GATEHT4_IN GATE HEIGHT 4 IN Height of the gate (inches) Float n/a Yes <null>

WIDTH4_FT WIDTH 4 FT
Width of the measurement structure (feet)

Float n/a Yes
<null>

LENGTH4_FT LENGTH 4 FT
Length of the measurement structure (feet)

Float n/a Yes
<null>

DRAINNAME1 DRAIN NAME 1
name of the drain connecting to this structure

Text 50 Yes
<null>

PIPESZ1_IN PIPE SIZE 1 IN Size of the drain pipe (inches) Float n/a Yes <null>

DRAINNAME2 DRAIN NAME 2
name of the drain connecting to this structure

Text 50 Yes
<null>

PIPESZ2_IN PIPE SIZE 2 IN Size of the drain pipe (inches) Float n/a Yes <null>

NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>

Z_EL Z EL Elevation field Float n/a Yes <null>

ACRES ACRES
Total Acres as Measured from Irrigated 
Lands Double

n/a Yes <null>

This point feature class represents the location of a control structure (and possible turnouts where flow is diverted from an open channel or pressure pipeline)



Vent
Alias: Vent

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    

Vent   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

STRUCTUREID STRUCTURE ID
Unique identifier, contain some knowledge of 
the system built in

PK
Text 25 No

<null>

REACHID REACH ID
Identifier of the canal or lateral adjacent of 
this node

FK
Text 25 No

<null>

CONDITION CONDITION Condition of vent Short Integer d_1_5RATING n/a Yes 0
NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>

Z_EL Z EL Elevation field Float n/a Yes <null>

SimpleNode
Alias: Simple Node

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    

SimpleNode   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

STRUCID STRUCTURE ID
Unique identifier, contain some knowledge of 
the system built in

PK
Text 25 No

<null>

REACHID REACH ID
Identifier of the canal or lateral upstream of 
this node

FK
Text 25 No

<null>

NODETYPE NODE TYPE Type of Node Text d_NODETYPE 50 No <null>

NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>

Z_EL Z EL Elevation field Float n/a Yes <null>

OpenDitch
Alias: Open Ditch

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    

OpenDitch   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

REACHID REACH ID
Unique identifier, has some knowledge of the 
system

PK
Text 25 Yes

<null>

UPSTRSTRUC UPSTREAM STRUCTURE ID of Upstream Structure Text 50 Yes <null>

DNSTRSTRUC DOWNSTREAM STRUCTURE ID of Downstream Structure Text 50 Yes <null>

TW_FT TOP WIDTH FT Top width of channel (feet) Float n/a Yes <null>

BW_FT BOTTOM WIDTH FT Bottom width of channel (feet) Float n/a Yes <null>

DEPTH_FT DEPTH FT Depth of channel (feet) Float n/a Yes <null>

LENGTH_FT LENGTH FT Length of reach (feet) Float n/a Yes <null>

CAP_CFS CAPACITY CFS Design Capacity (cubic feet per second) Float n/a Yes <null>

LNGMAT LINING MATERIAL Type of lining material Text d_LININGMATERIAL 50 Yes <null>

CONSTDATE CONSTRUCTION DATE Date of Construction Date n/a Yes <null>

CONDITION CONDITION Condition of ditch Short Integer d_1_5RATING n/a Yes <null>

NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>

LATNAME LATERAL NAME Name of lateral being described Text 50 Yes <null>

OTHER_DAMAGE OTHER DAMAGE Is there other damage to canal Text d_Y_N 50 No <null>

BREACH BREACH Breach risk Short Integer d_1_3RATING n/a Yes <null>

SEEPAGE SEEPAGE
Length of feature automatically calculated by 
ArcMap in datum units Short Integer d_1_3RATING n/a Yes

<null>

MOSSING MOSSING Mossing condition of channel Text d_Y_N 50 Yes N

SLOPE SLOPE Channel Slope Estimate Double n/a Yes <null>

SHAPE_Length SHAPE_Length Length of reach (meters, read only) Double n/a Yes <null>

This line feature class represents a canal or a lateral that carries water between structures with a free surface

This point feature class represents locations for pipe vents.

This point feature class represents locations where the channel properties change (i.e., lining, reducers, etc)



Pipeline
Alias: Pipeline

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    

Pipeline   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

REACHID REACH ID
Unique identifier, has some knowledge of the 
system

PK
Text 25 No

<null>

UPSTRSTRUC UPSTREAM STRUCTURE ID of Upstream Structure Text 50 No <null>

DNSTRSTRUC DOWNSTREAM STRUCTURE ID of Downstream Structure Text 50 No <null>

HEIGHT_FT HEIGHT FT Height dimension of the conduit (feet) Float n/a Yes <null>

WIDTH_FT WIDTH FT Width dimension of the conduit (feet) Float n/a Yes <null>

LENGTH_FT LENGTH FT Length of pipe Float n/a Yes <null>

CAP_CFS CAPACITY CFS Design Capacity (cubic feet per second) Float n/a Yes <null>

PIPEMAT PIPE MATERIAL Type of pipe construction material Text d_PIPEMATERIAL 50 No <null>

CONSTDATE CONSTRUCTION DATE Date of Construction Date n/a Yes <null>

CONDITION CONDITION Condition of pipe Short Integer d_1_5RATING n/a Yes <null>

NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>

LATNAME LATERAL NAME Name of the canal or lateral Text 50 Yes <null>

Z_EL Z EL Elevation field Float n/a Yes <null>

SHAPE_Length SHAPE_Length
Length automatically calculated by ArcMap 
based on the datum units Double n/a Yes

This line feature class represents a closed conduit between two structures



PHOTOS, VIDEOS, RECORD DRAWINGS, EASEMENTS, OTHER DOCUMENTS
Alias: Documents

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    

PHOTOS, VIDEOS, RECORD DRAWINGS, EASEMENTS, OTHER DOCUMENTS   
FeatureID FEATURE ID Unique identifier of the feature represented FK Text 255 Yes <null>

DocumentType TYPE OF DOCUMENT Type of document Text d_DOCUMENTTYPE 255 Yes <null>
FilePath FILE PATH Relative path and name of file Text 255 Yes <null>
Notes NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>

SiteVisit
Alias: SiteVisit

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    

SiteVisit   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>
FEATUREID FEATURE ID Unique identifier of the feature that was 

maintained
Text 50 Yes <null>

DATEVISIT DATE OF VISIT Date the maintenance was performed Date n/a Yes <null>
DURATION DURATION OF VISIT HRS Duration of the activity (hours) Float n/a Yes <null>
VISITTYPE VISIT TYPE Activity performed during visit Text d_VISITTYPE 50 Yes <null>
NOTES NOTES General comments Text 255 Yes <null>

This object class contains photographs, CAD files, and other types of documents that are related to GIS features

This object class represents maintenance or inspection activities performed on structures, canals, laterals, etc



CLOSEDDRAINS_LINE
Alias: CLOSEDDRAINS_LINE

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    

CLOSEDDRAINS_LINE   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

SEGMENTID SEGMENT ID
Unique identifier, contain some knowledge of 

the system built in
PK

Text 25 Yes
<null>

DRAIN_NAME DRAIN NAME Identifier of the drain FK Text 25 Yes <null>

NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>
LENGTH_FT LENGTH FT Length of pipe in feet Short Integer n/a Yes <null>

SHAPE_Length SHAPE_Length Length automatically calculated by ArcMap 
based on the datum units

Double n/a Yes

CLOSEDDRAINS_POINT
Alias: CLOSEDDRAINS_POINT

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    

CLOSEDDRAINS_POINT   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a <null>

SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>

NODEID NODE ID
Unique identifier, contain some knowledge of 

the system built in
PK

Text 25 Yes
<null>

DRAINNAME_1 DRAIN NAME Identifier of the drain FK Text 50 Yes <null>

NODETYPE NODE TYPE Type of node Text d_DRAINNODETYPE 50 Yes <null>

MATERIAL MATERIAL Material node consists of Text d_DRAINNODEMATERIAL 50 No <null>

NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>

This point feature class represents locations of man holes in the closed drains system

This line feature class represents locations of closed drains



Alias: GLO

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
GLO   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a No <null>
SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>
QTRQTR_PARCEL QTRQTR PARCEL QTRQTR/PARCEL NUMBER (NENE, TRACT 

1)
PK Text 50 Yes <null>

SECTION SECTION SECTION NUMBER Short Integer Yes <null>
TOWNSHIP TOWNSHIP TOWNSHIP Short Integer Yes <null>
RANGE RANGE RANGE Double Yes <null>
SHAPE_Length SHAPE_Length Length automatically calculated by ArcMap 

based on the datum units
Double n/a Yes

SHAPE_Area SHAPE_Area Area automatically calculated by ArcMap based 
on the datum units

Double n/a Yes

Alias: GLO SUBDIVISIONS

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
GLO_SUB   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a No <null>
SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>
SUBDIVISION SUBDIVISION SUBDIVISION OF GLO TRACT PK Text 50 Yes <null>
SHAPE_Length SHAPE_Length Length automatically calculated by ArcMap 

based on the datum units
Double n/a Yes

SHAPE_Area SHAPE_Area Area automatically calculated by ArcMap based 
on the datum units

Double n/a Yes

WATER RIGHTS

GLO

This polygon feature class shows the qtrqtr or resurvey tracts for each section or lot/tract (GLO is the General Land Office)

GLO_SUB

This polygon feature class shows the qtrqtr or resurvey tracts for each section or lot/tract (GLO is the General Land Office)



Alias: SECTIONS

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
SECTIONS   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a No <null>
SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>
SECTION SECTION SECTION OR TRACT NUMBER (SECTION 1, 

TRACT 91) PK
Text 50 Yes <null>

SHAPE_Length SHAPE_Length Length automatically calculated by ArcMap 
based on the datum units

Double n/a Yes

SHAPE_Area SHAPE_Area Area automatically calculated by ArcMap based 
on the datum units

Double n/a Yes

Alias: TOWNSHIP/RANGE LINES

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
TR_LINES   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a No <null>
SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>
TOWNSHIP TOWNSHIP TOWNSHIP (53/52) PK Text 50 Yes <null>
RANGE RANGE RANGE (93/92) FK Text 50 Yes <null>
SHAPE_Length SHAPE_Length Length automatically calculated by ArcMap 

based on the datum units
Double n/a Yes

SHAPE_Area SHAPE_Area Area automatically calculated by ArcMap based 
on the datum units

Double n/a Yes

This polygon feature class shows the township and range lines

This polygon feature class shows the section or tract boundaries

TR_LINES

SECTIONS



Alias: Water_right

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
Water_right   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a No <null>
SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>
PERMIT_NO PERMIT NUMBER PERMIT NUMBER PK Text d_PERMITNO 50 Yes <null>
PROOF_NO PROOF NUMBER PROOF NUMBER Long Integer n/a Yes <null>
ACRES ACRES IRRIGATED ACRES Double n/a Yes <null>
DITCH DITCH NAME DITCH NAME Text d_DITCH 50 Yes <null>
CR_NO CR NUMBER CERTIFICATE OF RECORD Long Integer n/a Yes <null>
CR_PAGE CR PAGE Long Integer n/a Yes <null>
OR_NO ORDER NUMBER Long Integer n/a Yes <null>
OR_PAGE OR PAGE Long Integer n/a Yes <null>
PRIORITY PRIORITY DATE PRIORITY DATE Date n/a Yes <null>
TWP TOWNSHIP TOWNSHIP NUMBER Long Integer n/a Yes <null>
RNG RANGE RANGE NUMBER Double n/a Yes <null>
SEC SECTION SECTION/TRACT NUMBER Text 50 Yes <null>
SHAPE_Length SHAPE_Length Length automatically calculated by ArcMap 

based on the datum units
Double n/a Yes

SHAPE_Area SHAPE_Area Area automatically calculated by ArcMap based 
on the datum units

Double n/a Yes

Documents
Alias: Documents

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
Documents   

FileID ID Unique identifier PK Integer n/a No <null>
FeatureID FeatureID Unique identifier of the feature represented FK Text 25 No <null>

DocumentType Type of Document Type of document Text d_DocumentType 25 No <null>
FilePath File Path Relative path and name of file Text 255 No <null>
Notes Notes General comments collected in the field Text 255 Yes <null>

This object class contains photographs, CAD files, and other types of documents that are related to GIS features

Water_right

This polygon feature class shows the water rights for each quarter quarter section



IRRIGATED_LANDS
Alias: IRRIGATED LANDS

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
IRRIGATED_LANDS   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a No <null>
SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>
ACRES ACRES IRRIGATED ACRES Double n/a Yes <null>
SHAPE_Length SHAPE_Length Length automatically calculated by ArcMap 

based on the datum units
Double n/a Yes

SHAPE_Area SHAPE_Area Area automatically calculated by ArcMap based 
on the datum units

Double n/a Yes

QUESTION QUESTION Short Integer n/a Yes
MEASFORFLOW MEASFORFLOW Short Integer n/a Yes 0
STRUCID Structure ID Structure ID polygon is watered from Text 50 Yes
TRNOUT Turnout_Number Turnout # of Structure 1 for Simple Turnout Short Integer 50 Yes <null>

This polygon feature class shows the irrigated lands in each qtrqtr/tract



d_ENCROL d_POINT_TYPE

BUILDING START
IMPROVED ROADS END
FENCES VERT
IRRIGATION PIPE/CHANNEL
LANDSCAPING
OTHER

d_ENCROP

PUMP STATION
STOCK WATERING SITE
OTHER

Alias: LINEAR ENCROACHMENTS

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
LINEAR_ENCROACHMENTS   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a No <null>
SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>
ENCRO_ID ENCROACHMENT ID Unique identifier, contain some knowledge of the system built in PK Text 50 No <null>
ENCROACHMENT ENCROACHMENT Identifier of the canal or lateral that this bridge crosses FK Text d_ENCROL 50 Yes <null>
NOTES NOTES Name of road passing over bridge Text 255 Yes <null>
DIST_TO_CL DISTANCE TO CL Distance to centerline of the ditch Float n/a Yes <null>
SHAPE_Length SHAPE_Length Length automatically calculated by ArcMap based on the datum units Double n/a Yes

This linear feature represents linear encroachments in the canal right of way

LINEAR_ENCROACHMENTS



Alias: Canal Easement

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
Canal_easement   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a No <null>
SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>
SHAPE_Length SHAPE_Length Length automatically calculated by ArcMap based on the datum units Double n/a Yes <null>
SHAPE_Area SHAPE_Area Area automatically calculated by ArcMap based on the datum units Double n/a Yes <null>

Alias: POINT ENCROACHMENTS

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
POINT_ENCROACHMENTS   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a No <null>
SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Yes <null>
ENCRO_ID ENCROACHMENT ID Unique identifier, contain some knowledge of the system built in PK Text 50 No <null>
ENCROACHMENT ENCROACHMENT Identifier of the canal or lateral that this bridge crosses FK Text d_ENCROP 50 Yes <null>
NOTES NOTES Name of road passing over bridge Text 255 Yes <null>
DIST_TO_CL DISTANCE TO CL Distance to centerline of the ditch Float n/a Yes <null>

This point feature represents linear encroachments in the canal right of way

Canal_easement

This polygon feature is used to identify a 50 ft buffer on either side of the canal system

POINT_ENCROACHMENTS
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HAGEMAN & BRIGHTON, P.C.
Attorneys  at  Law

222 East 21st Street  
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001

Telephone: (307) 635-4888          Facsimile: (307) 635-7581

Harriet M. Hageman
hhageman@hblawoffice.com

Kara Brighton
kbrighton@hblawoffice.com

Memorandum

TO: Jim Evans
Sage Engineering

FROM: Kara Brighton

SUBJECT: Keystone & Farmers Canal Master Plan
Level I Study

DATE: March 7, 2011

WWDC Level I Study

The 2010 Wyoming Legislature approved a Level I study within the Wyoming
Water Development Commission’s Rehabilitation Program to fund a master plan to
analyze various issues for the Farmers Canal Company (“Farmers”) and the Keystone
Canal Company (“Keystone”).  The 2010 WWDC  Legislative Report states, in part: 

“Farmers and Keystone Canal Companies are within the boundaries of the
Greybull Valley Irrigation District.  The operation of Greybull Valley
Irrigation District is different than most other irrigation districts.  They
release water from their reservoirs into the river where the canal companies
that called for water can divert it for their irrigation needs.  Greybull Valley
ID does not own any infrastructure beyond the reservoirs and associated
reservoir supply canals, but their boundary extends down river,
encompassing all the lands to which they supply water.  This creates a
problem for the canal companies, like Keystone and Farmers, because they
can’t form an irrigation district within the boundaries of an existing
irrigation district.  Greybull Valley Irrigation District, the Keystone Canal
group, and the Farmers Canal Company have all requested that we
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 investigate this problem and make recommendations that allow the canal 
companies to form public entities that are eligible for WWDC funding.” 
Chapter 3, Pages 53-54.

Limitations on WWDC Funding

There are three provisions of the Wyoming Constitution that prohibit the State of
Wyoming from providing funds directly to individuals:

Article 3, Section 36 - Prohibited Appropriations

No appropriation shall be made for charitable, industrial, educational or benevolent
purposes to any person, corporation or community not under the absolute control of the state,
nor to any denominational or sectarian institution or association.

Article 16, Section 6 - Loan of Credit; Donations Prohibited; Works of Internal
Improvement

Neither the state nor any county, city, township, town, school district, or any other
political subdivision, shall loan or give its credit or make donations to or in aid of any
individual, association or corporation, except for necessary support of the poor, nor subscribe
to or become the owner of the capital stock of any association or corporation, except that
funds of public employee retirement systems and the permanent funds of the state of
Wyoming may be invested in such stock under conditions the legislature prescribes.  The
state shall not engage in any work of internal improvement unless authorized by a two-thirds
(2/3) vote of the people.

Article 16, Section 10 - Construction and Improvement of Works for Conservation and
Utilization of Water

The provisions of section 6 of article 16 of this constitution prohibiting the state from
engaging in any work of internal improvements, unless authorized by a two-thirds vote of the
people, shall not apply to or affect the construction or improvement of any works designed,
constructed or operated for the purposes of conservation or utilization of water, but the
legislature shall have the power to provide for the construction or improvement in whole or
in part, of any works designed, constructed or operated for the purposes of conservation or
utilization of water, either directly or by extending aid to legal subdivision of the State of
Wyoming, duly organized irrigation, drainage, soil conservation, and public irrigation and
power districts, and any public corporation legally organized for the purposes of the
conservation, distribution or utilization of water or soil; and notwithstanding said inhibition
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as to works of internal improvement, whenever grants of land or other property shall be made
to the state, especially dedicated by the grant to particular works of internal improvement, the
state may carry on such particular works of internal improvement and shall devote thereto the
avails of such grants, and may likewise pledge or appropriate the revenues derived from such
works in aid of their completion.

As a result of these Constitutional limitations, agencies of the State, such as the
Wyoming Water Development Commission (“WWDC”), can only provide funds to eligible
entities, typically special districts organized pursuant to state law.  While Farmers Canal
Company is a Wyoming nonprofit corporation, neither the Farmers Canal Company or the
Keystone Canal Company are eligible entities at this time.  However, the Greybull Valley
Irrigation District is an eligible entity, as it is an irrigation district formed pursuant to Title
41 of Wyoming Statute.  In fact, Greybull Valley Irrigation District has received WWDC
funds in the past and is a party to an existing Mortgage with the WWDC.  

The purpose of this memorandum is to provide options as to designating the eligible
entity or entities to receive additional WWDC for construction of improvements for the
Keystone Canal Company and the Farmers Canal Company.  This memorandum does not
provide a recommendation as there are issues that require additional discussion to determine
support of various entities and potential requirements of the WWDC.

Options for WWDC Funding

The specific task assigned to Hageman & Brighton, P.C. is stated in the Scope of
Work in the Level I Study:

Task 9 Entity Issues

The Farmers Canal Company and Keystone Canal Company are both located
within the Greybull Valley Irrigation District (GVID).  As a result, there may
be legal issues associated with the formation of a public entity that would make
them eligible for Commission Level II or Level III funding.  The Consultant
shall investigate the options available to GVID, Keystone Canal Company and
Farmers Canal Company to solve this problem.  The Consultant will present
the identified options and the effect implementation of each option would have
on the operation of the existing district/companies.
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Option 1 Greybull Valley Irrigation District as Project Sponsor

As stated above, Greybull Valley Irrigation District (“GVID”) is an eligible entity as
it was formed as an irrigation district pursuant to Wyoming Statute and has, in fact, received
WWDC funding in the past.  Unlike other irrigation districts in the State of Wyoming, GVID
only delivers storage water and, therefore, only owns reservoirs and associated conveyance
systems.  Pursuant to WWDC procedure, GVID would be the owner of any improvements
funded by the WWDC.  

Farmers Canal Company

In the case of Farmers, it appears that the technical recommendation will be to
construct a pipeline.  It is currently contemplated that the Farmers pipeline would be a
materials only project and that no loan would be secured.  If that is the case, under this
Option, GVID would be the owner of the pipeline, but could contract with Farmers to
construct and operate the pipeline.  Farmers Canal Company has been recognized as a
Wyoming Nonprofit Corporation by the Wyoming Secretary of State since 1947 and thus is
in a good legal position to enter into contracts for construction and operation of a pipeline. 
We have not reviewed its Bylaws to determine if it has the necessary authority to enter into
legal agreements on behalf of its landowners, but assume such authority was granted to it
upon formation.  GVID would not incur any additional administrative costs because there is
no repayment obligation and therefore, no additional assessment to landowners served by the
Farmers pipeline.  If there are costs incurred to Farmers Canal Company for the construction
and operation of the new pipeline, Farmers could simply seek reimbursement from its
members under its existing corporation as it has done in the past.  Under this scenario, GVID
owns the pipeline, but does not incur any additional expenses as project sponsor.

Keystone Canal Company

The technical recommendation for Keystone Canal of commingling four ditches into
one pipeline at one point of diversion would require a grant and loan.  If that is the case,
GVID would be the owner of the new pipeline and responsible for repayment of the loan. 
GVID is uniquely situated to administer the repayment obligation incurred by the Keystone
Canal Company.  Most irrigation districts assess all members within their boundaries on a
uniform basis.  Such an administrative system is not well suited to accounting for separate
benefits to lands located within the boundaries of an irrigation district. However, the situation
for the landowners in the Keystone Canal Company is not unlike previous projects funded
by the WWDC and sponsored by GVID.  
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In its Annual Report of Commissioners to the District Court, GVID itemizes expenses
related to specific projects completed within its boundaries.  Members are not assessed on a
uniform basis.  Instead, each member is assessed on a per acre basis depending on the benefit
they received from a specific project.  For example, in the Report of Commissioners for
Budget Year 2011 (“2011 Commissioners Report”), GVID indicated that $163,041.00 was
required to be raised by assessment for operation and maintenance for the Upper Sunshine
Reservoir Project, which resulted in an assessment $3.25 per acre foot of storage capacity. 
Similarly, the 2011 Commissioners Report indicates that $141,455.00 was required to be
raised by assessment for the operation and maintenance of the Lower Sunshine Reservoir
Project, which resulted in an assessment of $2.25 per acre foot of storage capacity.  Each acre
of land located within GVID has its own assessment depending on the benefits received from
specific projects funded by GVID.

If the GVID were to sponsor the projects for improvements to the Keystone Canal
Company, it could simply add another color of card to its accounting system to assess those
acres benefitting from that specific project.
  

As described above with Farmers, GVID may also want to consider contracting with
Keystone for construction and/or operation of the diversion and pipeline.  This option may
be problematic for the Keystone Canal Company because they have not formally organized
under Wyoming law.  Since the Keystone Canal Company is not currently recognized by the
Wyoming Secretary of State, its ability to enter into legal agreements on behalf of its
associated landowners may be limited.  We believe it would be necessary for Keystone to
become a formal entity prior to contracting with GVID for any construction and/or operation
services.  If Keystone does not wish to formally organize, GVID would be responsible for the
construction, operation and maintenance of the new pipeline and diversion structure.

Option 2 Keystone and Farmers Canal Companies form Water Conservancy
District(s) in Order to Become Individual Project Sponsors

     
This section of the memorandum provides information related to the formation and

operation of Water Conservancy Districts.  Either or both of the canal companies could form
a Water Conservancy District, described in more detail below.  In doing so, they would each
become a sponsor for any additional WWDC funding for projects needed within its
conveyance system. As such, following formation, each canal company would own any
improvements funded by WWDC and would possess the necessary authority to assess the
lands located on the canal system in order to satisfy the repayment obligation to WWDC.
This option would allow the GVID to remain an irrigation district and largely unaffected by
any project(s) the individual canal companies determined to pursue.
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Water Conservancy District
W.S. §41-3-701 through 41-3-779

Purpose

After declaring that Water Conservancy Districts are “to provide for the conservation
of the water resources of the State of Wyoming”, the statute provides the following list of
seven specific purposes of such districts:

(1)   Be essentially for the public benefit and advantage of the people of the state of 
Wyoming; 

(2)    Indirectly benefit all industries of the state;

(3)   Indirectly benefit the state of Wyoming in the increase of its taxable property   
valuation;

(4)    Directly benefit municipalities by providing adequate supplies of water for      
domestic use;

(5)    Directly benefit lands to be irrigated or drained from works to be constructed;

(6)   Directly benefit lands now under irrigation by stabilizing the flow of water in  
streams and by increasing flow and return flow of water to such streams; 

(7)    Promote the comfort, safety and welfare of the people of the state of Wyoming.
W.S. §41-3-701(a).   The contemplated project certainly meets the criteria set forth in the
statute.

Formation

District Courts have the authority to establish Water Conservancy Districts, which
may be entirely within or partially within the judicial district.  W.S. § 41-3-720.  The petition
must be signed by at least 25% of the landowners that have not less than 25% of the irrigated
lands susceptible of irrigation that are to be included in the Water Conservancy District.  Each
tract of land must have assessed valuation of not less than $100.  In addition, the petition must
be signed by not fewer than five percent of the owners owning not less than five percent of 
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non-irrigated lands embraced in the incorporated limits of a city or town, all situated in the
proposed Water Conservancy District.  These tracts must also have an assessed valuation of
not less than one hundred dollars.  W.S. §41-3-721(a).

The petition must set forth the following information:

(1)   The proposed name of the district;

(2) That property within the proposed district that will be benefitted by the         
accomplishment of the district;

(3)   A general description of purpose of contemplated improvement as well as a
general description of territory to be included in the proposed district.  Said description need
not be given by metes and bounds or by legal subdivision, but it shall be sufficient to enable
a property owner to ascertain whether his property is within the territory proposed to be
organized as a district;

(4)   The assessed value of all irrigated land within the boundaries of the proposed  
district; 

(5)    A general designation of divisions of the district and the number of directors of
the district proposed for each subdivision.

W.S. §41-3-721(d).

Following filing of the petition, the Court shall set a hearing not less than 60 days nor
more than 90 days to consider the formation of such district.  Notice of the hearing must be
provided to the county commissioners of any county where the lands are located and must
also be published in the newspaper.  In addition, the Clerk of Court will provide a copy of the
petition to the State Engineer’s Office who must file an answer indicating his approval or
disapproval of such formation.  W.S. §41-3-723.   Provisions exist in the statute to allow for
protests prior to the hearing.  W.S. §41-3-724(a).

Upon said hearing, if it appears that the petition for organization is signed and
presented in conformity with the Act, that the allegations of the petition are true, that no
protesting petition has been filed (or if filed has been dismissed), and the state engineer has
not objected to the petition, the District shall declare the district organized and give it a
corporate name.  Thereupon, the District shall be a political subdivision of the state of
Wyoming and a body corporate with all the powers of a public corporation.  W.S. §41-3-
724(g).  Such order is deemed final and no appeal shall lie therefrom.  W.S. §41-3-724(k).
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Provisions exist in the Act that allow for creation of subdistricts within the Water
Conservancy District.  As such, it may be possible for Keystone and Farmers to form one
water conservancy district (thereby sharing organizational expenses), with two separate
subdistricts for purposes of the WWDC projects.

Board of Directors

Within thirty days of approving the petition, the Court will appoint a board of
directors consisting of not less than five (5), but no more than nine (9) people who are
residents of the county in which the real estate in the district is located.  Each director shall
be appointed to a five year term, but only two of the original directors can serve that term
initially.  After two years, elections  will be held for board members.  W.S. §41-3-740.  The
board has broad duties, power and authority.  W.S. §41-3-742.

The Board shall have power on behalf of the District to:

(1)     Have perpetual succession;

(2)     Take by appropriation, grant, purchase, and to hold and enjoy water, water
works, water rights and sources of water supply; and to sell, lease, encumber, dispose of those
same water works, water rights and sources of water supply;

(3)     Have and exercise the power of eminent domain;

(4)     Construct and maintain works and establish and maintain facilities across any
stream of water or water course;

(5)     Contract with the U.S. government or any agency of the state of Wyoming for
construction, preservation, operation and maintenance of water supply works, drains,
pipelines, tunnels, reservoirs, diversion canals and works, dams, and all necessary works
incidental thereto;

(6)     Make an allotment of water to all lands within the district;

(7)     Fix rates at which water not allotted to lands shall be sold, leased or otherwise
disposed of; provided, however, that rates shall be equitable although not necessarily equal
or uniform, for like classes of service throughout the district; 
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(8)     Enter into contracts, employ and retain personnel services and employ laborers;
to elect, appoint and employ such officers, attorneys, agents and employees therefor as shall
be found by the board to be necessary and convenient;

(9)     Adopt plans and specifications for the works for which the district was
organized;

(10)     Appropriate and otherwise acquire water and water rights; to develop, store
and transport water; provide, sell, lease and deliver water for irrigation, power, recreation; to
fix the terms and rates therefor; 

(11)     Invest any surplus money in the district treasury, including such money as may
be in any sinking fund established for the purpose of providing for the payment of the
principal or interest of any contract, or other indebtedness of the district;

(12)     Refund bonded indebtedness incurred by the district;

(13)     Borrow money and incur indebtedness and to issue bonds or other evidence
of such indebtedness;

(14)    Adopt bylaws not in conflict with the constitution and laws of the state for
carrying on the business, objects and affairs of the board and of the district.

W.S. §41-3-742.

Taxes and Assessments

The Board shall have the power to levy and collect taxes and special assessments for
maintaining the purposes of the district.  The District must choose between class A, B, C, and
D methods of levying and collecting.  Briefly, the Class A method is designed to levy and
collect taxes upon all property within the district.  The Class B method relates to levying and
collecting assessments for special benefits accruing to property within municipalities.  The
Class C method is to levy and collect assessments for special benefits accruing to lands within
irrigation districts.   The Class D method is to levy and collect assessments for special
benefits within the district. For lands for which use of water is allotted.  Any property owned
by the state, city or town, school districts, drainage districts, irrigation districts, park districts,
water district or any other government agency is exempt.  W.S. §41-3-770 through 774.   
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Non-Payment of Assessments

If a member of the Water Conservancy District does not pay its assessment, then the
real property shall be sold at the regular tax sale for the payment of such assessments, interest
and penalties, in the same manner provided by Wyoming statute for selling property for
nonpayment of general taxes.  W.S. §41-3-779.

Conclusion

Additional research and discussion have resulted in the conclusion that there are only
two options to the funding issues presented by this situation: (1) GVID is the sponsor (and
retains ownership of all WWDC financed projects); or (2) Keystone Canal Company and
Farmers Canal Company, either together or separately, form a Water Conservancy District
so that they can sponsor the project(s) themelves.  

This memorandum describes in detail several scenarios within these two options.  In
summary, under the first option, it is possible for GVID to contract with the canal companies
for construction, operation and maintenance of any WWDC funded projects.  However,
Keystone Canal Company will likely need to become a formal entity prior to contracting with
GVID.  Under the second option, if one or both canal companies decide they want to sponsor
the project, they will need to decide whether it would be best to form one Water Conservancy
District with two subdistricts or whether they each want to form their own Water
Conservancy District.
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APPENDIX D – Cost Estimates 



$40,400.00

$1,100.00

$1,100.00

$1,100.00

Item Unit

Estimated 

Quantity

Estimated 

Unit Price Estimated Total Price

10 OZ WOVEN FABRIC CUSHION SF 93,500 $0.13 $11,903.30

40 MIL LLDPE SF 93,500 $0.32 $29,758.25

10 OZ WOVEN FABRIC COVER SF 93,500 $0.13 $11,903.30

6‐12 IN RIP‐RAP CY 1,600 $42.44 $67,897.60

Materials Total $121,462.44

FABRIC INSTALLATION LS 1 $9,760.28 $9,760.28

RIP RAP PLACEMENT CY 1,600 $90.18 $144,282.40

SEAM WELDER RENTAL LS 1 $3,182.70 $3,182.70

UNCLASSIFIED EXCAVATION CY 6,926 $12.73 $88,173.52

MOBILIZATION LS 1 $36,707.14 $36,707.14

Installation Total $282,106.04

Construction Cost Subtotal $403,568.48

$40,356.85

$443,925.33

$66,588.80

$510,514.13

$554,214.13

Construction Cost Total

Project Cost Total

LINER

INSTALLATION

Engineering Costs (10%)

Subtotal #3

Contingency (15%)

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

BENCH CANAL LLDPE/RIPRAP LINER ‐ 2017 COST ESTIMATE
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation

Legal

MATERIALS



$13,900.00

$1,100.00

$1,100.00

$1,100.00

Item Unit

Estimated 

Quantity

Estimated 

Unit Price Estimated Total Price

STRUCTURAL CONCRETE CY 32 $169.74 $5,431.81

CRUSHED BASE CY 6 $42.44 $254.62

15 in C10 CANAL GATE EA 4 $1,615.75 $6,463.00

STRUCTURAL CONCRETE CY 18 $169.74 $3,055.39

CRUSHED BASE CY 5 $42.44 $212.18

9 ft X 4 ft BOX CULVERT LF 60 $636.54 $38,192.40

BEDDING CY 30 $26.52 $795.68

Materials Total $54,405.07

EXISTING STRUCTURE REMOVAL SF 400 $26.52 $10,609.00

STRUCTURAL CONCRETE PLACEMENT CY 50 $1,220.04 $61,001.75

MOBILIZATION LS 1 $12,624.71 $12,624.71

Installation Total $84,235.46

Construction Cost Subtotal $138,640.53

$13,864.05

$152,504.59

$22,875.69

$175,380.28

$192,580.28

MATERIALS

Subtotal #3

Contingency (15%)

Construction Cost Total

Project Cost Total

TURNOUT BOX

PIPE OUTLET BOX

CROSSING

INSTALLATION

Engineering Costs (10%)

STRUCTURE S‐NL‐0050 ‐ 2017 COST ESTIMATE
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation

Legal

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way



$5,800.00

$1,100.00

$1,100.00

$1,100.00

Item Unit

Estimated 

Quantity

Estimated 

Unit Price Estimated Total Price

RAMP FLUME

STRUCTURAL CONCRETE CY 8 $169.74 $1,357.95

RIPRAP

RIPRAP CY 2 $42.44 $84.87

Materials Total $1,442.82

EXISTING STRUCTURE REMOVAL SF 10 $26.52 $265.23

STRUCTURAL CONCRETE PLACEMENT CY 8 $1,220.04 $9,760.28

RIPRAP PLACEMENT CY 2 $90.18 $180.35

MOBILIZATION LS 1 $1,166.99 $1,166.99

Installation Total $11,372.85

Construction Cost Subtotal $12,815.67

$1,281.57

$14,097.24

$2,114.59

$16,211.83

$25,311.83

MATERIALS

STRUCTURE S‐SL‐0110 (HI‐LINE DIVERSION RAMP FLUME) ‐ 2017 COST ESTIMATE
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation

Legal

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

Contingency (15%)

Construction Cost Total

Project Cost Total

INSTALLATION

Engineering Costs (10%)

Subtotal #3



$11,500.00

$1,100.00

$1,100.00

$1,100.00

Item Unit

Estimated 

Quantity

Estimated 

Unit Price Estimated Total Price

UPSTREAM RAMP FLUME

STRUCTURAL CONCRETE CY 13 $174.84 $2,272.87

CRUSHED BASE CY 7 $43.71 $305.96

DOWN STREAM RAMP FLUME

STRUCTURAL CONCRETE CY 13 $174.84 $2,272.87

CRUSHED BASE CY 7 $43.71 $305.96

BOX

STRUCTURAL CONCRETE CY 20 $174.84 $3,496.73

CRUSHED BASE CY 6 $43.71 $262.25

15 in C10 CANAL GATE EA 4 $1,664.22 $6,656.89

Materials Total $15,573.55

EXISTING STRUCTURE REMOVAL SF 970 $27.32 $26,498.63

STRUCTURAL CONCRETE PLACEMENT CY 46 $1,256.64 $57,805.26

DITCH GRADING LF 160 $27.32 $4,370.91

MOBILIZATION LS 1 $10,490.18 $10,490.18

Installation Total $99,164.98

Construction Cost Subtotal $114,738.52

$11,473.85

$126,212.37

$18,931.86

$145,144.23

$159,944.23

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

Construction Cost Total

MATERIALS

Project Cost Total

INSTALLATION

Engineering Costs (10%)

Subtotal #3

Contingency (15%)

STRUCTURE S‐NL‐0160 ‐ 2018 COST ESTIMATE
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation

Legal



$446,900.00

$38,100.00

$1,200.00

$1,200.00

Item Unit

Estimated 

Quantity

Estimated Unit 

Price Estimated Total Price

PIPE

DR‐51 PIP‐42 inch LF 1944 $119.30 $231,914.86

DR‐51 PIP‐36 inch LF 10956 $79.94 $875,842.37

DR‐51 PIP‐30 inch LF 4147 $55.34 $229,512.91

DR‐51 PIP‐27 inch LF 1478 $41.82 $61,803.62

DR‐51 PIP‐24 inch LF 2626 $31.98 $83,970.87

DR‐51 PIP‐21 inch LF 1403 $24.60 $34,510.26

DR‐51 PIP‐18 inch LF 2230 $18.45 $41,139.28

DR‐51 PIP‐15 inch LF 6189 $12.30 $76,116.89

BEDDING

MATERIALS  

SOUTH LATERAL ‐ LOW PRESSURE ALTERNATIVE ‐ 2022 COST ESTIMATE
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation

Legal

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

42 inch LF 1944 $22.14 $43,035.75

36 inch LF 10956 $19.68 $215,591.97

30 inch LF 4147 $15.99 $66,303.73

27 inch LF 1478 $14.76 $21,813.04

24 inch LF 2626 $13.53 $35,526.14

21 inch LF 1403 $12.30 $17,255.13

18 inch LF 2230 $11.07 $24,683.57

15 inch LF 6189 $9.84 $60,893.51

FITTINGS

42 Fittings

TEE EA 2 $11,799.41 $23,598.82

30° EA 3 $6,235.46 $18,706.38

22.5° EA 2 $6,235.46 $12,470.92

15° EA 1 $6,235.46 $6,235.46

36 in Fittings

TEE EA 10 $8,873.54 $88,735.40

45° EA 4 $4,449.68 $17,798.73

30° EA 5 $4,449.68 $22,248.42

22.5° EA 4 $4,449.68 $17,798.73

15° EA 7 $4,449.68 $31,147.7915 EA 7 $4,449.68 $31,147.79

11.25° EA 1 $4,449.68 $4,449.68

30 in Fittings

TEE EA 3 $5,166.70 $15,500.10

22.5° EA 1 $2,670.06 $2,670.06

15° EA 1 $2,670.06 $2,670.06

27 in Fittings

TEE EA 1 $3,243.18 $3,243.18

30° EA 1 $1,943.20 $1,943.20

11.25° EA 1 $1,734.12 $1,734.12

24 in Fittings

TEE EA 2 $1,782.09 $3,564.17

21 in Fittings

TEE EA 1 $988.82 $988.82

18 in Fittings

TEE EA 2 $627.24 $1,254.47

15 in Fittings

TEE EA 4 $393.56 $1,574.24

45° EA 4 $364.04 $1,456.17

CONTROL BOXES

Concrete CY 14 $196.78 $2,754.92

15 in C‐10 Gate EA 2 $1,873.10 $3,746.20

Box Sub‐Total $6,501.11

Control Box Totals EA 27 $6,501.11 $175,530.06

$2,575,232.89

Concrete Placement CY 378 $1,414.35 $534,626.17

Trench Excavation/Backfill LF 30973 $18.45 $571,393.25

Pipe Installation LF 30973 $12.30 $380,928.83

Mobilization LS 1 $407,088.25 $407,088.25

$1,894,036.50

$4,469,269.39

$446,926.94

$4,916,196.33

$737,429.45

$5,653,625.77

$6,141,025.77

Materials Total

Installation Total

Contingency (15%)

Construction Cost Total

Construction Cost Subtotal (CCS)

Engineering Costs (10% of CCS)

Subtotal #3

INSTALLATION

Project Cost Total



$525,500.00

$36,500.00

$1,200.00

$1,200.00

Item Unit

Estimated 

Quantity

Estimated 

Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIPE

DR‐26 HDPE‐36 inch LF 1328 $153.73 $204,159.06

DR‐26 HDPE‐32 inch LF 695 $121.76 $84,621.47

DR‐26 HDPE‐24 inch LF 1203 $65.18 $78,415.53

DR‐26 HDPE‐22 inch LF 2183 $51.65 $112,762.22

DR‐26 HDPE‐20 inch LF 2525 $44.28 $111,795.53

DR‐26 HDPE‐18 inch LF 3304 $35.67 $117,841.59

DR‐26 HDPE‐16 inch LF 1785 $28.29 $50,492.47

DR‐21 HDPE‐30 inch LF 4179 $131.60 $549,941.79

DR‐21 HDPE‐26 inch LF 1448 $99.62 $144,249.45

DR‐17 HDPE‐26 inch LF 1178 $120.53 $141,981.56

DR‐17 HDPE‐24 inch LF 1403 $92.24 $129,413.48

DR‐17 HDPE‐22 inch LF 682 $77.48 $52,842.76

DR‐17 HDPE‐20 inch LF 1548 $62.72 $97,096.08

DR‐13.5 HDPE‐18 inch LF 2896 $63.95 $185,209.17

DR‐13.5 HDPE‐16 inch LF 3293 $50.42 $166,048.96

BEDDING

36 inch LF 1328 $19.68 $26,132.36

32 inch LF 695 $19.68 $13,676.20

30 inch LF 4179 $15.99 $66,815.36

26 inch LF 2626 $14.76 $38,755.79

24 inch LF 2606 $13.53 $35,255.56

22 inch LF 2865 $13.53 $38,759.47

20 inch LF 4073 $12.30 $50,092.76

18 inch LF 6200 $11.07 $68,626.96

16 inch LF 5078 $9.84 $49,962.40

FITTINGS

22" DR‐26 Elbows

45° EA 3 $479.65 $1,438.95

30° EA 1 $479.65 $479.65

22.5° EA 2 $383.72 $767.44

15° EA 3 $383.72 $1,151.16

20" DR‐26 Elbows

30° EA 5 $372.65 $1,863.26

22.5° EA 2 $324.69 $649.37

15° EA 1 $324.69 $324.69

18" DR‐26 Elbows

45° EA 1 $335.76 $335.76

22.5° EA 3 $312.39 $937.16

15° EA 3 $312.39 $937.16

11.25° EA 2 $312.39 $624.78

16" DR‐26 Elbows

30° EA 3 $264.42 $793.27

22.5° EA 2 $228.76 $457.51

30" DR‐21 Elbows

30° EA 1 $1,960.42 $1,960.42

11.25° EA 1 $1,960.42 $1,960.42

16" DR‐13.5 Elbows

45° EA 4 $360.35 $1,441.41

Thrust Blocks EA 37 $255.81 $9,465.11

TURNOUTS

TEES

DR‐26 HDPE‐22 inch EA 2 $2,374.89 $4,749.77

DR‐26 HDPE‐20 inch EA 1 $1,832.51 $1,832.51

DR‐26 HDPE‐18 inch EA 6 $1,448.79 $8,692.75

DR‐26 HDPE‐16 inch EA 4 $507.94 $2,031.75

DR‐21 HDPE‐30 inch EA 3 $4,512.41 $13,537.22

DR‐21 HDPE‐26 inch EA 1 $4,353.75 $4,353.75

DR‐17 HDPE‐26 inch EA 1 $4,353.75 $4,353.75

DR‐17 HDPE‐24 inch EA 1 $3,974.95 $3,974.95

DR‐17 HDPE‐22 inch EA 1 $3,083.29 $3,083.29

DR‐17 HDPE‐20 inch EA 1 $2,090.79 $2,090.79

DR‐13.5 HDPE‐18 inch EA 1 $1,448.79 $1,448.79

DR‐13.5 HDPE‐16 inch EA 4 $589.11 $2,356.44

GATE VALVES

16 inch EA 52 $19,186.03 $997,673.68

MEASUREMENT

10" Badger Meter EA 26 $5,534.43 $143,895.24

4' Manhole EA 26 $2,090.79 $54,360.42

SCREEN STRUCTURE

Reinforced Concrete CY 50 $196.78 $9,838.99

Wedge Wire Screen SF 102 $245.97 $25,089.43

Materials Total $3,897,766.68

Concrete Placement CY 50 $1,414.35 $70,717.75

Trench Excavation/Backfill LF 29650 $18.45 $546,986.40

Pipe Installation LF 29650 $8.61 $255,260.32

Manhole Excavation CY 260 $14.76 $3,837.21

Mobilization LS 1 $480,880.68 $480,880.68

Installation Total $1,357,682.36

Construction Cost Subtotal $5,255,449.04

Engineering Costs (10%) $525,544.90

Subtotal #3 $5,780,993.94

Contingency (15%) $867,149.09

$6,648,143.03

$7,212,543.03

Construction Cost Total

Project Cost Total

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

Permitting and Mitigation

SOUTH LATERAL ‐ PRESSURE ALTERNATIVE ‐ 2022 COST ESTIMATE

INSTALLATION

Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Legal

MATERIALS



$781,400.00

$55,400.00

$2,000.00

$2,000.00

Item Unit

Estimated 

Quantity

Estimated 

Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIPE

DR‐51 PIP‐54 inch LF 4286 $376.96 $1,615,629.23

DR‐51 PIP‐42 inch LF 3125 $191.44 $598,243.41

DR‐51 PIP‐36 inch LF 4952 $128.28 $635,258.03

DR‐51 PIP‐30 inch LF 4974 $88.81 $441,747.87

DR‐51 PIP‐24 inch LF 637 $51.31 $32,686.54

DR‐51 PIP‐21 inch LF 2582 $39.47 $101,916.01

DR‐51 PIP‐18 inch LF 2503 $29.60 $74,098.31

DR‐51 PIP‐15 inch LF 4990 $19.74 $98,481.97

BEDDING

54 inch LF 4286 $45.39 $194,552.21

42 inch LF 3125 $35.52 $111,014.24

36 inch LF 4952 $31.58 $156,371.21

30 inch LF 4974 $25.66 $127,616.05

24 inch LF 637 $21.71 $13,828.92

21 inch LF 2582 $19.74 $50,958.00

18 inch LF 2503 $17.76 $44,458.98

15 inch LF 4990 $15.79 $78,785.57

FITTINGS

54 in Fittings

TEE EA 1 $54,520.33 $54,520.33

45° EA 4 $0.00 $0.00

22.5° EA 1 $0.00 $0.00

15° EA 2 $0.00 $0.00

42 in Fittings

TEE EA 2 $18,934.59 $37,869.18

45° EA 2 $10,006.08 $20,012.17

22.5° EA 1 $10,006.08 $10,006.08

15° EA 2 $10,006.08 $20,012.17

11.25° EA 3 $10,006.08 $30,018.25

36 in Fittings

TEE EA 4 $14,239.43 $56,957.71

45° EA 4 $7,140.44 $28,561.74

30° EA 4 $7,140.44 $28,561.74

22.5° EA 1 $7,140.44 $7,140.44

15° EA 4 $7,140.44 $28,561.74

11.25° EA 4 $7,140.44 $28,561.74

30 in Fittings

TEE EA 2 $8,291.04 $16,582.07

30° EA 2 $4,335.97 $8,671.94

15° EA 1 $4,284.66 $4,284.66

11.25° EA 2 $4,864.89 $9,729.78

24 in Fittings

TEE EA 1 $2,859.73 $2,859.73

30° EA 2 $1,963.72 $3,927.44

11.25° EA 1 $2,151.21 $2,151.21

21 in Fittings

TEE EA 2 $1,586.76 $3,173.53

18 in Fittings

TEE EA 1 $1,006.53 $1,006.53

15 in Fittings

TEE EA 4 $631.55 $2,526.19

GATE VALVES

36 in (reservoir outlet) EA 1 $220,646.97 $220,646.97

CONTROL BOXES

Concrete CY 14 $315.77 $4,420.83

15 in C‐10 Gate EA 2 $3,005.77 $6,011.54

Box Sub‐Total $10,432.38

Control Box Totals EA 17 $10,432.38 $177,350.43

$5,179,340.32

Concrete Placement CY 238 $2,269.62 $540,170.63

Trench Excavation/Backfill LF 28049 $29.60 $830,356.92

Pipe Installation LF 28049 $19.74 $553,571.28

Mobilization LS 1 $710,491.14 $710,491.14

$2,634,589.97

$7,813,930.29

$781,393.03

$8,595,323.32

$1,289,298.50

$9,884,621.81

$10,725,421.81

INSTALLATION

Construction Cost Total

Project Cost Total

Installation Total

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation

Materials Total

Engineering Costs (10% of CCS)

Subtotal #3

Construction Cost Subtotal (CCS)

Contingency (15%)

MATERIALS  

HI LINE ‐ LOW PRESSURE ALTERNATIVE ‐ 2038 COST ESTIMATE

Legal



$736,200.00

$40,000.00

$2,000.00

$2,000.00

Item Unit

Estimated 

Quantity

Estimated 

Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIPE

DR‐26 HDPE‐42 inch LF 853 $345.38 $294,607.13

DR‐26 HDPE‐36 inch LF 6675 $246.70 $1,646,711.25

DR‐26 HDPE‐32 inch LF 2037 $195.39 $397,999.38

DR‐26 HDPE‐30 inch LF 637 $173.68 $110,631.37

DR‐21 HDPE‐26 inch LF 2582 $159.86 $412,759.83

DR‐17 HDPE‐24 inch LF 2503 $148.02 $370,491.53

DR‐13.5 HDPE‐16 inch LF 4990 $80.92 $403,776.06

BEDDING

42 inch LF 853 $35.52 $30,302.45

36 inch LF 6675 $31.58 $210,779.04

32 inch LF 2037 $31.58 $64,323.13

30 inch LF 637 $25.66 $16,343.27

26 inch LF 2582 $23.68 $61,149.60

24 inch LF 2503 $21.71 $54,338.76

16 inch LF 4990 $15.79 $78,785.57

FITTINGS

42" DR‐26 Elbows

30° EA 3 $4,772.13 $14,316.40

22.5° EA 1 $3,463.64 $3,463.64

11.25° EA 1 $3,463.64 $3,463.64

36" DR‐26 Elbows

30° EA 1 $3,100.50 $3,100.50

22.5° EA 1 $2,407.78 $2,407.78

15° EA 2 $2,407.78 $4,815.55

11.25° EA 2 $2,407.78 $4,815.55

32" DR‐26 Elbows

45° EA 1 $2,155.16 $2,155.16

22.5° EA 1 $4,478.07 $4,478.07

15° EA 1 $4,478.07 $4,478.07

11.25° EA 2 $4,478.07 $8,956.14

30" DR‐26 Elbows

45° EA 1 $1,770.31 $1,770.31

30° EA 1 $1,770.31 $1,770.31

Thrust Blocks EA 18 $410.51 $7,389.11

TURNOUTS

TEES

DR‐26 HDPE‐36 inch EA 4 $8,034.47 $32,137.88

DR‐26 HDPE‐32 inch EA 1 $7,943.69 $7,943.69

DR‐26 HDPE‐30 inch EA 1 $7,241.09 $7,241.09

DR‐21 HDPE‐26 inch EA 2 $6,986.50 $13,972.99

DR‐17 HDPE‐24 inch EA 1 $6,378.63 $6,378.63

DR‐13.5 HDPE‐16 inch EA 4 $945.35 $3,781.39

GATE VALVES

16 inch EA 26 $30,787.95 $800,486.69

42 inch EA 1 $307,879.50 $307,879.50

MEASUREMENT

10" Badger Meter EA 13 $8,881.14 $115,454.81

4' Manhole EA 13 $3,355.10 $43,616.26

SCREEN STRUCTURE

Reinforced Concrete CY 50 $315.77 $15,788.69

Wedge Wire Screen SF 102 $394.72 $40,261.16

Materials Total $5,615,321.36

Concrete Placement CY 50 $2,269.62 $113,481.22

Trench Excavation/Backfill LF 20277 $29.60 $600,276.21

Pipe Installation LF 20277 $13.82 $280,128.90

Upper Hi‐Line Ditch Enl. LS 1 $78,943.46 $78,943.46

Manhole Excavation CY 130 $23.68 $3,078.79

Mobilization LS 1 $671,019.41 $671,019.41

Installation Total $1,746,927.99

Construction Cost Subtotal $7,362,249.36

Engineering Costs (10%) $736,224.94

Subtotal #3 $8,098,474.29

Contingency (15%) $1,214,771.14

$9,313,245.44

$10,093,445.44

INSTALLATION

Permitting and Mitigation

MATERIALS

HI LINE ‐ PRESSURE ALTERNATIVE ‐ 2038 COST ESTIMATE
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Legal

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

Project Cost Total

Construction Cost Total



 

 

  

2824 Big Horn Avenue 
Cody, WY 82414 

Phone:  (307) 527-0915 
Fax:  (307) 527-0916 

2725 West Main Street 
P.O. Box 1153 

Riverton, WY 82501 
Phone:  (307) 240-5915 

Fax:  (307) 527-0916 
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